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THE END OF BANDA:
A NEW DAWN IN MALAWI

SAFES TRUST

In

celebrating the victory for democracy in Malawi, we offer
gratitude to the Malawian people - especially those forces of the
UDF and AFORD for the immense bravery and selflessness with

Ao celebrannos

which the task has

accomplished. The results of the
fitting honour to the many heroines and
heroes of the Malawi struggle: to the thousands that have pierished
under Banda’s regime; to those like Vera Chirwa and Machipisa

bravura

NJunthali who have

Munthali teräo de viver

-

so

referendum constitute

far been
a

to

live

with the

scars

of Banda's torture

gratidao

a

vitoria pela democracia no

Malawi, prestamos

do Malawi - especialmente aquela bravura
pelas for9as da UDF e da AFORD - pela imensa

ao povo

demonstrada

com que concluiram a presente etapa. O resultado do
referendo constitui uma honra apropriada as inumeras heromas e
herois daluta do Malawi: aos rtulhares que pereceram nos tentaculos

do

regime de Banda; åqueles que como Vera Chirwa e Machipisa
com as marcas

das

camaras

de tortura de

ä multitude dos jovens malawianos para quern o futuro

chambers; and to the multitudes of Malawian youths for whom the

Banda,

future

historica decisao.
40 manifestantes em
Blantyre em Abril de 1992, as formas democrat!cas malawianas dentro e fora do pais - aguentaram o assédio contra o regime de
Banda para assegurar a necessaria resjxista intemacional e o nivcl
de transparencia sem os quais os resultados do referendo teriani

can

only be brighter after their historic decision to end

Banda's rule.

that saw 40 demonstrators killed in
Blantyre in April 1992, the democratic forces of Malawi - at home
and abroad had sustained such a siege on Banda's regime as to
ensure both the requisite international response and level of
transparency without which the results of the referendum might
have been successfully rigged. But apart from that, the results of
the referendum should come as no surprise to those who had
bothered to look beyond the surface of Banda's Malawi. But our
major task in SAPEM has been to expose the conspiracy between
Banda and those Western champions of "democracy", for whom
human rights - and democracy itself - had to be sacrificed in
Malawi, in the name of "stability", "peace" and "progress".
So it is that now Banda should appear to have acceded more to
his master's voice in the north than to the plight of the Malawian
people. But it is a hollow victory for those concerned inihe north
-

the

was

the withdrawal of economic aid that

An interesting coincidence is that the Malawi
referendum took place in the same week as the UN Conference
won

on

day.

Human

presence at the conference of
Vera Chirwa and Jack Mapanje should

Rights in Vienna; the

such of Banda's victims
have been

e

mais brilhante apos esta

Desde

Ever since the upsurge

who dare boast that it

so sera

as

o

levantamento

em

que morreram

sido bem falseados. Os resultados do referendo näo devem

ser

deram ao trabalho de olhar para além
superficie do Malawi de Banda. A nossa tarefa principal na
SAPEM tern sido a de denunciar a conspira9äo entre Banda e os
campeoes ocidentais da "democracia" para quern os direitos
humanos e a propria democracia - tiveram de ser sacrificados no
Malawi em nome da "estabilidade", "paz" e "progresso".
Tao assim que Banda deve parecer agora como tendo sucumbido
ante å pressäo dos sens patröes no norte do que em rela9äo ä
miséria do povo malawiano. Mas é uma falaciosa vitoria para
aqueles que no norte se dao ao luxo de afirmar que foi a susjjensao
da ajuda econömica que tomou possivel a vitoria. Umacoincidencia
surpresa para aqueles que se

da

-

interessante é o facto do referendo ter tido lugar na mesma semana
que se realizava a conferéncia das Na9Öes Unidas sobre os
Direitos Humanos em Genebra; a presen9a na conferéncia de tais
em

vitimas de Banda

Vera Chirwa

como

e

Jack Mapanje

sido uma recorda9äo pugnante de que o ocidente em si

deveria ter
é altamente

poignant reminder that the West itself is highly
culpable for the existence in Africa and elsewhere in the Third
World of such regimes as Banda's.
For Banda's Malawi was as much a Western imposition as

responsavel pela existencia em Africa e outras partes do Terceiro
Mundo de tais regimes como o de Banda, uma vez que o Malawi
de banda era tanto uma imp)osi9äo ocidental quanto o foi o pröprio

colonialism i tself. What better confirmation that the post-colonial

colonialismo.

slate

a

has its basis less in the African commitment to nationhood

Que melhor ilustra9äo existe jjara demonstrar que o estado pos-

Banda's Malawi and Malawi.m

essencialmente entre

2

Africa do que no

hemisfério
completamente alienado da agenda nacional tra9ada no
decurso da luta p)ela independencia nacional. E o que até agora nos
foi dado a provar, pelo menos no Quénia, Zaire e Malawi. As
for9as democraticas em Africa sempre emularam as virmdes da
na9äo em constru9äo, daf definindo a agenda da luta nacional, e
estabelecendo uma clara distin9äo entre o estado tirano p)or urn
lado e o processo de constru9äo da na9äo por outro. Portanto os
malawianos tern razäo ao concluir que o referendo foi

hemisphere, completely alienated from the
national agenda established in the course of the struggle for
national indefrendence. So it has been proved so far, at least in
Kenya, Zaire and Malawi. The democratic forces in Africa have
al ways extolled the virtues of the nation-in-the-making, affirming
tliereby the agenda for the national struggle, and making a clear
distinction between the despotic State on the one hand and the
nation-building process on the other. S o the Malawian population
is right to conclude that the referendum was essentially between

colonial tern

than in the northern

a sua

base

menos em

norte,

o

Malawi de Banda

e o

Malawi.*
Sapem
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SAPEM MAIL
therefore important to ensure

that those

take the interests of the vast
majority to heart, and that multipartyism
alone will do nothing to improve the living
standards of the people of the continent.
in power

ISLAMIC EXPANSION
The issue of Islam needs to be addressed

BLANTYRE

serious manner. Contrary to
religions. Moslems believe that they
are superior and have shown intolerance
towards those who do not profess Islam.

MALAWI

Countries of Southern Africa hav'e

GABRIEL CHITONDA

in

a

very

other

to

themselves to stop Islamic
expansion. This is not being anti-lslamic.
but we only have to look at Sudan, where
prepare

Islamic fundamentalists have for decades

THE SOUTH AFRICAN ANGLE
Zambian national. 1 am encouraged
to see that your prestigious magazine has

As

a

shown great

interest in sport in the region.
account of how our national
maltreated by the Chiluba

With

Zimbabwe's

accession

to

independence in 1980. Southern African
leaders hoped to redirect their efforts and
to the noble cause

of building a

Your eloquent

resources

team

strong economic block by establishing the

was

government highlights the injustices that
African players are subjected to by their
respective governments. Most African
governments take pride when their teams
do well in the international arena, but
when it comes to footing the bills, no one
is prepared to. It is time we all realise that
sports, and football in particular, play a
great social role in African societies. Our
national
and

squads should be taken seriously

given the appropriate support.

KENNETH MSIKA
EA.STERN REGION
ZAMBIA

Community (SADC). The fact that this
form of arrangement did not achieve the

goals it was intended for. should entirely
be blamed on the "total strategy" policy
adopted by the South African apartheid
regime, which meant total destabilisation
of the region, and not on the so-called
inability of African leaders, to run their
economies efficiently. South Africa's “total
strategy" cost the region US$60 billion, in

the
think the

Zambia

only consolation the people of
have is if their reconstructed

can

team manages

to reach the World Cup

finals next year in

the USA. That would not

only bring pride to the people
but to the whole of

of Zambia,

Southern Africa.

with

blessing of the Western governments

which saw in apartheid the bastion against

penetration" in the region.
finally apologises for
the wrongdoings of apartheid, is the West
prepared to compensate the region for the
losses caused by aparthied?
“Communist
But

as

F. W. De Klerk

MARTIN KANAIMBA

KRANCLSTOWN

Best Wishes.

BOTSWANA

MUDENDE
HARARE

ZIMBABWE

made

from dogma

to dogma. Yesterday, it was the dogma of
one-party state. Today, multipartyism is
being hailed as the salvation of the
continent's ills. What many leaders on the
continent and donors-who actually push

them to adopt these policies are failing to
understand is that the solution to the

multiple problems Africa faces can only be
achieved through the rational and
equitable distribution of resources. It is

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR should be

Sait.mJline. 1993

me

Africa have

change my attitude towards the

way you treated the
Williamstown attacks. I had

WHAT NEXT?

Letters must include writer's

ON THE BRIGHT SIDE!
SAPEM is getting

better and better.

BILL MARTIN

ILLINOIS
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
governments should take the
challenge of promoting indigenous
business
people more seriously.
Development in the continent can only be
meaningful if its natives are given the
appropriate financial means to enable them
to invest in their respective countries'

African

economies.

In

recent

years

African

governments, with orders from the IMF
and World Bank, have been adjusting
their laws in order to “create a climate for
foreign investment". But foreign
investment can only be meaningful if it
works hand-in-hand with local investment.

The recent events in South

African leaders seem to move

MOZAMBIQUE

Conference (SADCC). to be transformed in
1992 into Southern Africa Development

of human lives. And all these went on

disaster. 1

MAPUTO

Southern Africa Development Coordination

addition to loss of hundreds of thousands

Alter the Zambian soccer team

imposed the "Sharia law" on non-Moslem
Southerners.
SONIA MARQUES

APLA King

developed the
impression that you are encouraging
anarchy at a time when negotiations should
be given a chance. The cold blooded murder
of Chris Hani and the recent scoop on PAC
leaders does not instil confidence in those
who

seek

a

solution

through the

negotiations. How long shall the oppressed
people stand aside and watch their leaders,
brothers and sisters being slaughtered?
VERY ANGRY ZIMBABWEAN

BULAWAYO
ZIMBABWE

CHARLES KASONDA
BLANTYRE
MALAWI

THE YOUTHFUL SIDE OF THINGS
am grateful for the effort your editorial
staff put into the articles in your magazine.

I

They are a great help when it comes to
writing term papers for my studies in
Economics and Political Science.

Keep up the good work.
NAVANA LANGE
PRETORIA
SOUTH AFRICA

addressed to: SAPEM MAIL, P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant,
edited for purposes of clarity or space.

HARARE, Zimbabwe

full name and address and may be
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MALAWI: THE END OF A DICTATORSHIP
Tendai Dumbutshena
hen

which they regarded as a slight it'somewhat
bizarre aberration from the norm in Africa,

to

a

Banda

democracy.

depiction of Josef Stalin's Soviet
Union which from the lofty socialist
principles on which it was founded,
degenerated into totalitarianism.
The British author never envisaged that
such an all-embracing oppre.ssive system
could emerge in a small underdeveloped
country in the "warm heart of Africa".
Malawi became such a society ruthlessly
presided over by Big Brother, Life President
Hastings Kamuzu Banda.
When on June 14, the Malawi people, long
derided for their passivity, obsequiousness,
and deeply ingrained instincts of obedience,
were
given the chance to opt for multiparty
democracy, they seized the opportunity to
end President Banda’s dream of dying in

whose

w

George Orwell wrote
'1984' in the 1930s, the epic
novel

intended

was

as

satirical

was

viewed

as an

eccentric

autocrat

professed hatred for communism
and capitalist instincts made him an
insignificant hut welcome ally of the Western
powers. For this reason his country was, by
African standards, a major recipient of
Western bilateral and multilateral aid.

levelsof investment, they
pressures

became vulnerable
for change to multiparty

Malawi, one of the poorest countries in the
world

was
particularly vulnerable. A se\'cre
drought in 1992 drastically cut export
earnings - the economy is agriculturally
based
and money was needed for food
imports to stave off starvation. Donors at a
-

;

office.
Malawi had

most

Orwell's Eurasia

of the hallmarks of

-

an

omniscient and

omnipresent dictator,

a secret police with
unfettered powers to detain, torture,

rusticate, abduct and murder real or imagined
dissidents, and the subjugation of all
institutions and persons to the capricious
whims of an all powerful leader.
The

only difference was that Orwell's
state depended on sophisticated
technology to oppress its citizens while in
totalitarian

Malawi Dr Banda's methods re.sembled those
of a primitive medieval

ruler. The declaration
of Malawi as a one party state, the elevation
of Dr Banda to the Life Presidency, the
promulgation of the Preservation of Public
Security Act under which people could be
indefinitely detained without recourse to
courts of law. the disappearance and murder
of perceived political opponents and the
subservience of the police, and Young
Pioneers to the dictates and
of the Malawi
combined

totalitarian

to

narrow

interests

Congress Party (MCP).
make Malawi

a

model

state.

Yet for many years, western powers
obsessed with East-West superpower

rivalry, tolerated Banda's whimsical rule
4

Banda
vote to

accompanied by Cecilia Kadzamira (right) campaigning for a ‘no'
multipartyism.

Following the collapse of the Soviet Union,
Third World despots with atrocious
human rights records became embarrassing
many

allies who could

longer take aid for
granted. They could only be recipients of
Western aid if they upheld fundamental
human rights and basic principles of
democratic governance as defined in
Washington, Paris or London.
Suddenly, Presidents Daniel Arap Moi of
Kenya. Zaire's Mobutu Scse Seko. Banda,
and other despots scattered throughout the

j continent could

no

no longer blackmail the
turning a blind eye to human
rights abuses by threats to befriend the Soviet
Union. Faced with tottering economics
barely sustained by aid and infinitesimal
West into

Pic Tnsh Voss

meeting with the Malawi government in
in May made additional aid of
US$60 million conditional upon a marked
improvement in Malawi’s human rights
record and an end to the one party rule.
Malawi had no option but to accede to
Paris last year

these demands.

Parliament amended the Prc.servation of
Public

Security Act to make it mandatory
political detainees to be tried in an open
court of law. The beleaguered President
announced to the nation: "All political
for

prisoners have been released. What the
international mass media refers to as 'new
waves of dctainccs'are people who have
violated specific sections of our laws and
are being charged in the courts".
S.\1’i;m Juni:. IW.t

»isg

The President also announced in October

that
for

a

fisted rule. His immediate response was to

referendum would be held to decide

form

system of
further evidence of the
Malawi government's weakness and
desperation, its obdurate autocrat made two
or

against

concessions. He bowed to pressure

from internal

opposition

groups

supported

by the United Nations to have a single ballot
box and for the referendum to be postponed
from March to June. This minimi.sed the

for intimidation and gave opposition
groups time to campaign and the UN to put
all the logistics in place.
scope

The

Presidential Committee on Dialogue

(PCD) to communicate with the PAC to
avoid direct contact with him.
To add to President Banda's woes, exiled
opposition politician Chafukwa Chihana
openly declared his support for
multipartyism and returned to Malawi where
he received a two year custodial sentence

a one party

government. As

more

a

a

general election.

But the real issue

was

more

to

do with

President Banda's continued rule than the
MCP's

status as the sole legal party. With
arguable exception of North Korea's
Kim II Sung, there is no other country where
power is concentrated in one man as in
Malawi. The MCP is only an instrument
through which the President imposes his

the

for sedition. Chihana, chairman of AFORD
major rallying figure for the

will

multipartyists.
The government released him a day before
the referendum to deny him participation in

his

became the
;

towards

on

the nation.

Furthermore, President Banda, through
Press

stranglehold
has reduced

Holding company has a
on Malawi's economy which
the country to a large extent to

acceptance of a

mere

referendum opened a can of worm,s
that transformed the

political
landscape in Malawi. A hitherto
passive and frightened population
spoke openly about the iniquities
of MCP rule.
Emboldened

by the government's
transparent weakness internal civic and
political opposition groups went for the
jugular. A pastoral letter by the Catholic
Bishops of Malawi in March 1992 proved a
catalyst for the galvanization of internal
opposition to the MCP. The letter raised a
number of human rights and political issues
which, inter alia, highlighted the absence
of fundamental freedoms in Malawi. Added
moral

weight

was

given by the Christian

Council of Malawi which wrote
letter

to

an

open

calling for a
were echoed by the

government

referendum. Its views

influential Church of Central African

Presbyterians (CCAP) which specifically
called for

a

referendum

on

the

one

party

state.

The lormation of the two pressure groups,
the Alliance lor

Democracy (AFORD), and
(UDF) in

the United Democratic Front

September and October respectively, gave
a political local point to opposition against
the government. The two pressure groups'
alliance

with

the churches,

business

community and the Malawi Law Society
under the Public Affairs Committee (PAC).

presented President Banda with the most
formidable opposition to his 3()-year iron
S..\i’i:m Junk. 1‘)93

Malawians

qiieing to cast their vote in the multiparty referendum.

the

campaign.
generally acknowledged that the Life
Presidency and one party rule in Malawi are
inextricably linked to the person of President
Banda. Given his visible mental and physical
infirmity, it was considered absurd for the
MCP to go to great lengths to preserve a
system that cannot survive the death of its
leader. Most observers questioned the
wisdom of holding an expensive referendum
It is

vvhose outcome would not in the final

analysis prevent the inevitability of pluralist
democracy in Malawi. A prevalent view
among political analysts and diplomats was
that President Banda should have accepted
the reality of multipartyism. made the
necessary amendments to the constitution
and announced

a

transitional timetable

Ptc TnshVoss

his

personal estate. The tentacles of the
of companies permeate every
sector of the economy. According to
confidential World Bank reports, the
President has a personal stake in a third of
Malawi's gross national product.
It was therefore apt for President Banda at
the numerous campaign rallies to pose the
rhetorical question: "Do you still want your
Kaniuzu'.’" to which, predictably, the reply
was resoundingly affirmative.
The mere acceptance of a referendum
opened a can of worms that transformed the
political landscape in Malaw'i. A hitherto
passive and frightened population spoke
openly about the iniquities of MCP rule.
The outspokenness of pressure group leaders
and the churches' unequivocal support for
Press group

.“5

N

to

pressure groups
lion's share.

cover

of the four

the activities of

although the MCP had

N

physical strength to face the greatest
challenge to his rule. The Ngwazi - the
conqueror- was too old and frail to stem the
tide despite frantic calls for the observance

pluralism strengthened their resolve.
Partisan and independent newspapers
proliferated. The Malawi Broadcasting
Corporation was forced by the referendum
commission

NS-.

and

cornerstones

of the MCP

-

discipline, loyalty, unity and obedience. In
contrast, the pressure groups, despite a
paucity of resources and organisational
inexperience, exuded an energy, confidence
and optimism that to discerning observers
spelt doom for the status quo. In vain and
rather inappropriately he attempted to equate

a

Faced with an

increasingly defiant citizenry
of the international
community, the Young Pioneers and other
organs of state oppression were rendered
impotent. These were, by Malawi standards.
and the watchful eye

•> V

As it turned out there

quiet jubilation
but a UDF official had earlier
explained: "We have told our people that in
the event of victory, the constitution has to
be amended to abolish the Life Presidency
and the MCP's status as sole legal party".
"After the legalisation of other parties, a
time frame would have to be agreed upon
towards a general election. It should not
take too long if we are to maintain law and
order. Six months to one year should be
sufficient. An inordinately long transitional
was

in the country

'''

“People in the villages have
suffered

a

lot at the hands of the

MCP. Few families have been
untouched

by tragedy caused by
oppressive system. Parents,
children, relatives and friends
were
imprisoned, tortured,
murdered or are still missing”.
this

revolutionary changes. ‘Glastnost’ had
arrived and the MCP could not withstand
the intolerant winds of

change.
myth was also debunked in the process.
Malawi's largely illiterate rural dwellers
who constitute about 80 per cent of the
population were expected by many
A

observers to endorse the

one man

"their Kamuzu". A UDF activist

rule of

Ptc Irish Voss

Bending to pressure from all corners, Banda allowed independent press.

explained:

"People in the villages have suffered a lot at

multipartyism with civil war citing Angola
and Mozambique as examples,

the hands of the MCP. Few families have

by tragedy caused by this
oppressive system. Parents, children,
relatives and friends were imprisoned,
tortured, murdered or are still missing.
"In
addition,
despite Kamuzu's
condescending remarks that he found them
hungry and naked, living standards in rural
areas are appalling. For these and other
reasons, the villagers are more desperate for
change than urban dwellers".
An AFORD official in the Northern Region
been untouched

period to multipartyism would spark
violence. It is for this
chairman Bakili Muluzi

reason

that

our

went overseas to

mistook "silence for peace and
acquiescence. We are no longer silent.
Regardless of the outcome of the

i

posed

referendum. Malawi cannot be the same".

:

construing a victory as synonymous with an

the need for continued withdrawal of
aid until an acceptable transition period to
elections is in place".
The Malawi government, not normally
given to criticising the West, expressed its
exasperation at the linkage between aid and
democracy through an editorial in its
mouthpiece, TheDailyTimes. "The Western
world will not stop at anything to bring
developing nations to their knees. They
now say to these developing nations: 'be
democratie the way we are or starve'".
On this issue they were right. The Western
powers did bring His Excellency, the Life
President, Hastings Kamuzu Banda, to his

immediate end to MCP rule.

knees.a

press

"The Western world will not stop

anything to bring developing
They now
say to these developing nations:
at

nations to their knees.

'be democratic the way we are or
starve'"

During the campaign the issue which was
seriously addressed was the aftermath
of a multiparty victory. This lack of clarity

told SAPEM that President Banda for 31

not

years

President Bandadid not possess the mental

6

a

danger of multiparty supporters

Sapelm Jlinr, 1993
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AFTER THE REFERENDUM: THE RACE TO
SANJIKA PALACE
ollowing the referendum results in
Malawi which came in support for
multipartyism, speculation has been
about possible successors to Life

F
rife

President Kamuzu Banda.
President Banda is conservatively
to

be 95 years

have

a new

estimated
old - that means Malawi will

leader within the next few years.

Speculation about succession to the Life
was a serious offence punishable
by incarceration, disappearance or ‘menu’
for the crocodiles. It is a sign of the times
that open speculation in the press is now
permissible in Malawi's enforced version of
■glasnost’. There are five serious contenders
for succession none of whom can hope to
assume the Ngwazi's powers and one time
mythical status.
President

John Tembo.

Currently Minister of State in the
President's Office and Treasurer-General

Chafukwa Chihana, seen here with wife soon after his release from prison., is
potential candidate for a post-Banda Malawi.

of the MCP. He. with his niece. Cecilia

added

appeal to Malawi's small urban
working class. His persecution and
imprisonment by the MCP, and his
chairmanship of AFORD. make him amo.st
likely candidate for leader of a post-Banda

Kadzamira who carries the official title of
‘Official Hostess’ wield de facto power
Malawi.
In

in

the event of the MCP

emerging
multi-party elections, Tembo
is the obvious heir apparent. His fate is
inextricably linked with those of the MCP
victorious in

and therein lies his weakness. He is also

unpopular because of his association with
the excesses of the MCP. An ignominious
defeat of the MCP and its demise may
condemn Tembo and his niece to exile.

Chafukwa Chihana.

Among the opposition figures, he has
the mantle of a symbol of

assumed

;

Malawi,
Aleke Banda.
Once groomed as successor to the Ng wazi,
Aleke suffered from speculation by foreign
media

unaware

of

or

insensitive

to

the

dangersofsuch journalism in Malawi. Aleke
was a rising star in the MCP as a bright
Secretary-General but that was to prove to
be his downfall. His imprisonment for 12
years has erased, in the minds of many, his
early association with the MCP. He was the
campaign manager of the UDF who was
recently awarded US$ 75,000 for libel for

opposition to MCP rule. His involvement in
trade union activity beyond Malawi's borders
accusation of theft of MCP funds.
and opposition to Banda's autocratic rule
Bakili Muluzi.
have given him a high international profile.
A former cabinet minister and secretary
The Malawi government's refusal to rclca.se
him in time to campaign in the referendum | general of the MCP. Muluzi is now interim
campaign wasarccognitionofhiscnormous , chairman of the UDF. He resigned from
statureasarallyingpointfortheopposition. ' cabinet in February 1982 and attempts to
His record as a trade unionist may give him
link him to financial scandals have proved a
Sai’um Junk. 1993

a

Pic. Irish Voss

failure. His greatest asset seems to be a

personal charisma which

some

observers

believe make him a strong contender

for the
presidency. His stronghold is in the Southern
Province. If they are not united with AFORD,
the battleground between him and multiparty
ally Chihana will be in the Central Province.
Vera Chirwa.
The widow of the late founderof the MCP
Orton Chirwa did

not campaign in the
choosing to reunite with her
children overseas following their father's
mysterious death in custody. Could she
exploit the emotions of her husband's
contribution to Malawi's independence and

referendum

his death in Banda's cells? Could she emulate

Corazon

Aquino of the Philippines? Her
the height of the referendum
campaign may suggest that she has no
political ambitions. In a recent interview
she did, however, say she would be involved
inpoliticsifaskedby the people. Malawians
may also not feel that a woman has the
absence during

mettle to dismantle the totalitarian
built

over

the years

state

by Banda.T. D.»
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KAMUZU’S CRUELTY TO OPPONENTS

E

arly nationalists achieved an
admirable level of
common

unity and
While in

purpose.

Southern and Northern Rhodesia divisions

plagued the nationalist movements, in
Malawi, the MCP seemed more cohesive,
with the least

danger of fracturing given the
willingness of Britain to grant
independence because, inter alia, of the
paucity of its resources. The founders of the
MCP. of whom lawyer Orton Chirwa was
apparent

the leader,

invited Dr Kamuzu Banda to

give it added prestige and
legitimacy because of his academic
achievements and prolonged stay in Britain.
The 1964 Cabinet crisis which split Banda
lead the party to

from his former comrade-in-arms, led to

tragic consequences of banishment, exile,
mysterious disappearances, torture,
rustication, imprisonment, and murder.
Those who founded the MCP and invited Dr
Banda then

ruined my

lead it,

documented. He and his wife Vera

practising medicine in Ghana to
Henry Chipembcrc. Augustine

Bwanausi, Rose Chibambo, Orton Chirwa,
Yathuta Chisiza and other party

illuminaries

found themselves out in the cold.

They

could not tolerate Dr Banda's dictatorial
tendencies and his inclination to

align

of
Lisbon, Salisbury and Pretoria. Banda
himself with the racial governments

proceeded to transform the MCP into an
instrument of oppression.
The
silence,
low
profile, and
ineffectiveness of the Malawi opposition at
home and in exile

was a source

of comfort

Banda's government. It al.so gave credence
to claims that the people of Malawi were
to

development and their
material security rather than in the
irrelevance of intangibles such as civil
lihcnies. democracy and human dignity.
But as the opposition got holder, defections
by MCP stalwarts increased, a hitherto
favourable international opinion got hostile,
and pervasive I'ear among ordinary
more

interested in

to a fatalistic
of the con.scqucnccs of an
emhracement of ’glasnost'. Banda's rule
Malawians gave way

acceptance
became
without

a

terminal

case.

The Orton Chirwa
S

But it was not

personal tragedies.
case

has been well

Pic Tnsh Voss

Machipisa Munthali: The ‘Nelson Mandela’ of Malawi... “The government

life”.
were

further $ 1 (K),()(X) for the loss of his property
bottle store, col'fee

abducted

which included

death sentence

plantation, carpentry shop and his home.
He was kept in solitary confinement at
Zomba prison with criminals on death row.

by Malawi secret agents from
Zambia in 1981 and brought to Malawi
where they faced charges of treason. A
was

commuted to life

impri,sonmcnt,reportedlyafterappealsfrom
the Queen of Great Britain. They were kept
separately in solitary confinement until

Orton Chirwa died on October 20, 1992.
suspicion that he was
murdered
either by poisoning or
strangulation. Vera was later released after
intensive pressure from human rights
organi.sations and donor governments,
The cruelty of Banda in his treatment of

There is strong
-

the Chirwas alienated and appalled even
tho.se who were favourably di.sposed towards
Kamuzu on the grounds that a backward
country like Malawi needed a benevolent
despot. But the tyranny of his rule was too

a

After the 1964 Cabinet crisis, Munthali.
now an

AFORD member, went to China

for military

training. He returned to Malawi

in 1965 and

was

arrested and

imprisoned in
for illegal possession of
arms. On his release on February 25, 1973,
he was detained under the Public Security
legislation by the special branch.
He continued in solitary confinement and
was only allowed a visit by a friend Green
1966 for nine years

Musonda.
On June 12, 1992, he
Pressure

was

him while he
SAPEM.

was

released.

put on his wife to divorce
in detention. He told

was

"When she refused, she was

all-embracing, and the human casualties imprisoned and her family intimidated. She
eventually divorced me and married
too numerous and tragic for it to continue
someone else. We had one daughter who
indefinitely.
The case of a man dubbed the ’Nelson i w'asonlyayearold when 1 was imprisoned".
"Through my previous marriage. I had
Mandela'of Malawi, Machipi.sa Munthali.
two girls aged two and three and a boy of
also captured the cruelty of the Banda
four when 1 was jailed. The government
government. In an unprecedentedjudgement
ruined my family life". T. D.b
he was awarded USS 1.7 million
compensation for unlawful detention and a
Sai'i:m Joni;. 199,''
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BUTHELEZI MEETS MUGABE
meeting in Harare between President Robert Mugabe of
Zimbabwe and the leader of the mainly Zulu Inkatha Freedom
A

Party (IFP) Chief Mangosuthu Buthclezi, at the end of May paved
the way for a Mandela-Buthelezi summit to deal with the issue of

political violence in South Africa.
As chairman of the seven FrontI ine states. Mugabe was instructed

by the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) Ad-hoc Committee
on Southern Africa, as well as the Frontline states to try and
reconcile Black leaders in South Africa, including the promotion

front between the African National Congress (ANC)
Congress (PAC).
Chief Buthelezi said he had tried to arrange a face-to-face
meeting with Mandela since the latter was released from prison in

of a patriotic

and the radical Pan Africanist

iiiiisi

'^s

SS

mutual end to hostilities and confinement of the South African

armed forces

to

barracks.

Efforts

by Nelson Mandela, the government and other moderate
opposition leaders to smooth the PAC have fallen on dead ears,
raising fears that things will be worse before moving to the better
in the wealthiest country in Africa, where almost two-thirds of the
population live in absolute poverty.
The PAC's radical ranks have been joined recently by leading
figures in the ANC, including Winnie Mandela and Peter Mokaba,
the ANC Youth leader, who have voiced their impatience with the
slow pace of democracy negotiations and defiance of efforts to
cool down township militants.
Addressing a group of medical students, north of Pretoria, Mrs
Mandela, accompanied by Mokaba, accused the ANC leadership
of losing touch with the Black masses, and called on the youth to
take a lead and "direct a ship which is totally lost".
The democrati.sation process in South Africa has also come
under fire from the extreme right wing which threatens to engulf
the country in an all out war, if its demands for an Afrikaner
separate state are not heeded.
On May 29, right wing Whites gave the constitutional negotiators
six months

to

accede

to

their demand

or

face civil

war,

and their

leader, Eugene Terre

Blanche, told about 3(X)() supporters outside
Buildings that he would regard the setting of an election
date, most likely April next year, as a declaration of war.
And while politicians are busy trying to shape the future of South
Union

Africa, economists wonder how the economic imbalances in the
country could be tackled.
Economic analysts argue

that any government that wants to rule
South Africa will have to deal with problems of widespread

is to have any chance of a stable democracy.
South Africa's economic crisis is exacerbated by an astronomic

poverty if the country
Pic. Tnsh Voss

February 1990. but the ANC leader rejected the proposal and
insisted on a multilateral conference including other Black

organisations opposing apartheid in South Africa. But the Zulu
leader said it was incumbent upon him and Mandela to meet to try
and diffuse the violence which has claimed thousands ol lives.

nearly five decades of apartheid have
taking place for the past two years in South Africa, but they
faced a serious setback in May when a pre-dawn pol ice crackdown
resulted in the arrest of 73 PAC top officials.
But Buthelc/.i once again put emphasis on his opposition of
South Africa as a unitary state. "South Africa can only have a
chance to have peace, justice and prosperity if South Africa is a
federal state." he said after seven hours w ith President Mugabe.
The South African government has accused the PAC and its
armed wing, the .'X/.anian People's Liberation Army (APLA). ol
conducting a terrorist campaign against Whites, and Law and
Order minister Hernus Kricl said the police swoop was in
connection with incidents ranging from murder to illegal possession
Multilateral talks to end

been

of weapons.
The PAC which refuses to

gr)vcrnmcnt has insisted on
JrNi.. lyy.t

recognise the legitimacy of the
a joint control of the security forces.

between Blacks and Whites, the most significant legacy of
apartheid. Studies suggest Whites, who form 12 percent of the
country's population possess 90 percent of the wealth.
Unemployment among Blacks is put at least at 40 percent and 7
million Blacks cannot afford decent housing. The Black education
and health systems arc being ovcrw'hclmcd, when the population
is expected to jump from some 40 mill ion to 60 million by the year
gap

2010.
It

announced when the Mandcla-Buthclczi

meeting
analysts sec no prospects of its successful
conclusion, in the face of the extremely opposed positions taken
by both parties in the ongoing multiparty talks, and particularly
following an IFP-led walkout from the talks, in an attempt to
prevent the establishment of a date for elections.
The IFP. Conservative homeland leaders and pro-apartheid
rightists say they do not believe an election date can be .set before
an agreement on constitutional principles.
"We should not get our priorities wrong; it would be useless to
set an election date just for the sake of doing so. If we set an
election date we should really say what that election will be
about." said IFP Chairman and Chief negotiator, Frank Mdlalosc.»
was

not

would be held, but
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ANGOLA: DOS SANTOS' DILEMMA
JOÄO Carlos De Faria

A

mbiguous signals have surfaced
that

a new

civil

soon, even

round oftalks to end the

by senior government officials
kind of response the
government is likely to give. Boutros Ghali
had requested both parties to reply hy June
20 at the latest. But on the eve of receiving
statements

component.
The pattern of successive

indicate

rounds of talks

warinAngolamaytakeplace : to end the war in Angola and. in particular
Unita's

before the end of June.

of an Abidjan-2 will largely
depend on the concensus to be found within
the hierarchies of both the opposition Unita
and the MPLA government. Intrinsic
military, diplomatic and political factors
The prospects

stance

in the process suggest

that

declaration should he taken with
great suspicion. Final decisions arc taken
personally hy Savimbi. and these cannot he
challenged.
such

a

the proposal. President Jose Eduardo dos
Santos was announcing that his army had

finalised"plansdesignedtoalterthemilitary
situation in the

coming weeks".
Army chief of staff. General Joao dc Matos,
had said earlier that he was awaiting
President Dos Santos' approval before
launching a massive offensive against Unita
forces, which are virtually in control of twothirds of the country's territory.

have to be considered.

Boutros Boutros
Ghali. has sent messages to the parties in the
Angolan conflict inviting them to resume
The UN secretary-general

Boutros Ghali had

requested both
parties to reply by June 20
at the latest

negotiations by June 30.
But both Unita and the government were

evasive in their reaction. The rebels

indicated, without proposing any dates, their

negotiating table at
reiterated their objection
to the initial Abidjan protocol, unless
changes were made in its military
readiness to return to the

any

moment, but

what

But the fact that General Matos made

has not yet even responded
to the UN proposal, at least officially. Soon
after receiving the proposal, Luanda made it
The government

a "decision by politicians", is
by observers as an indication oi' a

reference to
seen

growing internal confrontation within
Angola's highest decision making bodies.
Sources in Luanda say that the military have

known that it needed time before it could

give a definite response. But recent

ANGOLA: DOS SANTOS NO DILEMA
JoÄo Carlos De Faria

s

urgiram sinais ambfguos de que a
retomadade

ncgociaij’oes paraofim

da guerra em

Angola pode vir a

aconteceraté aofim do més. Tudodepende,
por enquanto, de consensos a encontrar no
interior das chefias quer do governo, quer
da Unita,

c a

decisäo dccorrcrä de

um

intrineado jogo de faetores militäres,
diplomäticos e politicos.
O Seeretdrio-Geral das Na^öes Unidas,
Boutros Boutros-Ghali, endereyou, nos
princi'pios do més, convite para um novo
encontro entreos beligerantes em Abidjan,
a ter

A

infeio

o

mais tardar

a

de Ghali foi evasiva. A Unita

manifestou,

sent

indicar datas, a sua

disposiyäo dc vol tar ä mesa das ncgociayöcs
qualqucr momento, mas tornou claroque
continuara a rejeitar a assinatura do texto
do acordo enquanto näo for revisto o teor
das .soluyoes militäres ali delineadas.

a
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sugerequeumataldeclaracijaodevaserlida | Jose Eduardo dos Santos anunciava que o
pe da letra. As decisoes finais partem de | exercito governamental tinha "projcctos
jonas Savimbi e jamais säo sériamentc I para alterarasitua^äo militär nas pröximas
contrariadas.
j semanas".
i o chefe do estado-maior das Formas
I Armadas (FAA), General Joäo de Matos
I afirmara recentemente que o infeio de uma
Boutros Ghali solicitara aos dois
1 ofensiva de grande envergadura contra a
lados uma resposta o mais tardar
I Unita aguardava apenas a autoriza^ao do
ao

até 20 de Junho

i

presidente Dos Santos,
Mas

30 de Junho.

reacyäo quer do governo quer da Unita

ä proposta

Ahistoriadossucessivosencontrosdepaz j .solicitara aos dois lados uma re.sposia o
Angola e, em particular a da postura mais tardar ate 20 de Junho. Mas em
afirmadapelaUnita em diferentes ocasioes, j vesperasde rccebcr a propostao presidente
em

o

referido
Do lado do governo,

näo houve, sequer,

centros

para dar uma re.sposta.
Embora até h data ainda näo a tenha fornecido

indicant

série de declaracyöes que

qual vird

a ser.

"decisäo de

do confronto de duas vi.sixis

precisava de tempo
uma

a uma

se ter

politicos",

c

visto por alguns observadores como si n toma

nenhuma reacyao oficial. Logo apos ter
recebido a proposta, Luanda fez saber que

hd, contudo,

facto do General De matos

os

i

de decisäo

militäres

militär

em

advogam

contra o

no

Luanda.

scio dos

Enquanto
golpe

um severe

exército de Savimbi antes

do reimeio das

negocia^öes. entre os civis
Boutros Ghali j
parece reinar um clima de hesita^äo que os
Sapi.m .It Nt:, \W

insisted
on

on

there is

a

political echelons that a military solutirrn is
definitely out of question, even w ithin the

split in his ranks,
especially among the officers, who have

dcpcndonthcattitudcofthewarringpartics.
There is a third force, capable of bringing
pressure to bear on Unita. to force it to act
rea.sonably. Although it presents itself as
part of the international community the US

indicatedthatananti-Unitaoffensivcwould

has pursued a policy

tw'o-monthperiiKl.proposcdhythemilitary.
Dos Santos may be facing a dilemma.
which requires him to act cautiously in
order not to create

one moment to another, take action to reduce

deserihed by Unita's inlomiation secretary
and chief negotiator, Jorge Vaicntim. as
"punitive to Unita".
But Angola's political history has shown
that a solution to the crisis docs not entirely

ncciltocxcrlmililary pressure
resuming peace talks, w hile
conviction among the higher

the

Unita before

a

of world hegemony,
under the umhrella of the United Nations,

only be halted if Jonas Savimhi agreed to
the Abidjan protocol in its present form.

The Clinton administration could, from

and even curtail the operationality of Jonas
Savimhi's forces. In

particular, it could

deactivate, if it wished to, Unita's

.

!,

sophisticated satellite communications
system and reduce the organisation's antiairpow/crcapability byeuttingoffthesupply
of anti-aircraft missiles. The US can also
put pressure on the government, blocking
its access to international credit facilities,
thereby

turn

expenditure

military

unsustainable.

Following the collapse of the Abjan talks

The escalation of the current crisis, judging

by the demands put forward by cither side.
inevitable. The government

will only
sign a peace accord if Unita withdraws from
the cities and villages it occupied since
October last year, when it rejected its defeat
in last September's general election. On the
contrary, the offensive may be inevitable as
.seems

a means

to

|

■

force the rebels to bow. On the

part of Savimhi, he will continue to insist on
signing the agreement if the government
drops its demands, which have been

i

tornapoueo inelinadosaceder aos militäres
o

pra/.o

como 0

de dois meses por estes requerido
necessdrio para derrotar a Unita.

Dos Santos cstara
que o
nao

a

enfrentar um dilema,

ohriga a agir com cautcia dc modo a

eriar divisocs

nas

sobretudo dos militäres

os

suas

fileiras,

quais indicaram

jti qiic a ofensiva so .seria eontida caso a
Unita assine o documento de Abidjan tal
como

ele foi inicialmente

redigido.

A tendencia de

evolugao da erise, perante
choque dc exigCncias dcscrito, parece
evidentc. O governo so assinara um
documento dc paz caso sejam mantidas as
soluyöcs militäres propostas cm Abidjan.
o

Caso

eontrario.

deseneadeada,

no

a

ofensiva

intuito de dobrar

sera
a

Unita

dc argumentos e for(;a para influir no curso
dos acontecimentos. Apesarde.se apresentar
ao

mundo sob

internacional

o

nome

de comunidade

verdade, os
Estados Unidos seguem uma polftica dc
hegemonia mundial, concrctizada sob a
repre.sentada,

na

bandcira da ONU.
A

administra§3o Clinton poderia, dc um

pela fori^a. Do lado do partido de .Savimhi,
so aceitam uma soluc^Tio paciTiea contanto
sejam nHxlil'icados tais eritérios descritos
por jorge Vaicntim como "punitivos para a

para outro, atingir com dureza a
opcracionaJidade das tropas que combatem

Unita".

comunicagoes por satélite e fragilizar o
historia de Angola,

porém, a
tendencia dc cvolu^ao da erise nao depende
somentc da atitude dos bcligcrantcs. Existe
Mas

um

na

tcrceiro. eap:i/

s,\piM.irNi. inn.^

de pressionar

e

dotado

Pic. 21ANA

left) and Unita’s Jonas Savimhi
(fourth, from left) listen to President Mario Soares of Portugal at a
banquet after the signing of the May 31, 1991 peace accord.
President dos Santos (second from

momento

jonas savimhi. Em particular, pode
desactivar. quando queira, o seu sistema de
por

guarda-chuva anti-aéreo, cortando o
fornccimento de foguctes. Pode. por outro

lado, cxcrcer uma prcs.sao muito forte sobre
o governo,

mantendo-lhefeehadas as portas

do cedito internacional

despesas de
Tudo

guerra

e

tornando

as

insustentaveis.

indica, alias, ser esla a estratégia de

dissuasäo

adoptada.Revela-.se concebida

para, nocurtoprazo, Washington

funcionar

placa giratoria da qual dependa,
por complcto, cada um dos bcligcrantcs.
Destc modo, acabttriam por se ver forgados,
sob pena dc sc tornar impotentes, acumprir
os dcsignios amcrieanos para solucionar a
como uma

erise por

via paci'nea.
.seguir-sc ao colapso da reuniao de
Abidjan surgiram sinais diferentes de que
os parceiros intcrnacionais parecem
A

inclinadosa uma modirica(;ao das .solu^oes

mais
O

polemicas do texto de Abidjan.
impasse dc abidjan dcvcu-sc

:xÄ=;=*:::¥tS:i

last month, there

were

indications that the

years

withdrawal included

peace process - Portugal, Russia and the US
were more inclined to modifying the most

of the Abidjan

protocol.
The impasse in Abidjan essentially
revolved around the question of how to
define

the

role

of

the

UN

in

the

simultaneous

a

a

simultaneous

"lobal

movement

a

compromise.

It is, above all.

of

on

this issue that both the

Clinton administration and the UN should

concentrate their diplomatic skills in the

i

weeks tocome. not in attempting to produce
such a compromise, since that is the sole
responsibility of the Troika (Portugal. Russia
and U.S.A.), hut it will he essential to
persuade the parties to accept them as the

,

i

Unita and the MPLA government without i only solution leading to the successful
prior guarantees that both parties are ready conclusion of the Abidjan protocol.»

implementation of the agreement, and
Unita's demands for

a

for

forces to assembly points, including the
withdrawal of five highly operational
brigades of the FAA. a proposal that not
surprisingly raised eyebrows in Luanda,
Neither Washington nor New York seem
preparedtoriskanewroundoftalksbetween

-

controversial aspects

of civil war.
proposal for

Unita's

three international observers in the Angolan

withdrawal.
While Unita insisted

on

a

UN peace-

keeping force of 20.000 men with

disarm simultaneously the
warring factions, the government proposed

competence to

asmallerUN verification force which would
not

"diminish national

sovereignty" of a
by a popular vote.
Luanda's point of view, the concept

government elected
From

of simultaneous withdrawal cannot be

contemplated since the Angolan Armed
Forces (FAA) are a legitimate force
institutionalised through the 1991 peace
agreement, which also called for general
elections that would have put an end to 16
essencialmente quanto

ä questäo das

competéncias a atribuir a missao das
Na^oes Unidas durante o pen'odo de
aplicaij'iio do acordo, e ä recusa da Unita de
retirar as suas formas militäres das cidades
e vilas que tKUpam sem quo as FAA
procedam da mesma fonna.
Da

perspectiva das autoridades de
nao faz sentido a proposta
das formas do governo se retirarem

Luanda,
em

dada

da Unita,
existencia institucional.

simultaneo
a sua

com as

*

Unita defendia o envio de
umafor^-ademanuten?2odepazde20mil
Enquanto

homens

I

formas do
simultaneo

a

competcncia para desarmar
em simultaneo as duas formas em conflilo,
o governo propunha uma fon^a da ONU
mais reduzida. com apenas uma missao de
verifica^äoque nao "diminuissc a soberania
nacional"dcumgovcniolcgitimizadopclo
voto popular.
Da perspectiva das autoridades de
Luanda, nao faz sentido a proposta das

12

Jonas Savimhi... his decisions

are final

unchallenged.

governo se retirarem em i
da Unita, dada a sua !

com as

: existencia institucional.

com

reuniao entre

a Unita c o governo sem as
garantias de que ambos sc indinam a
solu^ocs combinatorias.

E sobretudo nesta questao que a
da Unita contemplava uma
niovimcnta^ao global dos sous cfcctivos i administra^äo Clinton c a ONU deverao
A proposta

i

locais, compensada por uma
movimenta^ao semelhante por parte de

para novos
certas

:

unidades das FAA. incluindo cinco :

brigadas de maior operacionalidade no
conjunto das tropas do governo.
Tanto Washington como Nova lorque nao
parecem preparados a arriscar uma nova

diplomacias nos proximos
elaborai^ao desses
compromissos, ja que a propria Troika se
encarregou de o fazer. mas serii essencial
incidir

as suas

tempos, nao tanto na
:

convcncer as
:

;

partes a aceitd-los como a

linica via para a rdpida assinatura do
protocolo de Abidjan.»
.S Al'lAI Jl'Ni:. I W.t
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MOZAMBIQUE: TRANSITIONAL
GOVERNMENT?

M

ozambiquc's handful of nonThe peace accord signed hy government
armed opposition parties caused ; and Renamo. on Octoherd in Rome, states
that "Government shall draft the Electoral

sensation when, hand-in-hand,

Act in consultation with Renamo and the
other parties",

they walkcdoutofagovcrnmenthelddebatc
about a new law to guide the nation's first
ever multi-party elections.
Besidesdemanding government give them
ofriccspaceforpoliticalwork.lhcopposition
12" claimed the ruling 'Frelimo' party was i

The first

for this Southern African country, emerging
from a 17-year civil war, were initially
scheduled for October 1993, one year after

"

not

the signing of the peace accord. But the slow

serious about democratisation and called

fora transitional government up

multi-party democratic elections

implementation ol the peace process will

until general

inevitably delay elections until the second

elections.

from educated i half of 1994 at the earliest.
When the government completed its draft
from
foreign financial backers of Mozambique's and convened a meeting to debate it, on
peace process to end civil war, a transitional , April27.twelvcoppositionpartiespresented
a statement of their demands, and arrived at
government seems unlikely to happen.
the meeting only to walk out.
Yet the protest I'rom a fledgling, nonRenamodidn't show up, warning in advance
armed opposition is an eloquent expression
of their frustration, before a principally bithey needed more time to think, and accusing
polar struggle for power between Frelimo the government of "violating the peace
accord" hy not consulting them before
and its armed Renamo opposition.
With

a

lukewarm response

Mozambicans and

even

less support

writing the draft.
"

Renamo's initial response to the unarmed
12" was anti-transitional government. For

once,

peace

they agreed with Frelimo - that the
accord makes no provision for it and

that such

would he yet

another,
obstacle to "democracy".
Mozambican ministerofjusticc.Ossumane
Ali Dauto, called the 12 parties antidemocratic, adding: "After all our effort to
end the war and committing ourselves to
pluralism, in no way can we accept a
government to be formed except by a popular
a

move

unnecessary

verdict".
At

pre.ss conference the "12" admitted
they had not discussed he transitional
government idea in detail.
"Our main point is to put political pressure
on Frelimo," said Lutero Simango, of the
National Convention Party(PCN).
One suggestion was that ministerial posts
could be shared. One third each by Frelimo
a

MOZAMBIQUE: UMA QUESTÄO
DE GOVERNO?

punhado de partidos da
oposi^ao
nao-armada em
Mogambique causaram sensa^ao
quando, de maos dadas, abandonaram uma
reuniao convocada pelo governo para
debater a proposta de lei sobre as primeiras
eleigoes multipartidärias no pat's.
Para além de exigirem que o governo Ihes
disponibilizasse escritorios para as suas
actividadcs poh'ticas. os 12 partidos
alcgtuam que o partido no poder, a Frel imo,
näo estava a ser serio quanto å
democratiza^äo do pat's e exigiram a
instaura^ao de um governo de transifj-ao ale
as eleigoes.
Vista com certo ccpticismo por parte de
alguns mo^ambicanos cducados e menos
apoiada por parte dos principals doadorcs
no processo de paz cm Mozambique,
c
muito pouco provavel que a ideia de um
governo de transi^äo venha a ser accitc.

O

Apesar disso. o protesto comum de uma
oposit^ao näo armada e em apuros, é uma
expressäo eloquente da sua frustra^ao,
perante uma luta principalmcntc bipolar
pelo ptxler entre a Frelimo e a sua oposi9äo
armada, representada pela Renamo.

pequeno

Sai’im Ji'Ni:. 1903

O acordo de paz
e

a

Renamo,

estipula

que
Lei Eleitoral

4 de Outubro

a

"o

assinado entre o governo
em

Roma,

governo deverd elaborar a
consulta com a Renamo e

em

partidos".
As primeiras elei^öespluripartiddrias neste
pais da Africa austral, depois de 17 anos de
guerra, tinham sido inicialmente marcadas
para Outubro de 1993, um ano apos a

com os outros

’

proposta da Lei Electoral e convocou uma
reuniao para o seu

debate, a 27 de Abril, os
partidos apresentaram uma
declarac^äo enumerando as suas cxigcncias

doze

abandonando

e

momentos

a

depots da

reuniao
sua

escassos

abertura.

A Renamo nem scquercompareceu, tendo

advertido

com

anlecedcncia que os seus

representates precisavam de mais tempo
para

avaliar

paz”
da

ao

sua

a

leii

ao mesmo tempo que

de "violar o acordo de
näo consultar o movimento antes

acusava o

governo

claboragäo.

A resposta

de paz ira
inevitdvelmente atrasar as eleigoes até ä
segunda metade de 1994, naestimativamais

inicial da Renamo em relagao
"12" foi de rejeitar o governo
de transi^ao. Pela primeira vez estiveram
de acordo com a Frel imo em que o acordo
de paz näo fazqualquer referéncia a um tal
governo, e que tal seria mais um obstdculo

optimista.

desnecessdrio ä "democracia",

assinatura do acordo de
implementa^ao do

Quando

o governo

paz.

Mas

a

lenta

processo

acabou de elaborar a

ä posi^äo dos

-

O ministro da

justi^a, Ossumane Ali
13

and Rcnamo and the rest among the other
transitional government would mean more
parties. But it was only a sugge.stion.
or less corruption and whether it would
Simango said "competence" should be the ; speed or slow the path to democratic general
right criteria for filling ministerial posts, but elections and lasting peace,
could not suggest who would judge
Just a few days after their April walk out.
name-calling started again amongst the
competence.
fractious opposition groups, with Wehia
Yet less than half of the 12 opposition
particsdemandingatransitionalgovernment Ripua. leader of the Democratic Party
have legally registered with the Ministry of
(PADEMO). calling Maximo Dias, of the
Justice, since a new national constitution
Nationalist Movement Party (MONAMO),
un-banned their existence, in 1990.

a

os

Domingos Arouca
who
country at independence in I97.'i.

Mozambican Lisbon-based law yers

left the

dissatisfied with Frelimo’s marxist-leninist

policies. Arouca leads the Mozambique
United Front (FUMO).

I

Trying to highlight his government's
"positive" attitude towards the opposition.
Chissano told acrowd of w'orkers demanding
better living conditions and protesting
against the high cost of living, that the

12 partidos de anti* j

democrdticos, acrcsccntando: "Depois de

i

todo

!

o nosso

arc

racist.

party.

politics.

Both Maximo Dias and

Joaquim Chissano did not want
to miss this "cold war" race, using the Mayday occasion to campaign for his Frclimo

April statement was the non-armed
opposition's first joint stance, and for that
reason alone, was welcomed by several
observers who congratulated their "growing
maturity".
But two independent surveys published
recently by the local media found,
respectively, a 9 per cent and 14 per cent
margin against a transitional government.
According to one of the surveys, the issue
mainly revolved around whether a

He portrayed two ot' the most educated
opposition leaders as Portuguese nationals
who should have nothing to do with
Mozambican

President

The

Dauto, chamou

■

esfonjo

para

acabar

com a

de nos comprometermos com o
pluralismo, nao podemos accitar a
constituigao de um governo a nao ser pelo
voto popular".
Numa conferencia de impren.sa os "12"
admitiram queaquestaode um governo de
transt^äo nunca tinha sido discutida em
guerra c

detalhe.

Renatno leaders at the

inauguration of their headquarters in Maputo.
Right to left; José de Castro (secretary for foreign relations), Vincente Ululu (general
secretary) and Raul Domingos (secretary for organisation).

"O nosso pon to pri ncipai é excrcer pressao

sobre

a

Frclimo", dissc Lutero Simango.

Pc AIM

do Pai'tidoda Con ven^äo Nacional

(PCN).
Os"12”sugcriramtambcmqueoscargos I

ministcriaisdeveriam serdistribuidosentre
os

viirios

Renamo

a

partidos.

Frelimo
terzo cada.

com a

ocuparem um

e a
e o

restopelosoutrospartidos. Mas foi apenas
uma

sugestao.

o seu banimento em
A declarac<;ao de

1990.

transi9äo significaria niais

primeira
posizäo comum assumida pela oposizäo
nao-armada,esopor isso. foibemacolhida
i pela maioria dos observadores, que
fclicitaram

o

grupo

Abril foi

pela

sua

e

paz duradoira.
Poucos dias apos o seu

boicote, insultos
come^aramasurgirnoseiodafraccionada
oposi^ao, com Wehia Ripua, lider do
Partido Democratico de Mozambique

ser o

14

o

uma

"crescente

Simangodisseque "competencia"devera ; maturidade".
principal critério para a ocupazao dos ; Mas duas sondagens independentes
cargos ministeriais, mas nao foi capaz de
publicadasrcccntcmentepelaimprensalocal
dizer quern julgaria a compctcncia.
rcvelaram, rcspectivamcnte, margens de
Apesar de todos estes alardios, apenas ; novee 14 por cento contra um governo de
cinco dos "12" partidos encontram-se
transizao.
registados junto do ministcrio da justiza,
De acordo com uma das sondagens, a
de.sdeque uma nova constituizaolcvantou
questäo fundamental 6 se um governo de

ou menos

corrup93o, se acceleraria ou retardaria
processo até as elei§0es democraticas

a

(PADEMO),

a acusar

Maximo Dias, do

Movimento Nacionalista de

;

Mozambique

(MONAMO), de racista.
O proprio presidente Chissano nao quis
ficar atras nesta onda de "guerra fria".
aproveitando-.se do dia dos trabalhadores.
Sapi;m Jlini;, 199.t

allowed the two parties to

transport and food, in Maputo. Dhlakama

though it knew their leaders
were in proeession of foreign passports.
Italian Ambassodor to Mozambique,

alsodcmanded money,tothetuneorUS$l5
million to turn his fighting foree into a

government had

register,

even

politieal party.
Under terms of the general

Manredo di Camcrana, whose eountry

helped mediate the peaee aeeord, said he
little capaeity among the opposition
parties to manage a transitional government,
which would merely mean eontinued powersharing among a tiny elite.
"Mozambique's main priority should he to
improve living conditions for its vast
majority, poor population, so they can truly
participate in democratic running of their
country," said the ambassador.
Renamosawtheoppositionmovcascopycat, following their own boycott since early
March of all committees set up to supervise
implementation of the peace accord,
Renamo president Afonso Dhlakama said
saw

his

men

.

sendo cidadäos
devem ter nada a ver
poh'tica mogambicana.
como

portuguescs que nao
com a

Maximo Dias

e Domingos Arouca sao
advogados mogambicanos residentes
em Portugal, tendodeixadoopal's naaltura
daindependenciaem 197.'5, aptrsdesacordos
em relagao ä entao poh'tica marxistaleninista seguida pela Frclimo, Arouca c
lider da Frente Unida de Mozambique

dois

guide it.
Dhlakama

community".
has

as

comissocs criadas para a

termos

do acordo de paz. e numa

situagiio onde o arrendamento de hahitagäo
tomou-se monoprSlio do estado, o governo é
obrigadoafacilitarasnecessidadeslogi'stieas

por

initially

opposed

the

no such obligation to other parties, and
"transitional" ideaon grounds it would mean
added that although the government has acompromisc with theexisting government,
promised to help "facilitate" the "12's" search but following demands of the "12", he said
for housing, "if we can't find enough houses
he would think some more about it.
for Renamo, who have guns and bullets...
Dauto remained adamant: "We've
discussed the electoral law with Renamo
What do you think the prospects are'.’"
Late April, UN ,Special Envoy to peace- already, in Rome, and we've given the
keeping in Mozambique, Aldo Ajello, opposition their chance. Unless Renamo
announced that two'trust funds'would he i wants to rediscuss the peace accord,
set up, managed by the UN. to channel : eventually we'll have to pass the electoral
donor money-one, to Renamo, and two, to i law".»

Nos

"positiva" da Frclimo em rclagäo ii
oposigao, Chissano disse a um grupo de
manifestando-se

from the international

implementaz'ao do acordo de paz,
alcgadamcntc por falta de condigocs
logfsticas adequadas.

apresentar uma postura

trabalhadores

withthetransitionalgovernment idea, Ajello
told him this was "a Mozambiean matter",
hut would mean the peaee proecssstretehing
way beyond the UN's one year mandate to

de todas

(FUMO).
Tentando

and in a state where all rented property was
nationalised at independenee, government
is obliged to faeilitate provision of Renamo's
logistical needs, though it "shall seek support

governo

Caractcrizou dois dos niais educados

oposigao

Simango said when he approaehed Ajello

de transigao, c que um tal governo
significaria apenas uma mera continua
partilha do podcr por uma [xtquena elite.
"A prioridadc principal do Mozambique
devc ser o melhoramcnto das condizocs de
vida da pobre maioria da sua populagao,
para permitir que elapossa verdadeiramente
participar na administrazao demoerdtiea do
seu pat's", disse o embaixador.
A Renamo viu noboicote daoposigao um
decalque do seu prdprio boicote cm Margo,

primeiro de Maio. para realizar a
campanha do seu partido Frclimo.
o

h'dercs da

the fund for Renamo.

aeeord,

peaee

The Justice Minister said government

would not return till government

mctthcirlogistical nccds.includinghousing,

politieal parties in general. Mid-May, this
still had to he approved at UN Headquarters,
while only Italy had made eash available to

Na^öes Unidas, Aldo Ajello. anunciou que
dois

"fundos"

administrados

seriam

criados,

canaliz.ar
fundos doados pcla comunidadc
internacional ä Renamo c aos partidos da
oposi^iio. Em meados de Maio, a proposta
ainda aguardava aprovagao na .sede da
ONU, enquanto apenas a Itdlia havia
disponibilizado dinheiro h Renamo.
pcla ONU,

para

Simango revelou que quando aprc,sentou
Ajello a proposta de urn governo de
transiijao, o chefe da missao da ONU Ihc
disscra que sc tratava de "uma questao
moyambicana", mas que significaria o
proces.so de paz prolongar-se muito para
a

alem do mandato de

um ano

atribui'do

a

ONU.
Dhlakama

op6s-se inicialmcnte ä ideia
de "Iransigao", argumentando
que significaria um compromisso com o
actual governo, mas depois das exigöneias
dos " 12", Dhlakama dissc que iria rever a

tnelhorias nas condigocs de vida e
protestandocontraoelevadocustode vida. da Renamo, embora tenha de "mobilizar a
que o governo tinha permitido que os dois
comunidade internacional" para esse fim.
partidos sc registassem. mesmo sabendo
O ministro da justiga disse que o governo
que os sous lideres cram portadores de i nao tern essa obrigagao cm rclagäo aos

do governo

partidos, eacrcsccntouqueemborao
passaportes estrangeiros.
O embaixador italiano cm Mozambique, i governo tenha prometido ajudar os "12" no
Manfredodi Camerana.cujo paisajudoua
aluguerdeca.sas,"senäopodemoseneontrar
mediar para o fim do conflito cm
casas para a Renamo, que tern annas e
Mozambique, disse nao ver grande balas... que possibilidadcs ha'".’
capaeidadc da oposizao em dirigir um
Em .Abril, o representante especial das

Dauto manteve-se firme; "Ja discutimos
a lei clcitoral com a Renamo, cm Roma, e
quisemos dar a oposigao a sua
oportunidade. A menos que a Renamo
queira rediscutir o acordo de paz, teremos
eventualmentc de aprovd-la".»

’
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outros

sua

posicj'ao sohre

o assunto.
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TELEVISION AFTER HANI:

A NEW BEGINNING OR MORE OF THE SAME?
Daniel Silke

O

nly four
selective

years ago.

brought a degree of political interference
from the ANC reminiscent of the worst of
the P. W. Botha era. The ANC had objected

hatchet jobs,

of film footage and

use

pro-National Party (NP)
propaganda were the staple diet for millions
ofSouth African Broadcasting Corporation
(SABS-TV) viewers. The Chris Hani
assassination has changed all this. Gone are
the days where the political and moral high
ground was monopoli.sed by the NP. The
blatant

hated and criminalised organisation in the
old South Africa, this was no less than
remarkable. Talk show guests referred to

,

Hani's"ceasclessstruggleagainstapartheid''

Mandela's eight-minute speech being
reduced to four minutes on the main 20h()0

to

and one commentator referred to him as
newscast and had pressurised the SABC ‘ "South Africa's greatest revolutionary."
The five hourbroadcast ofthe Hani funeral
into re-broadcasting the mes.sage in its
entirety. The SABC buckled under and was a watershed in South Africa's television
presented the un-edited version at 2.^h()() history. Not since the funerals of Presidents
the

last few weeks have altered the face of

same

Diederichsand Vorsterhave South Africans

evening.

South African television

been witness

both

live in their homes.

On

permanently with
positive and negative consequences.
the night of the assassination. Nelson

Mandela's live address
event

of

.securely

on

television

With Mandela

magnitude in that this was
privilege of the State President

some

a

alone. With his appearance, a

Such direct intervention from

from

Louw,

the main 20h00 newscast and had

presidential style
delivery, he appealed for discipline and
gave a brief eulogy to Hani. Dressed in a
both SABC channels. In

a

conservative suit, his sombre address was
broadcast

at

newscasts as

the

beginning of both evening

il' he

was

the commandcr-in-

clearly, was regarded as the
man ofthe moment. Only he could diffuse
and hopefully stabilise the volatile situation.
How unfortunate therefore, that the editing
of his message that evening on television
chief. Mandela,

16

were once

the sole domain of

Umkhonto weSizwe cadres

seen

were

marching in goose-step fashion and shouts
rallying cry, "Viva SACP"
echoed into every viewer's living room. In

a

party-

source

the past, messages

of support for the
often came from Taiwan or
Paraguay. At the FNB stadium, the only full
message read out aloud was that from Cuba's,

the head of the

as an

government

indication of what the public

"expect ofthe ANC if it was in power".
With Mandela firmly in charge via the
may

!

Fidel Castro.
■S';'.

electronic media, the ANC seemed to

-

but with the added confidence that
the

symbols and political fanfare
presented would become the
legitimate property of the

showed Mandela

passionately proclaiming to a rally of
supporters, "You are a government in
waiting". The reply from a pro-ANC heckler
was telling, "You." he said to Mandela, "are
a president in waiting!"
News programmes eulogised Hani.
Considering his position in perhaps the most

was

presented to the world as a farewell
gesture and mark of respect. The
Hani funeral also emphasised this

Studio guests
included top ANC. SACP and COSATU
officials
a far cry from earlier television
debates that always included a government
minister who always enjoyed the last word.
even

ss

the Treurnicht funeral

The SABC meanwhile continued to present

One newscast

^

Two visual alternatives have been
presented to viewers. Importantly,

overplay its hand and presented the nation
with an ugly reminder of what political
interference may result in.
the assassination deferentially.

Wednesday's day of protest.
again enjoyed prime coverage on

funerals

the ANC had taken charge.
Viewers were treated to hoursof politically
inspired eulogies filmed through the
silhouette of a huge hammer and sickle.

has brought condemnation
Campaign for
Independence in Broadcasting, Raymond
political

objected to
Mandela's eight-minute speech
being reduced to four minutes on

Prior to

spectacle played out

of Joe Slovo's

The ANC had

Mandela

a

the government,

overplay its hand and
presented the nation with an ugly
reminder of what political
interference may result in.

shift in

pressurised the SABC into rebroadcasting the message in its
entirety. The SABC buckled under
and presented the un-edited version
at 23h00 the same evening...

state

seemed to

authority was clearly discernible. Mandela
was instructing South Africa in the
appropriate response to the crime and was
appealing for calm.

such

Again, the tables had turned. Whereas

firmly in charge via

the electronic media, the ANC

was an

to

'new South Africa'.
'

The apparent
'

..'SSSSSSJSs?..

monopolisation of the

television service

by ANC was later upset
by the S ABC's decision to afford equivalent
live treatment to the funeral of Conservative
.Il

ni

.

l<W,t

Chris liaiii

Party Leader Andries Treurnicht. This time,
the funeral

was

legitimate property of the 'new South Africa'.
While the SABC treated both

broadcast on the TV I service

rather than the multi-cultural CCV channel

which covered the Hani burial.
In

itself, this broadcast was unusual. While

their due respect,

enjoys a very short television
history, no other opposition figure in white
politics has ever warranted such coverage.
The S ABC have hedged their bets with their
main channels. While the CCV channel

clearly favours the 'liberation' parties, TV 1
has historically served white interests and
continued to do so in the broadcasting of the
Treurnicht funeral.
This time, the national

symbols were those
yesterday. The South African Hag was
predominant. Elements of the past included
he presence of boerkommando and
Kapplekommando personalities. The
singingof'DieStenV with vigour represented
of

the 'old South Africa' while 'Nkosi Sikelclc

Africa'

at

the Hani burial

symbolised the

future.
Those

viewing the two funerals in a vacuum
would be understandably confused. Two
visual alternatives have been presented to
viewers. Importantly, theTreurnicht funeral
was presented to the world as a farewell
gesture and mark of respeet. The Hani funeral
also emphasised this but with the added
confidence that the symbols and political
fanfare presented would become the
.Sappm Ji'Ni:. 199.^

it

events

with

which
will have the greater impact and shape future
events

was easy to see

in this country.

For the

South Africa

two

Pic Phumula Radu (MANDISA)

inspecting MK parade, December 16th 1991

majority of the Whites, these .scenes

the Hani funeral

have

and have enabled them to witness, at first

hand, a moving burial ceremony

noteworthy
speeches of considerable dignity and
symbols honoured rather than outlawed.
Perhaps most importantly, the once
for

dreaded Communists and 'terrorists' of the
ANC

quite
given the country a
glimpse of the post-NP South Africa with
all its advantages and potential pitfalls.
On a positive note, the demonisation of the
ANC and the SACP in the past has been
replaced by a legitimation of the liberation
movements as truly patriotic South African
pol itical actors. Never before have the staterun
media so presented the African
Nationalist cause with so much vigour and

portrayed to Whites as normal
beings with very fair and egalitarian
demands. Significantly, their'struggle' was
depicted by the SABC as just and necessary
against the admitted, and now recognised,
evil of apartheid.
However, the sycophantic treatment of the
National Party of yesterday seems to have
been replaced by a similar attitude towards
the ANC-and they arc yet to even officially

unbridled support.

electronic media for their

at
a

must

come as

shock. Television has

The ANC have used the electronic
media for their

own

ends

-

to

engender sympathy and promote
themselves in advance of the

country's first democratic election.
we can all applaud the SABC
for shedding its pro-government
hia.s, the flipside of the coin
looks equally grim.

While

were

human

hold office. The ANC have used the

share in the

to

genuine grievances of Blacks

ends

-

to

engender sympathy and promote themselves
in advance of the country's first democratic
election. While we can all applaud the SABC
for shedding its pro-government bias, the
Ilipsideof the coin looks equally grim. The
question remaining is whether a postapartheid South Africa will still enjoy media
freedom or will the dominant factor simply
be a change of political ideology and
governing party thatcontinues todemand its
way with this all powerful medium?»
DANIEL SILKE is

The I unci al has also allowed Whiles

own

a

Research Assistant at Roheil

Schrirc's tnstitutc tor the

Stuily of I’uhlic Policy,

University of Cape Town.
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ZIMBABWE: IS DUMBUTSHENA A
CHALLENGE TO MUGABE?
thing; Sithole wrote letters toall (university)
graduates he knew except me.

Having been President Mugabe's
first Chief Justice, Enoch
Dumbutshena

now vows

To what extent did the ZAPD-ZANU

to unseat

his old boss in the 1995

split affect family relationships in the
community of Zvimba?

general

elections. And in this interview with

SAPEM's

Ibbo

I do not think that it alTectcd the

Mandaza,

Dumbuthsena tells how his

newly

the end of the

Mandaza; The first

people there believed they were
They changed over actually the majority of them-after Mugabe
had won. I remember my mother saying to
people at Marshall Hartley Mission, that we

question relates to

President Mugabe
that, perhaps, your
emergence into the opposition is said to
be more personal than political. Could
you comment?
your relations with
and the suggestions

Dumbutshena: As faras 1

am

concerned,

relationship with President Mugahe is
very good. I have never quarrelled with
him and 1 spent most of my time talking
highly of him whenever I was outside the
country. So there is no difference. What I
feel is wrong is the policy of the ZANU PF
government, that is all. I am more concerned
about what is happening to our country
than with personalities.

could not continue with ZAPU hecau.se

to

Enoch Dumbutshena: What I feel

the

is

wrong

factor" in Zimbabwean

politics. Given

the small size of the Zvimba

area

in

relation to the total size of the country,
there has been such a diversity ofpolitical

opinion - not to mention different party
for example,
as represented by such personalities as
Mugabe,
yourself,
Chikerema,
Munangatire, Chirau, etc. What is the
affiliations -over the years;

policy of the ZANU PF government...

a

history of the
Right from the beginning,
indi viduals like Rev. Thompson Samkange
were active in politics. He was President of
the African Congress I'or a very long time.
My father was active in politics in the ICU
area.

which later became the Reformed Industrial

Commercial

instrumental

Union

Mine workers Union. Then
Zn imba. who
18

and

was

in the formation of the

w ent

there

was

right round Zimbabwe

the elections. She

Mugabe. That

was a

our

referring
turning point.
was

level of reconciliation?
Not reconciliation,

just a realisation that
of your own.

preaching about resistance to White people.
I think the fact is most of us w ere brought up

you support one

in the Methodist Church and, at that time,

Let us look now at your personal role in
the formation of the Forum. Am 1 correct

the Methodist Church

was outstanding in
introducingelementsof African nationalism

to

to conclude that,

initially, you saw yourself
of the Forum than a
prospective leader?
No, not even as a sponsor because the

more as a

its members and students. And I think that

is the

reason.

explain also why people like
Mugabeemerged in ZANU whereas most
of you from Zvimba remained largely in
ZAPU for most of the period that
constituted the struggle for independence?
The explanation is very simple. Mugabe
must have felt, as ZANU used to say, that
there was no fighting talk in ZAPU. They
were not satisited with the leadership ol
Joshua Nkomo. I suppose he was entitled to
hold those views.

of this "Zvimba factor"?

1 think it is because of tbe

won

So you think independence brought about

is

Does that

There is also talk about the "Zvimba

has

son

my

and

up to
Zvimba w'as under ZIPRA

members of ZAPU.

Zimbabwe.

Zvimba

war,

and the

formed Forum party shall govern

essence

family

relationships. You must realise that

Remaining

as you

did in ZAPU,

you

obviously did not share those views?
No. because 1 was at the centre of the split
in London and knew that there was going to
he a split because Rev, Ndabaningi Sithole,
who was heading the external wing of ZAPU
started making appointments with Robert
Butler,

who

was

the

Minister

of

Commonwealth Affairs, without telling me
as a

representative of the party. So I knew
split was coming. And one other

that the

sponsor

Forum for Democratic Reform Trust

was

formed without my knowledge. I was only
invited to be the patron and I believed that I

going to be the patron right through.
was talk of forming a political party
because of pressures from members. I did
not think that I was going to he part of the
political party because I was more concerned
with the work I was doing as a judge.
So for quite a long time. 1 resisted the
pressure. But as time went on. I felt that 1
was duty-bound if it were to be possible to
put right the sorry state of affairs in this
was

There

j

country. What impressed me most was the

condition of young men

and

women,

and

children ol this country. II we let things

like this, what sort of a country are we
going to leave them? I realised that we are
blessed in this country. We have got rich
country in natural resources. We have.
perhaps, about the best people in Southern
Africa: educated, intelligent, hard working
go on
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and. lo
And

a

one

credentials without which it would have

great extent, non-controversial.
would like to create conditions

been difficult to see how the Forum would

have emerged at all?

people can live in peace; not
only that, but with freedom so that they can
where these

express their individual talents without any
fear of interference from government or

agencies. That is what in the
pushed me into my current role in the

government
end

Perhaps, but there

|

are

in

our

humbly educated,

So you

feel that the leadership problem in

No. We

No. It

was

are

going to have

an

election in

October.

.

Are you standing
I think I will.

the realisation that tbe brain-

increasing every time. I meet all
of people when I go out for work in

he

launched

was

our

party in

Let

as

that such

No.

for those elections?

Are there any other contestants?
There might be, but I don't know any

Party.

Wouldn't you agree, how'ever,
labels are likely to stick?

of

look at the Forum programme. In
of the statements you made, you

us

one

,

"trihal"?

referring to the fact that
Matabelcland.
How can anyone say it's tribal when I am not
Ndcbclc? 1 was Ndcbclc, but I am Ze/uru by
culture. There are so many Shona people in
the party, to the extent that it is nonsense to
we

was

Namibia and the Transkei. For instance,

was

1 suppose

talk of tribalism in the

being?

must have shared these views for

Forum?

sorts

were

the Forum has been resolved for the time

long time? Are you saying that the
catalyst was the mere invitation by the

think President Mugahe
referring to when he stated that the

Forum

people who

i liberation war. They have credibility and

a

drain

are

! the struggle. Many of them fought in

Forum.
But you

What do you
was

complained about the constitution. I

when I first went to the Transkei, a delegation i now.
was

sent to me

by Zimbabweans teaching in

One of the

major problems facing any
political party has always been the need

Transkei, just to meet and welcome me.
The.se

graduates teaching in the high

arc

schools of Transkei. I have realised now
how many

people

we are

losing in this

ethnic and racial factors. How

have you

resolved this issue within the

Forum?

country.

No,

Party had not invited you in
that it did, is it possible that

manner

we

have not resolved it because this is

interim executive, formed largely out of
the Open Forum and the Forum for

If the Forum
the

to balance

an

would have found another forum to Democratic Reform Trust. I suppose the
express yourself in the manner that you i balancing act, if we arc to have one,will
come in October.
are doing now?
you

No. No. Not at all.

One of the commentaries in the local

So you were basically called to a mission
which coincided with your own perception

media suggested that the Forum was
formedlargely by "disgruntled Zezurus"
of things! On the question of the
and "disgruntled Ndebeles". What is your
leadership in the Forum, I understand comment?
that you were very reluctant to be a leader, j
That is nonsense because I am not
You supported the Forum, but you did ' disgruntled. Foryourown information there
not want to be a leader. How did you end | are very few Zezurus in the interim
executive, hut there are so many members
up being the leader then?
in the Forum.
1 was persuaded.
,

Withoutyourself, would the Forum have | Is there a danger, therefore, that the
a serious leadership vacuum?
; Forum will be viewed as largely Ndebele
in membership?
1 don't know. 1 don't think so.

suffered

Would it be correct to say

that within the

Forum, you are the only person
kind of African nationalist and

with the

leadership

credentials that have their bases in the

history of the struggle for independence?
Well 1 have got a long history as a
nationalist. That is the difference; but you
have Chikerema.

Yes, Chikerema
would

comes

in later. But you

acknowledge that at the beginning

you w ere

the only one with the nationalist

.S.\i’i;m JoNi;. 199."^

No, it is not. It is not based in Matabeleland
at

all. That

comes

from the fact that

we

launched the Forum in Matabeleland.

Why did you do that?
I felt that it would be a change.

only

Dumhutshena: “I

H’a.v

in the

not in any way

formulation of
amendment of 1987".

involved
the constitutional

quote: "The Constitutional changes

creating dictators-Dumhutshena". Now
specifically, you made reference to the
Executive Presidency. Many observers
would have been concerned, or raised

eyebrows at hearing, that a former Chief
Justice, who himself would have been one
of the architects of the constitution, is

on it retrospectively.
raise your objections
parties ! when you were still in the system?
formed in Zimbabwe of late, that is ZANU ;
I was not in any way involved in the
PFandZUM, werelaunchedinthcMidlands.
formulationoftheconstitutionalamendmcnt
Masvingo is off the railway line. I felt that of 1987. As the Chief Justice, il'you realise
that a bill will be controversial, you do not
Matabeleland was the proper place.

or Masvingo?
We avoided Midlands becau.se

Why not Midlands

now

commenting

Why didn't

you
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it. But for such bills as the : Executive Presidency. We are taking this > industrialisedcountry.evenwithoutthekind
Legal Age of Majority Act, Judges can send | from the Americans and yet do not take i of natural resources that we enjoy in
their comments to the Attorney General's | those aspects of the Executive Presidency | Zimbabwe,
office, if they do not like some of the i that makes it work smoothly in the United
But for Third World countries,
States.
provisions.
favourable
comment on

investment climates in the

Did you comment on
tbe time?

Yes,

we

What

commented
about

amendments

Maybe

those provisions at
on

the

there

political

was a

basis for that mistake?

it.

No. No. I do

constitutional

relating to the Executive

that? Also, the

comparisons you make of

I was looking at the copy of your manifesto "take-off" much earlier in the 1950s and
and the obvious question that most voters i
1960s. In Zimbabwe, in particular, the
and political analysts would ask, is this:
debate might no longer be academic: if
to what extent does the Forum offer an
the environment became so favourable
alternative economic programme to that
for outside investors, you might sooner
of ZANU PF? And what would be the
rather than later destroy your domestic

No, I did not.

strongly about these

How will the Forum seek to reconcile

know.

not

short term might mean unfavourable
economic consequences in the long term,

Taiwan and South Korea; their economic

Presidency?
Did you feel
do now?

to qualify tbe word

you want
mistake. Perhaps

as you

No, I did not, to be truthful. The

I main elements of such

a programme?
Policy. The ZANU PF

manufacturing industry, some would
that this is likely to be one of the
Government believes that Zimbabwe can
theory. It is the way that the President i
consequences of the current liberalisation
; get foreign investment without creating
behaves m relation to both the legislature j
programme in Zimbabwe.
conditions conducive to investors. There
and the rest ot the country, that brings about •
No, it does not work that way. In fact, you
many other countries in the world
eithercommendable aspects of the Executive i
put the stimulus into the domestic industry
.1 competing tor investment. So you have got
Presidency or a disaster. In our case, the I
by allowing foreign investors into the
Ii to compete. It IS not as it an Island somewhere
aspects come up from the practice ot the
country. In Zimbabwe, we have restricted
wants foreign investment and there is no
I our businesses by over protecting them. The
ExeculivePresidency.Forinstance,thelacK
: other place to go and people come there,
ot accountability. The tact that the Executive
quality of our goods is inferior. You cannot
That IS how we behave. The recently
President IS cut away trom Parliament and !
compare most of our goods with those
government-published new investment
thus trom the people; the tact that there are 1
produced in South Africa, and we have, in

objectionable aspects of an Executive |
Presidency come out in practice, not in |

Our Investment
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policy IS a good thing although it is not
look at the ;
pertect. It IS tar much better than what we
U.S. Executive Presidency, there are checks '
' had in the past. But then what do they do .'In
and balances m the form ot Secretaries otl,
the same breath, they published the intended
State who have to account tor their action ;
acquisition ot the 70 tarms, including
throughcommitteesofthcSenateoraccount !
productive ones. Vice President Nkomo
to the Congress. There arc no such things ;
7
makes a statement and says. Unless the
here. The President cannot do whatever he i
1
I whites take in blacks m their busineSxSes, we '
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likes. The US congress is

involved
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same

breath, restricted our industrialists

in this country

by refusing them the
opportunity to import new machinery.
Whereas the
allow in

converse

is the truth when you

foreign investment

on a

liberal

scale.
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But

you

....

know that

since

..

1978, there has

are going to take over their business". All
been a decline in foreign investment
approval of his budget; and then you have a the
good work that Dr Chidzero had done is | worldwide. Maybe the argument might
very powerful judiciary which can also put
going to be destroyed immediately. You ! bethatnomatterhowmuchyouliberalise,
spanners into the works if things are wrong. ! don'tdothat!
Youcannotattractinvestment ’ investment will always be limited; and
Look at the Watergate scandal: the judiciary
under these conditions. We will introduce ; that, therefore, the main goal of any
literally forced Nixon to give up the tapes an investment
policy that is attractive to the : economic reform programme should be
that he had refused to hand over.
investor. We will give tax exemptions, but
to create an enabling environment for
So you are saying, by implication, that
we will not prohibit remittance of profits on
the domestic manufacturing industry,
the Forum will seek to rectify these
the capital that will have been used to build
Well, yes. The two go hand-in-hand,
up the industries. We will amend the
because, for instance, if you were to create
problems?
What we expect to do is to create a second i exchange control rate and regulation thereof,
a tax haven for foreign investment, you
chamber and appoint an Executive Prime ! If you study the history of success in the ; cannot deny the same opportunity to a local
Third World countries
I mean those that
investor who wants to put up a factory at a
Minister and a Constitutional President.
have succeeded in attracting investment growth point. You have to give the same
What model are you emulating?
you will find that there are no bars placed in
incentives to the domestic investors,
The usual model.
the remittance of profits on the capital used
What is your reaction to the view that the
in the formulation of industries. Also, you
So you feel a mistake was made in
problems that face developing countries
adopting what we have got in Zimbabwe? will find that exchange control is either like Zimbabwe are so onerous and so
Yes, I think it is a mistake. It is a
totally avoided or abolished, and that is how structural in their
manifestation that any
misunderstanding of the essence of an South Korea built itself into a highly
-
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claims by an opposition party to do better

believe that

might end up as false as it turned out
where opposition parties have taken over?
That is true, because by the time the
opposition takes over government,
everything has been destroyed. You will

or

have to build up

believe that if the

from scratch.

But do you accept that the global economy

heavily weighed against developing

is

countries like Zimbabwe...?

Yes, but there is no doubt that other
countries that have become attractive to

foreign investment have progressed. Take,

Botswana which was a desert.
Gaborone had mud huts some years ago; but
for example,

because

of the liberal climate in its

policy, Botswana is now
competing with Zimbabwe. Whereas before,
we u.sed to supply Botswana with goods.
investment

But the Tswanas them.selves

might argue
that Botswana remains potentially poorer
than most of her neighbours as long as it
has no manufacturing ba.se through which
to

transfer its natural

resources

industry, and
second it is dependent on mining without
beneficiating them. Botswana is simply
exporting them; and in two decades there
will be no diamonds to mine. They will
find themselves with no industry.
are

well

aware

of that and

geared towards building
an industry in Botswana to cushion off the
difficulties that might result from
dependency on diamonds. They have a
their

poliey is

structure

people must be taught farming

should select master farmers and

we

send them to these
is not

areas.

We also believe it

right to take people and settle them on

these famis under conditions which resemble

those prevailing

in the communal lands. We
new settlers are given
largerpieces of land - i.e. small scale farms
-product! vity will improve.especially given
that many of these settlers have knowledge
of farming. They must be given title deeds,
because that is tied with the development of
an

individual

for his

to care

own

land from

which he will not he moved. The other

major difference between ourselves and
ZANU PF relates to the policy of reviving
communal

lands.

There

must

reclamations of waste and damaged
that

we

do not have

content

to

a

be

land so

population of peasants

live with the semi-desert

conditions. In this respect, we examined
various countries in view of land reclamation
and

came to

the view that the Israelis do it

best.

into real

wealth. First, it has no

The Tswanas

that

X

now

that is attractive to investment.

raised was in relation
to the land question. I am sure you share
the feelings of most Africans in the
country, on this subject. But it appears
from your statements and comments that
you might have a different approach to
that one adopted by the government of
The other point you

Zimbabwe.
You cannot settle the land issue without

So your

party supports the Land

Acquisition Act.
Yes, but not the method of acquisition.

Thcconccpt of Land Acquisition is not new
in this country. It has been there, hut you do
not want to acquire land in a manner that
destroys the farmer from whom you are

getting land. It destroys the viability of the
Agricultural sector while simultaneously
discouraging investment. For instance, if a
farm is designated for two years, where is
the farmer going to get money to improve
his land during that time? The financial
institutions will not give you any loans. I
think that if you take a farm from somebody,
you should compensate them and settle
everything amicably. The Auditor General's
report enumerates that many hectares of
land have not been settled; and not only
some

farms

leased to

is

not

being used adequately

acquiring land to .settle the overpopulation

government has not thought

in the communal lands, but it is the methods

utilise the acquired land.

it where we differ with ZANU PF.
Webelievethattheremustbeawell-planned
policy that takes into account the training of
people to be settled on new land, so that they
do not only have a piece of land but benefit
from settling on a new piece of land. We

that,

ago have been
individuals. So the land is there. It

purchased long

or

the

of plans to

S..\pi:m Jl'ni;. IW.t

people. The whites got the

farms, because their governments helped
them. Black people who want to farm,

and even the farms.
positive government policy
to promote African farmers and African
businessmen. You cannot do it in any other
struggle to get

There

must

be

money,

a

way.
It is clear that the bone of contention

the middle classes in this country
indigenisation of the
economy. But would it be correct to
suggest that indigenisation often stands

among

has to do with

in the face of the kind of

policies being
pursued by your party; namely, that an
emphasis on the African nationalist

position

-

on

indigenisation,

does not

Black

itself scare both the investor and many a

white Zimbabwean?
The in ve.stor will not be scared Just becau.se
you are gi ving opportunities to black people
to be in business meaningfully. A concerted

effort to promote black businessmen will
have to be a national goal. We are telling our
members that, if things go on as they are, it
is a danger to the stability of this country. So
a national effort to bring in
meaningful participation. We

there must be

blacks into

should build the foundations for the

promotion of Black businessmen. You
cannot leave the

Black

he is and

man as

expect that he will eventually compete
the Whites. The

created

with

of doing

it must be
by government and the nation at
means

large.
How?

The nation should

create a

Foundation for

the advancement of the

disadvantaged
community, specifically in
business. The Foundation will generate such
funds as will be required for such a
programme. Once it is known that this is
government policy, you will be surprised
with the extent of the partnerships that will
be formed by both Whites and Blacks in this
sectors

of the

country. The

disadvantaged sulTer because

present
businessman who

How would you summarise the policy
that your party will pursue to resolve the
land question, a situation wherein to this
day the profile of land ownership remains
largely as it was before independence?

on

businessmen, on Black control - would in

of

of doing

That is because the government

assist the black

our

policy. In Ghana,
comes to

black Ghanaian and

a
invest goes to a

develop

a

business

together. If the same person comes to
Zimbabwe or South Africa, he will not look
for the black men because he is not there. He
will have toeffeetjoint ventures with Whites.
That must be corrected. The government
21
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must

But

have positive

policies to that end

I

of the

complaints by many a
precisely to
this issue; and some would argue that
your party would not be different at least
in the sense that the major concern of our
Black politicians has generally been the
need to pacify the White Zimbabweans,
Any policy that seeks to enable Black
Zimbabweans to take up prominent
positions in the economy might frighten
not only the Whites, but also the potential
one

Black Zimbabwean relates

external investor. How does your

party

intend to reconcile this,

especially when
your party is said to have a large white
support?
We are working together in resolving these
issues. We all realise the dangers that await
us in the future if the present policies in
business arc pursued for ever and ever.
There has been
deeds in

some

decision

on

title

growth points; in that Black

Zimbabweans
number have

are now

entitled to and

a

acquired title deeds. But I

believe that the

same

pattern as was

This is the first time I am hearing it because
Basically, most opposition parties in i
we have not had
any communication with
Africa have emerged more by appearing |
: the Bri tish or the Americans. We liavc i n vi ted
respectable to the international
diplomats and have had representatives from
community than by actively pursuing the i
the British and some embassies, but there
national agenda, based on what the i
; was noreprescntative from the US embassy,
previous regime or the party in power
*
^
has failed to deliver as part of the national If it is correct that there has been no
agenda established during the struggle- explicit support coming from the western
the land question, the economic issues; countries, did you ever try to mobilise
and that most ofour parties have failed to support in the form of materials etc...?
come out clearly. They say, look when we ;
Not as yet.
get into power, we are going to pursue the
So where are you getting resou rces to run
national agenda. The argument here is
the party?
that the Forum is as ambivalent as most
From ourselves and the members. But 1
governments in the region on this issue
am not saying that if we get any money from
and might be so intent on appearing to
! foreign sources we will turn it away.
the international community - to the j
gallery - as to be pre-empted in policy
; Some observers express concern at your
initiative.
references to Israel. Is there a relationship
No. It is not. Perhaps we are the only party
between your party and Israel, or is this
that has an agenda, with .spelt out policies ;
after studying the agenda, so that we know j a deliberate position intended to show
^

relations it is the

come

into the

them

to

That is

danger any policy that is targeted
to develop growth points will have to face.
For instance, in our overall policy in the
Forum,

a

we

industries

have decided that
to

the

we must attract

growth points, by giving

them incentives. This is because
that

of the

we

believe

people who come to town
to look for work must be kept there. Once
there is an opportunity to he employed in the
local areas, the people will remain there.
But in all these things, there are dangers; we
cannot escape our responsibilities because
of fearof what is going to happen. 1 believe
that given the policies that the Forum has.
the lifestyles of our people will be greatly
improsed.
some

you

Our reaction

j! We
will cite
he guided
by the intcrestsofZimbahwc.
Israel in connection with our

ability to stick toyourpoint
respectability.

the expense of
Zimbabweans?

of view that

the Palestinians and the PLO that

would not support them?
No. That is not our position.

difficult to abandon them. In all international

wishy washy one.
Generally, we as Africans failed to
appreciate that no country can survive with
the majority of its people living in the rural

the emergent Black

j

where we stand. The advantage of having
policies spelt out ?ucans that you will find it

experienced in Kenya, Tanzania and
Malawi is emerging, namely whereby
business persons from the towns - Blacks,
Asians and Whites
are entering into
partnership with, and sometimes actually
buying out, the title holders who are now
able to sell their property. Do you not
think there is also a need to guard against
these partnership deals which, in the final
analysis, might amount to no more than
"fronting" for the foreigner, "fronting"
for those already economically viable, at
-

s''

t"

peasant
farmers and the reclamation exercise. The

earns

that it has an I Palestiniansarenegotiatingwiththclsraclis.
agenda as well, perhaps no different from j We hope that in the near future, there wi II be
your own? What will you say to the
a settlement. We appreciate the struggle of
comment that your manifesto is
the Palestinians and wc ourselves have been
essentially not different from that of involved in the same process. There is no
But ZANU PF would say

ZANU PF

on

areas.

We
do

;

paper?

No. No. Theirs is

must

a

encourage our

people to

city but wc can not encourage
this unless wc have developed

the cities and receive

more

investment. With

each family having about five children, and
expecting everyone to have a home, we
can'tsurvive.Wemustcomeoutandtellour
people that we have to develop urban areas
and growth points in order to reduce the
pressure on existing resources,

why

reason

we

Do you think that, with the emergence of
the Forum Party in particular, and given

what President
about

his

commitment

Yes. it will

come

now

to
now

because of the

Forum.
Do you see a neat
1995?
That

campaign in 1994 and

depends

means

on ZANU because wc have
shooting people. We will
decent campaign without any

of

What about this allegation that the

conduct

western countries - the US and Britain in
particular - have so warmed up to the

intimidation.

different leader?

Mugabe .said in China

own

multipartism, Zimbabawe has
cultivated a multiparty culture?

no

Forum, based either on what they read in
your manifesto or in that they are Just
tired of Mugabe, and want to see a

should declare enmity with

the Arabs.

Is it too
formal

a

early to predict the outcome: as a
opposition party in Parliament or

the Government?

Well. 1 know

wc

will be the Government !■
Saimai JoNi:, \‘-m
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ZAMBIA S "NIGHT LADIES" RETHINKING
STRATEGIES
Cheushi Cheushi

D
AIDS
with

cspite the growing number of
reported AIDS cases in Southern
Africa, Zambia with

over

800

per one million people is faced
serious problem of prostitution.

eases

a

Local

research by non-government

organisations (NGOs) dealing in AIDSrelated issues reveals that prostitution is
more prevalent in the country's capital city,
Lusaka.

Many young women and girls arc in
prostitution to solve their economic
problems resulting from the high cost of
living.
Research findings also

reveal that 90 per

prostitutes in the country arc HIV
positive, a situation threatening to

cent

of

undermine

the

nation's

economic

Nkandu Luo, President of the
Women and Aids in Zambia

sex

workers"

are

seen

parading along streets leading to hotels and
busy night spots while others roam in hotel
casinos, clad in extremely short mini skirts
or dresses (going slightly
below the
buttocks) with the hope of "hooking" men
to give them money in exchange for sex.
According to the research, most of the

and girls involved in
prostitution arc aware of society's negative
attitude towards them and the dangers of
their behaviour but they insist they have to
continue with such a lifestyle to make ends

young women

meet.

Concerned about the serious health and

problem the HIV/AIDS epidemic
causing on community, a group of
women
chaired
hy the Finnish
Ambassodor's wife in Zambia, Birgatta

social
was

organisation
aimed at rehabilitating prostitutes through
the promotion of alternative behaviours.
The organisation called 7ir/.s'//;r/w( meaning
we have transformed) has initiated projects
for prostitutes who have shown willingness
Ranlakari, have formed

to

an

abandon their behaviour.

S.\pi;m .!"Nr, 199.t

(SWAZ) and

chairperson of Tasintha’^i adult group for
women engaged in commercial sex says the
group meets every

Friday to receive health

tips and the dangers of infectious diseases
associated with

sex.

where 1 sometimes spent nights in the cold
without being picked by a man. Sometimes

they used to call us,
prostitutes, and that society looks
down upon prostitutes who they
always want to avoid. Fine, I know
prostitution is bad and I equally
wasn't happy to be in such a
business. But what could I have

done, I needed something to support

myself and society could not give
me

what I wanted..."

"Apart from the health tips, we intend to
courses like baking,
tailoring, (lower arrangement, cooking and
making tic and dyes after which Tasintha
will open up a complex where the women
could earn their living in a decent manner,"
explained Luo.
By the end of May, six fomier prostitutes
had completed a one-week baking course.
The female pals whose ages ranged from
22 to 32 said, on conditions of anonymity,
that the lifestyle of a prostitute was not easy
and that one "has to be tough to make it".
"We know what they used to call us,
prostitutes, and that society looks down
upon prostitutes who they always want to
avoid. Fine, I know prostitution is bad and
I equally wasn't happy to be in such a
train them in short

business. But what could I have done'.’ I

something to support myself and
society could not give me what I wanted,"
said a 25-ycar-old reformed prostitute.
One aged 32 and mother of a 12-year-old
son said she earned a living from prostitution

needed

from the time she had her
"I used to

son.

linger around hotel casinos

would

pick you up, have sex with you
promise to give you money in the
morning hut if you overslept, you would
find him gone in the morning and at times
they even sneaked out with the little money
you had for transport".

a man

and

"And

"We know what

development in years to come.
Every night around 8 to 9 pm the
"commercial

Society for

some were

very

uncompromising in

that

they would pretend to have money but
after having sex with you they would start
being violent and would end up getting
away without giving you any kwachas," she
narrated.

Asked

why they continued with such
they ended up with nothing
one of the six chipped in saying, "My sister,
there is too much gambling in prostitution.
There are times when everything went
smoothly such that one would even walk
home with K20,000 (US$5) from one night.
behaviour when

The

women

also narrated how

some

of

their colleagues were

picked by two men in
and were later driven to some
unknown place in the outskirts of the city
where they were whipped and dumped and

a

"posh"

had

to

car

find their

own

way

home.

But Rantakari, the initiator

of the nine-

month old

project, admitted that recruiting
prostitutes is the biggest problem they faced
during their initial stages.
"At leat

now we can use

the 30 that

have to recruit their friends who

prostitution," she

are

we

still in

says.

Rantakari

challenges more local women
and authorities to get involved and support
Tasintim as prostitution is a real problem
requiring urgent attention in Zambia.
"These girls and young women in
commercial sex are not bad people as society
looks at them, they arc merely less fortunate
persons

who need positive support to earn

living," she
Rantakari

a

says.

hopes to decentralise Tasintha

other parts of the country by next year
with the help of local NGOs dealing in
to

AlDS-rclaled issues.»
2.^
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PRESS FREEDOM IS ESSENTIAL TO DEMOCRACY
Desmond Tutii

z

where

imbabweans, well recall the bad

enshrined in the Constitution? Is it not clear

old

days of the Smith regime, when
the newspapers sported huge spaces
the

censor

had

blacked

that President Nixon and his cohorts would

have

unacceptable news. The consequence was
that the populace, especially the white
community, was kept in the dark about
many crucial matters such as real views of
black community. They actually believed
that Bishop Muzorewa commanded a large
following and would win the postindependence election. They suffered a
considerable shock when President Mugabe
won almost a landslide
victory.
We in South Africa had much the

“...Democracy needs a free press
just as a human being or any other
living organism needs oxygen...”
such

society should be characterised by a
free flow of ideas where keen debate is the

same

experiences. One of the most glaring and
the most bizarre was having State Presidents
and Ministers of Defence and of Foreign
Affairs denying until they were blue in the
face that South Africa

was

involved in the

Angolan war. Young white South Africans
were dying in a war that was
officially not
being fought by South Africa. The South
African Government was quite inhibited in
its deceit and lies because it
never

was

not, and has

been accountable, even to the white

constituency who alone could

vote. As a

result, a culture of secret! veness, lying, deceit
and

with

unaccountability has been cultivated
an arrogant
bureaucracy and the public

sector, who have described themselves

as

civil servants, whereas as

somebody pointed
out they were neither civil, nor servants.
Democracy needs a free press just as a
human being or any other living organism
needs oxygen. It would be a contradiction in
terms to talk about democracy without
freedom of expression or of the press. A free
press is absolutely essential to a true
democracy. Thomas Jefferson who had been
ill-treated by the press, still had no doubt
about the importance of a free press when in
1802 he said, "Were it left to

me to

whether

Government

we

should have

a

decide

without newspapers or newspapers without
Government, I should not hesitate a moment
to

prefer the latter."

A free society needs a free press for various
reasons.

24

One of the

most

important is that

escaped scot-free had there been no
press?
Recently in South Africa, we have had
disturbing revelations of government
duplicity, downright deceit and lies which
were fertile soil for all corruption,
nepotism
and gross inefficiency and horrendous
activity which included the assassination of
free

out

a

order of the

seen as

thorns in the flesh of

the government.

Public money was spent to
fund Inkatha anti-sanctions rallies (one

hopes that is all that was being funded) and
assist opponents of SWAPO in the
Namibian elections, despite solemn
to

day, when public issues are
discussed transparently and openly without
the pall of secrecy which can assist anti-

promises to the United Nations that South

social forces to flourish.

neighbour in that fashion. These people

People need

forum for the exchange of
ideas. A free press will ensure that the rich
diversity of viewpoints characterising the
populace of a normal society will be reflected
a

in

having different newspapers catering for
those different points of view. A rigidly
controlled press will tend to be monochrome,
reflecting the vie ws of Big Brother - what is
sometimes called, being His Master's voice
really

propaganda organ rather than a
with integrity and a self
respecting independence.

-

those who were

a

newspaper

Public debate which is

a

bench mark of

democracy requires that the people should
have

access to

the

facts,

to

the truth. Quite

Africa would

benefitted for far

a

US President

impeached without the persistence
investigative reporters of
the Washington Post who gave us the
Watergate Scandal? Would that have been
possible without power of a press whose
freedom is jealously guarded and which is
and courage of the

too

They have
long from having a

gullible public only too ready to be misled
on the whole the
press has been muted
in its criticism, unless it joined the
international community in apeculiarchorus
of praise for Mr de Klerk.
A free press will not fear litigation or
being victimi.sed as long as it does not
contravene

the usual libel laws. In those

countries where it is

a

hazardous profession

because the press is not free, there will be
those who will be apprehensive about too
robust

a

confrontation with the powers that

which

be found out. Would

destabilise her

and

position to ferret it out and make it available
generally.
The press must act as the watchdog of the
people. We have seen how officials can
become arrogant in their disregard of the
people if they think that their actions will
never

to

who showed a reluctance to be too intimately

governments will not volunteer
such information. Someone must be in the

have been

seek

connected with the truth.

be. That is

frequently

not

be free

-

why it is essential for the press to
for the sake of the other freedoms,

depend so much on unrelenting
vigilance. Freedom is almost always
vulnerable and needs

to

be nurtured and

safeguarded and those things do not happen
automatically because human beings are
susceptible of temptation and they need
help not to succumb to the blandishments of
power and to resist the siren songs of
untrammeled and unprincipled absolutism.»
This is an edited version of a speech made at the
April2,1993 WilliMusarurwa Memorial Trust
Fund Dinner held in Harare.
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MALAWIAN TRANSPORTERS PROTEST

MOZAMBICAN RESTRICTIONS
Chatonda Mhone

T
on

he

imposition by the Mozambican !

government of restrictions in !
dimensions and weights of vehicles

transit has been

greeted with dismay by
Malawi which mainly

the transport sector in

depends on this route for its import and
export traffic.
Since the signing of the peace accord in

^

Rome last October between the government

of Mozambique and the opposition Renamo

traffic operations

through
Mozambique from Malawi proceeded

movement

unhindered.
"The removal of the army convoy
in better vehicle turn-around as

resulted

they (could)

ply through the corridors at any time during
the day," an ofilcial of the Road Transport
Association of Malawi said.
But, while the

trucking industry was

;

awaiting Customs clearance at a Mozambican border.

rejoicing over the removal of the convoy
system, the imposition of restrictions from

Trucks

has not

their surprise the major share of the contract

March 1, has hit most operators hard.
"The ban on all inter-link trailers, whether

responded to mo.st of the complaints.
1; is also reported that the importation of
drought relief commodities such as maize
during'992 resulted in optimum utilisation

large number of Malawi's modern fleet," i ofthe Malawian international trucking fleet.

brokerage
and locally based Zambian and
Zimbabwean haulage companies which then
used their respective sister company fleets
in those countries. Malawians only got a

the official added.

10,000 tonne share of the contract.

The mozambican government

they conform to accepted dimensions or not
has meant effective non-utilisation

of

a

x-xs-:

The Association estimates that

According to government statistics traffic
from Malawi through Mozambique went up
from 54,5(X) tonnes in
tonnes

in 1992,

1991 to 571,200

Malawi would have earned close

|

accounting for 45 per cent

of all international transport routes, as a

j

to

US$5 million if the entire

consignment had been moved by
local hauliers at the most modest

improved security situation
freight of US$50 per metric tonne.
along this shorter route.
The Association has taken up the matter j
This trend continued up to the end of
with the Malawi government and all other
interested parties including the Southern ! February, when the availability of cargo for
AfricanDevclopmentCommunity (SADC)
'he indigenous Malawi fleet became
and the Preferential Trade Area (PTA), both i scanty. Other locally registered fleets
continued to operate normally because of
of which Mozambique is a member.
their ability to secure major contracts.
The Association contends that such non
A spokesman of the Road Transport
tariff barriers to trade are retrogressive to
result of the

the
in

industry as most of the inter-link trailers
operation fall within the 22 metre

maximum

pennissible length.

Saprm June. 1993

Operators Association says that there was a
100,000 tonne commercial maize contract

on

offer

by the Malawi government. But to

was

awarded to

a

South African

company

Malawi had to

import the bulk of its maize
severe drought which
hit the country that largely depends on the
subsistence maize farming for its local
consumption.
needs because of the

The Association estimates that Malawi
would have earned close

to

US$5 million if

the entire

consignment had been moved by
freight of
US$50 per metric tonne.
But transport eeonomists argue that with
the severe drought which had hit Malawi
local hauliers at the most modest

and the unstable economic climate due to
the

suspension of the balance of payment

support by Western donor nations, the
immediate future for the
"looks very

indigenous fleet
bleak as the traditional cargo is

also non-existent".*
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SADC: WILL EXCHANGE RATE POLICY PROMOTE
EXPORTS?
Richard Kamidza

A
such

as

the Africa

t

May, non-regional shareholders
the World Bank expressed great

concern over Africa's

rose

Development Bank

debt to the bank which

from US$6.3 billion in 1991 toUSS9.8

billion this year.

Total

arrears

US$400 million while the total
service ratio

rose to

increased to
current

32.5 percent

debt

of export

earnings.
Prior

domestic industrial

(ADB) meeting held in Abidjan in

the

capacity utilization.
borrowing to

The increase in government

finance their deficits led

"crowdingout-effect" as high interest rates discouraged
to a

private sector participation in the money
market. General

savings declined together
higher

with the industrial output leading to
levels of unemployment as more

sehool

leavers

joined the group.
This further eroded the competitiveness

of

export sectors already curtailed by shrinking
international markets, particularly within

(ADB, World Bank and IMF)

the

was

that the

exchange rates for SADC countries were
ralatively over-valued between 1986 and
1989 leading to distortions in the relative
domestic prices that ultimately encouraged
domestic consumption and speculative
Country

regional grouping. In fact, the SADC
market is too small to allow respective
countries realize the advantages of
economies of scale associated with

specialization.
Several policy options to

rescue

the

as

cotton, tobacco,

copper, diamonds, oil. etc.; lack of intensive
capital investment caused by governments'
tight controls in the economies and finance
of recurrent expenditures at the expense of
productive sectors; high debt service ratios
and falling export earnings; and political
ideological stance which was pro one party
state

Abidjan meeting, the general
opinion among the international donors
to

commodities such

and the civil

wars

in the

case

of

Angola and Mozambique.
Between 1991 and 1992 domestic interest
and inflation rates further increased

leading
mushrooming of parallel financial
markets where the exchange rates were
higher than the official one. This was very
serious in Angola where in November 1991
the parallel market and official rates were
800 and 60 per US$ respectively compared
to

Year

1986

1988

1990

1992

29.92

29.92

29.92

4000.00

1992(q)

1993(q)

%

Change

(1992/1993)
Angola

756.25

Botswana

1.84

1.94

1.87

3.00

2.96

3.08

4.1

Lesotho

2.18

2.38

2.56

3.99

3.92

4.20

7.1

Malawi

1.95

2.54

2.65

5.00

3.81

6.00

57.5

39.34

526.20

1038.13

2875.63

2639.72

3770.42

42.8

Namibia

2.18

2.38

2.56

3.99

3.92

4.20

7.1

Swaziland

2.18

2.38

2.56

3.9

3.92

4.20

7.1

Tanzania

51.72

125.00

196.60

407.19

322.95

478.67

48.2

Zambia

12.71

10.00

42.74

196.56

127.26

267.18

109.9

1.68

1.94

2.64

7.18

7.22

7.54

4.4

Mozambique

Zimbabwe

Source:
African Development Bank Annual Report of 1992
The table highlights the positions of SADC region's exchange rates.
US dollar.
NB. (q) = 1st quarter

profits from commerce at the expense of
export oriented industrial production.
This was compounded by the general
scarcity of foreign currencies in the SADC
economies resulting in both demand-pull
and cost-push domestic inflation. The
inflationary pressures were due to the decline
in domestic output and high bills of imported
goods such as machinery, equipment, spare
parts, etc. meant to improve respective
26

To enable direct comparison, respective currencies

were converted to

economic ills have been tried in different

to

countries

US$ respectively.

currency

According to the ADB annual report of
1992, the exchange rates which in 1986

including administrative foreign
allocation, export revolving fund,
export retention or financing schemes,
relaxation of the exchange rates, etc.
Unfortunately, these policy measures failed
to

achieve the desired results due

factors like the
caused
which

to

other

deteriorating terms of trade
by the nature of the regions' exports
are
dominated by primary

the current rates of 20 0(X) and 4 000 per

pegged at 29.92 (Angola), 39.43
(Mozambique), 51.72 (Tanzania), 12.71
(Zambia) and 1.68 (Zimbabwe) per US$
were

rose

to

the current levels of 4 000.00

(Angola), 3 000.00 (Mozambique), 407.19
(Tanzania), 196.56 (Zambia) and 7.18
Sapem June. 1993

Othercountries maintained relatively stable

world recession, deteriorating
anti-smoking campaign,
drought, etc, have further weakened the
capacity of the region to generate enough
export earnings which should ultimately
stabilise the exchange rates. In most cases,

exchange rates,

these economies can not diversify

export oriented

labour force in South Africa enables her to

capacity to generate the foreign
currency is also limited because ofthe nature

foreign currency through
of GNP.
Botswana had high foreign currency
earnings and a stable environment to attract
investors in the region. Its diamonds are
expected to bring in US$433 million in

of the export products whose prices are
determined by the world forces of demand
and supply. In most cases, only one
commodity generates most of the foreign
currency reserves. Zambia and Angola
depend on the performance of copper and

the much needed

(Zimbabwe) per US$ respectively. The rest
ofthe countries maintained a relatively stable ;

exchange rate policy. This was due to the
influence of South Africa's economy to
which these economies are linked. Lesotho

heavily depend on South Africa for
investment and imports which are 95 percent
of the total bill while 38 percent of her total
generate

remittance to the tune of 42 percent

Tanzania and Mozambique with changes of
109.9, 57.5, 48,2 and 42,8 percent
respectively. Angola's percentage change
could be higheras reflected by the relatively
high figure in the first quarter of 1993.

The

currency. The
tenns

of trade, the

into other

commodities which are
reliable in earning the respective countries
foreign

currency.

Thus adjusting exchange rates downwards

only offers relief to the export sectors in the
short run because some of the difficulties
being faced such as the adverse climate
(drought in case of agricultural based

of

exports) and global market (deteriorating

comparison between the first quarter : total exports earnings. Botswana heavily
depends on diamonds, the major foreign
devaluations in the SADC region are being
currency earner, while Malawi, Zimbabwe

terms of trade for such products like copper,
diamonds, tobacco, cotton, gold, oil, etc.)

oil which each account for 95 percent

1992/93.
The

of 1993 to that of 1992 reveals that currency

persued as part of an export oriented policy.
Notable among these are Zambia, Malawi,

r

andTanzaniarely on tobacco which generate
70,25 and 12 percent respectively offoreign

exogenously determined. As a result
"Balance of Payments" worsens as imports
become more expensive.*

are

n

ORDER FORMS FOR BACK ISSUES OF SAPEM
Year/Issue No.
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Quantity

Price

Vol 4.

(1190/91) Bound set

$100.00

Voi 5.

(1991/92) Bound set

$100.00

Total

$2.00

Single Magazines
Total Order

*

OVERSEAS Price quoted is n

ZW$ and US$ (i.e. US$ 100 or ZW$ 100)

NAME:..,
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Payment may be made by means of cheque or money order
currency

in US$ or the equivalent in any other exchangeable

made payable to SAPES.
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order to Subscriptions, SAPES, P O Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, Harare,

Zimbabwe.
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lOCU
INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATION OF CONSUMERS UNIONS
lOCU is the

internationally recognised body representing and supporting consumer organisations worldwide. It has 180 member
organisations from 70 countries. Its headquarters is in London and it has Regional Offices in The Hague, Penang and Santiago with
a new Regional Office now to be established in Harare. lOCU is now
seeking a:

Director for Africa
to

head this

Region

Regional Office for Africa (ROAF) in Harare. Zimbabwe. The Director is responsible to the Director-General for
of Harare Office and for planning and executing its work programme. He or she is also expected to make a major
to shaping the policies and work of lOCU worldwide as a member of its team of Directors.

new

the management

contribution
The

Regional Office for Africa is planned to open on 1st January, 1994. Its purpose is to develop a strong and effective consumer
in the region and to represent the interests of .African consumers at Regional and International bodies. The Office will over
time develop programmes in the fields of consumer legislation, health, environment, consumer education and public utilities. The
Office will be responsible for the production of lOCU's Africa Newsletter. An lOCU West Africa Programme, based in Dakar, will
report to the ROAF Director.
movement

This

position is both challenging and demanding, requiring dynamism and diplomacy. In addition, the Director should:

•

be

•

possess a proven

•

a

have

national of an African country;

experience of working in

of the

•

•

have

with intemational/regional organisations and be familiar with the various cultures

experience in fund-raising from non-commercial

be able

have

or

region;

to

work and

•

record for management and administration;

a

sources;

present lOCU at high-level regional and international meetings and to give public presentations of lOCU’s
policies; and

knowledge of consumer issues

or

experience in related areas such

as

training and institution building.

Interested
a

applicants are invited to submit a comprehensive resume, including contact telephone and/or fax numbers together with
passport size photograph (non-returnable) before July 30th to:
The Director-General

lOCU DG Office
9 White Lion Street
London N1 9PD

United Kingdom
Tel: +44 71 865 9006
Fax: +44 71 865 9007
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ENTERTAINMENT, ARTS AND CULTURE

BOLD MOVES TO CONSOLIDATE SADC CULTURE AND

INFORMATION SECTOR
Spfxial Correspondent
The first meeting of these sub-committees
Development very popular with Zimbabwean workers
Community (SADC) Culture and because they were affordable. Recently, the is scheduled for Windhoek, Namibia, in the
Information sector is poised to play
Botswana MinisterofForeign Affairs urged firstweekofJuly. According to the document
a major role
in the building of the ; Zimbabweans to restrict their shopping trips ' distributed to member states for comments
Community. It has adopted as its theme to Botswana while her counterpart the i on the terms of reference of the sub"placing culture and information in the heart ‘ Zimbabwean Minister of Foreign Affairs committees, members of these subof development" and this is consistent with ! warned of the increased border jumping by , committees were expected to meet the cost
the theme document that was presented at
Zimbabweans into Botswana. The SADC ofairfares,foodandaccommodationduring
the Harare SADC Council of Ministers
Culture and Information Sector argues that the meetings. The question offunding is the

T

he Southern African

fear and hatred of neighbours in the region ! main constraint in implementing these ideas,
must "be broken and replaced by .social and Many of these specialists and government
cultural arrangements that see the peoples officers cannot convince their own
of the region as one people, bound by history governments to finance their participation
and cultural affinities and have, together in SADC meetings because governments
expect the SADC Secretariat to have the
only one destiny".
The sector has advanced the view that all funds reserved for these institution building
benefit them and affect their lives. An
sectors of the community must appreciate
activities. It is unrealistic therefore to expect
infonnation programme would be neces.sary
that culture and information are the a repre.sentativeofa national arts association
to this about".
mobilising tools for the community by to ask his or her association to fund SADC
Projects submitted for consideration by promoting mutual understanding and meetings when the associations do not even
the Council of Ministers are expected to
acceptance of the region's people, and
have funds to initiate national meetings. Is
contribute effectively to this objective.
effectively engaging them in efforts that it realistic therefore to expect individual
At that meeting the Culture and Information ; consolidate the community's socioand renowned artists and journalists to
finance from their own sources, trips to
Sector argued in its report that experience in ! economic development.
Seven sub-committees responsible forarts,
the "region and elsewhere has shown that
SADC meetings? Isthisnotanotherexample
sustainable development is only attained
training and cultural promotion; cultural of brilliant regional development plans that
when economic growth does not leave aside
heritage; language and literature; cultural are killed by the fact that institutions
socio-cultural interests; there is need to ; industries and copyrights; electronic media; ; responsible for the plans are not realistic
give consideration to cultural dimensions". print media; and public education. Each of when it comes to adopting implementation
these sub-committees is expected to
The sector also argued that culture should
strategies.
be exploited as the "harmonious in.strument
improve the content and definition of
Equallycriticalisthemethodofcirculating
of bringing the people of the region closer
policies,strategiesandprioritiesofthesector such information to those concerned in the
together to share experiences and and to recommend concrete ways of culture and infonnation sector especially
knowledge". In practise cultural and social achieving the objectives of the special areas ' those not in government ministries,

argued that the "integration
process should not only involve the
governments, but must also place the peoples
of the region at the centre of the process, if
it has to succeed. This requires that the
people are informed of the aims and
objectives of integration and how it would
wherein it

was

barriers exist and

are

consolidated by

suspicion, fear and hatred of neighbours in
most

member countries.

These

barriers have become

more

significant in the last two years when the
ordinary citizens of the region have taken
up cross-border trade that has exposed the
type ofbitterness that is contradictory to the
spirit of the SADC.
In Zimbabwe for example, traders in
second-hand goods from Zambia were
castigated as invaders when they set up
stalls at markets. Their goods proved to be
Sapem June. I99.J

There does not

of the sector.

seem

to exist in many

The.se sub-committees will be constituted

SADC member states known structures for

by directors of culture and information of

in
each member state; experts in the field of
culture and information; representatives of
specialised institutions such as libraries,
galleries, culture houses, radio and

consultancy between government
departments and national organisations
interested and involved in the culture and
information sector. Resources have not been
provided for the mobilisation of national
interests in issues of the SADC community

television, art schools, arts councils,

at a

member states; sectoral contact persons

museums, etc;

representatives of the mass

media, national associations in the area of
culture and information; and renowned
artists and

journalists.

regular and grassroots basis. When
are convened, government
representatives find that they have not
collectedtheviewsandideasoftheirexperts,
and specialised local institutions.»

meetings
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TROUBLE BREWS IN FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
But the

unity started to crumble as
disappeared from the face
of Europe. Do you think there is any
linkage?
In a wider context we could say that

Yugoslavia, a strong leader of the
non-aligned movement in the years
of the late President Josip Broz Tito,

communism

has been reduced to two out of the six

there is

federative Republics that constituted
the Socialist Federal

Republic of
Yugoslavia. Most former Yugoslav
Republics have become independent
states, and today have become scenes
of the most ferocious fighting in
Europe, The ambassodor of the
Federel Republic of Yugoslavia to
Zimbabwe, Ljubisa Korac, talks to
SAPEM's Fernando Gonsalves on
the genesis of the conflict in the former
Yugoslavia.

of the crisis in the former

Yugoslavia are very complex and it is not so
explain them in a few words. But let
me first remind you that the former. Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, which
existed until April 27, 1992, was a federation consisting of six federal republics Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Macedonia,
Montenegro, Serbia and Slovenia. Yugoeasy to

slavia
state,
on

established in 1918

as a

unitary

but during

the

was

was

the Second World War and
grounds of the outcome of the War

transformed into

a

federation. Since

April 27,1992, Yugoslavia has also existed,
now as the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia,
constituting of only two republics:
Montenegro and Serbia, which decided to
remain in Yugoslavia.
We have to wait for historians, sociolo-

gists, psychologists and other scientists to
fully analyse the events in the former Yugoslavia. But it is necessary to say that the
immediate development started with the
appearance of some nationalist political
parties in the republics of BosniaHerzegovina, Croatia, Macedonia and
30

connection between the fail-

Do these

The atfftude of the world
media on reporting about
the crisis in

Yugoslavia have

absolutely one-sided,
partial and unjust.

Gontjalves: Can you describe the major
causes for the disintegration of, and the
current bloody conflicts in the former
Yugoslavia?
causes

some

an

Eastern

been

The

of

ideology and political system in
Europe and the disintegration of
Yugoslavia. But the connection was not so
immediate. The reasons why Yugoslavia
has disintegrated were its own.
ure

republics in the former
Yugoslavia, some of them now
independent states, constitute nations or
are they multinational?
Yugoslav federal republics, except
Bosnia-Herzegovina, were founded on a
mainly national basis, each of them being a
state of one nation prevailing in the population. Only Bosnia-Herzegovina was established as a community of three nations or
ethnic groups: the Serbs, Croats and Muslims.

Slovenia; advocating .separation from the
common, federal state and establishment of

independent states. Then in the 1990 parliamentary elections, the former ruling parties
in those

republics were defeated by nationpolitical parties, which, as I have already said, before these elections clearly
declared their separatist policies.
alist

In addition to that, there was a clear,

obvious interest from some countries abroad
and

influential governments

for the
disintegration of Yugoslavia. These outside
some

factors

supported secessionist movements
international recognition of the breakaway republics.They justiTied their approach as a support for implementation of the right of nations to selfand forced premature

determination, but at the
far the

same

time and

right of Serbs living in
Bosnia-Herzegovina and Croatia, who rejected the secession and voted very clearly,
with vast majority, to remain in Yugoslavia,
even so

same

has been denied.

Yugoslavia survived as a unified federal
through the days of Communism.

state

Besides that,

relatively large number
Yugoslav nationals lived in different
republics, all over Yugoslavia, regardless
of internal borders between republics. This
was particularly the case with the Serbs who
for centuries lived in the territory of the
republics of Bosnia-Herzegovina and
a

of the

Croatia

as

well

as

the Croats who lived in

Bosnia-Herzegovina.
All Yugoslav nationals are the same,
Slav origin. Even the name Yugoslavia
means "country of Southern Slavs". The
Serbs. Croats and Montenegrins speak the
same language, with some particularities.
The Slovenian and Macedonian languages
are different although also Slav.
I speak about Muslim not only as a
religious but also as a separate ethnic group.
Muslims who live in Bosnia-Herzegovina
are mostly of Slav origin, converted to Islam, either willingly or forcibly, centuries
ago during the Turkish domination. But
they are not Turks and speak the same
language as the Serbs and Croats. Their
religion, long-lasting tradition and culture
have made them in a way different, sepaSapem June. I99.J

rated from the Serbs and Croats. That is why

they

are

considered

a

special and separate

group, both religiously and ethnically.
Besides these nations, there were a number of national minorities

via, the Albanians and
the most

numerous

living in Y ugoslaHungarians being

of them.

How far has

religion been instrumental
sharpening the existing conflicts in
Y ugoslavia?
There is no doubt that religious differin

ences

and divisions between various

Yugoslav nations have had a great impact
the disintegration of the country and

on

were one

of the main

causes

of the breakout

of the

bloody conflicts. The current civil
war in Bosnia-Herzegovina is both ethnic
and religious.
Why, if the international community
supports the principle of territorial

integrity, has it advocated the partition
into some loose republics?

of Yugoslavia

The most obvious characteristics of the

world's attitude towards the crisis and events

Yugoslavia is partiality. Many countries
supported the secessionist republics,
recogni.sed them despite of clear and repeated warnings that it would be dangerous
in

have

and could lead to terrible conflicts, disastrous fightings and numerous victims. The
example is the role played by the European
Community, whose expected impartial
mediation was widely greeted and accepted
among all parties, but after some time the
Community completely changed its attitilde and began keeping side only with those
parts of former Yugoslavia which had seceded and declared independence. Unfortunately the Community was and is now followed by majority of the world countries
and international organisations.
In their approach to the Yugoslav crisis
the European Community and some other
countries have ignored the fact that Yugoslavia had been a state community of several Southern Slav peoples but only some of
them and its republics had opted to leave the
common state.

So their decision

should be treated

as a

were

and

clear secession, with

appropriate consequences. However, the
European Community and some othercountries not only encouraged but also awarded
all
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the secession of four former

Yugoslav reBosnia-Herzegovina's division into ten aupublics. To be much worse they punished
tonomous provinces on mainly ethnic bathe remaining two, comprising of 40 per
sis.
The Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
cent of the territory and population of the
former Yugoslavia, which expressed their ' supports the plan as the best and probably
loyalty to their own country. A majority of
the only possible way at this moment to
the world is now denying them the right to
stop the bloodshed in Bosnia-Herzegovina.
remain to it, i.e. to maintain the state contiWe still think that the plan is not perfect,
nuity and international personality of Yuthat some of its provisions should be
goslavia. We are being witnesses of an
changed, but it should be done in peace,
obvious "double standard". Also of an abthrough negotiations involving all sides in
surd point of view that the right to secesthe conflict,
The parliament of the Serb Republic
sion, even if carried out unilaterally and by
force, was stronger than the right to loyalty , would support and accept some parts of the
to one's country and the option to stay in it. ,
plan, as it is, as a representation of the Serb
1 have to say that the role of the United
people, not favouring the continuation of
Nations was in a way different and its conthe war and would take part in further
tribution to the efforts for a peaceful settlenegotiations including participation in a
ment of the crisis in Yugoslavia is being
transitional government which would be
very important. But also, some decisions of
established on the basis of the above menthe General Assembly and Security Council
tioned constitutional principles. But the
of the UN were also partial, particularly
map is totally unacceptable for them parthose imposing extremely severe and unjust j ticularly as it leaves more than 40 per cent
sanctions against the Federal Republic of
of the Serb population in BosniaYugoslavia and suspending it from various
Herzegovinaoutside the provinces in which
the Serbs would be in majority and because
international organisations.
However, there are countries in the world
the Serb provinces would be artificially
whose attitude was quite different from the
separated from each other, without any
majority and highly principled. It is with
physical links or communications between
great pleasure that 1 can point out the attithem,
tude of the Republic of Zimbabwe and also
To what extent have the world media
other countries in the region and their prininfluenced the course of events in
cipled role in many international fora.
Yugoslavia?
The attitude of the world media

What is your opinion about the VanceOwen plan to divide Bosnia-Herzegovina
into ten autonomous provinces?
was

the main

reason

reporting about the crisis in Yugoslavia has
been absolutely one-side, partial and un-

And what

for the Parliament

just. They placed so much untrue information and even bluntly lied about events in
YugoslaviaespeciallyabouttheSerbpteople
that the public opinion in almost the whole
world has turned against us. At the same
time, 1 dare say the world media do not

of the Serb Republic, created in the former

Yugoslav
republic of BosniaHerzegovina, to turn down the plan?

Whilespeakingofthe Vance-Owenplan
for Bosnia-Herzegovina, we have to bear in

mind, first, that the plan demands an imme- |
diate ceasefire in all

areas

and between all

parties in the conflict and placing of all
heavy armament under the control of the
UN forces, already present there. Second,
the plan deals with the constitutional principles of the .state of Bosnia-Herzegovina
and provides that no basic decision could be
adopted without the consent of all three
constituent nations (Serbs, Croats and Mus¬

lims). Third, there should be

a map

of

on

i

understand the

essence

of the events and

conflicts in

Yugoslavia but did not make
even a minimal effort to analyse them or at
least to hear and present the views of all
sides. This is in part a consequence

of the
monopoly which certain circles have on the
media;

on

the other hand, of a very aggres-

campaign organi.sed by
republics also well supported and funded in or by a number of
foreign countries.»
sive propaganda
the breakaway
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TITLE HOLDER:
BOXING WOMAN OF THE YEAR
Grace Cachi
n

o

1st April

1993, Lorraine Muringi

became the first
receive

woman ever

;

to

1992 that the conflict ended with the

Zimbabwe.

j integration of sports in South Africa,

"Boxing Woman of the j Africa had its first boxing champion in
Year" award from the prestigious World ' 1922 when a flamboyant Senegalese who
called himself Battling Siki, vanquished his
Boxing Council in New York.
For the past nine years, Lorraine has been
, opponent in France. It is alleged that racist
functioning as a boxing promoter in | subterfuge was responsible for his defeat
Zimbabwe; a role which had been the ! three years later in Ireland. Several years
a

exclusive preserve of men.

been licensed

to

|

She has officially

promote boxing in ;

later, he was mysteriously murdered in New
York.

Zimbabwe and

throughout the continent. In i The progress of boxing in Zimbabwe has
capacity as boxing promoter, she has i been diminished by racism because white
staged boxing shows at various sports centres '
in Harare; she has invited American boxing |
her

coaches

to

conduct clinics in Harare for

heavyweight championship bout in
Black folk from the United States should
not

have been

interest in

surprised by Lorraine's
boxing because African-

Americans of both

genders and all ages
long tradition of enthusiasm for the
sport. Initially, it was a pastime of street
kids, "socking it to one another," in alleys.
It was the sport of those without prestige,
status or funds for skills
training. It was the
diversion of the oppressed or the underdog.
have

a

,

aspiring Zimbabwean boxers and has
brought sponsorships to Zimbabwean boxers

'

enabling them to attend coaching clinics in

;

the United States.

t

Pointing to Kudzi, the youngest of her I
four children, in 1984, Lorraine said,"... he '
is settled in school and doing well. My
husband, Robson, is established in his career

(at the time)

as Deputy Secretary in
Manpower, Planning and Development so
now

I'll be able

to

;

branch out and do my own

things". Not being aware of the fact that her '
was a
Superlight weight ■

brother Saoul

champion in the United States, one could ‘
hardly have been expected to guess that her
"own thing" would have meant boxing
promotion. Now

we

know

-

and

so

do the

j

iMrraine

Muringi with Mohammed Ali who

P>C SAOUL MAMBY

given a “Champion
internationally '
for Life” award by the World Boxing Council on the same day.
who heard her acceptance speech on radio :
as she received heraward. As Jose Sulaiman, '
boxing trainers left the country, en ma.sse, Joe Louis, a man of humble origins and little
president ofthe World Boxing Council.stated after independence. This created a vacuum education, was just one of many boxing
as he presented the award, "... throughout
inthedevelopmentofthesportasthecountry heroes in Black communities in America
the year, I have felt your love and dedication
was left without trainers, referees, coaches
during the depression years. Snobbish
to the sport of boxing".
and judges. Consequently, the Zimbabwe
commentators, instead of confining their
The World Boxing Council has been in
National Boxing Board of Control, at its
remarks to the Brown Bomber's physical
existence for the past thirty years. For
inception, was bereft of boxers, as well as prowess used to joke about his broken
seventeen of those years, they have waged
boxing advocates. It was in response to this English as he walked away from his defeated
a protracted
struggle against apartheid in urgent need that Lorraine formed Ring opponents saying, "I glad 1 win!" Today, the
sports. The battle was fought in conjunction
Promotions in order to provide critically
sport, the promotion and the verbal facility
with a United Nations Special Committee
important services to youthful Zimbabwean of its participants have been elevated to a
Against Apartheid. It was only in November pugilists. Sbe hopes, ultimately, to stage a higher plane,*
multitudes in New York and
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MALAWI: NOW THAT THE PEOPLE HAVE
SPOKEN - WHAT NEXT?
Guy C.Z. Mhone

T

he

symbolic rising Malawi

sun

had

barely began to ascend in 1964 before
it was quickly transfoniied into a .setting
sun in the wake of autocratic political rule and
inequitable economic development. OnJune 14.
1993 the people of Malawi delivered a resounding
defeat for single party rule by unequivocally
opting for multi-party democracy. When the
joyous din of celebration finally subsides.
Malaw ians w i 11 have to careful ly ponder whether
this new dawn, led by the hurricane lamp of the
opposition, will indeed translate into substantive
freedom and economic wel 1-being for the masses,
or, as in many other African countries (Zambia
and Kenya for instance) that have undergone a
similar transition, whether it will degenerate into
a political circus of the elite.

been unable to

distribution of the

differences

Northern Region

justify their existence and
programmatic grounds.
The multiplicity of opposition parties in the
absence of clearly articulated programmes or
platfonns other than the need to get rid of Banda
and the Malawi Congress Party (MCP), clearly
suggests that there are hidden agendas, behind
each one of them. Such hidden agendas as
African experience has shown, have more to do
withrivalry amongtheelite than with substantive
on

population is such that the
with 12% of the total population

constitutesaminority.whiletheSouthernRegion
with about 50 per cent of the total population
constitutes the largest. The Central Region,
cunentlythepresentregime'sstrongholdaccounts
for about 38 per cent of the total population,
While there may be anything from eight to ten
language groups and sub-groups in Malawi,
Tumbukas and affiliated languages dominate in

issues, which have indeed been the basis for the

the Northern Region, Chewas dominate in the

support they have garnered from the masses. A
closer look at the two major opposition pressure

Central Region, and Yaos dominate in the
Southern Region. Indeed, in spite of the language

So far, not much in the nature of the current

opposition would suggest that the post-oneparty Malawi situation will be different from
what has transpired elsewhere in Africa where
so-called democracy has been reinstated. The
possibility of a compromised outcome is
reinforced by the ambiguity, and the ab.sence of
transition procedures, which were not clarified
priorto the referendum, and by the intransigence
of the present Banda regime.
Indeed, the
combination of a beleaguered incumbent
government that seeks an honourable exit, with
a fragmented opposition competing, and over
anxious to step in, may be enough to forestall
substantive changes.
Difficulties Ahead
The

spatial distribution of the voting pattern in

the June 14, 1993 referendum is an ominous

foreboding of the difficulties ahead. The
overwhelming support for multi-party
democracy has come from the Northern and
Southern regions and from the urban areas. The
central region, as would be expected, stood by its
allegiance to the ruling clique of Banda, Tembo
and Mama Kadzamira who come from this region.
Now, the impending downfall of Banda and the
Malawi Congress Party has been spearheaded by
the two opposition ‘ pressure groups', the Alliance
for Democracy (AFORD) and the United
Democratic Front (UDF), although there
currently may be as many as eight opposition
parties inside and outside Malawi. So far, while
all the opposition groups have been united in
their opposition to the present regime, theyhave
Sapem June. 1993

r/ie

single party motion

was

resoundingly defeated, but is President Banda's time up?

presumably soon to be transformed into
parties, suggests that AFORD is dominant in the
Northern Region while UDF is dominant in the
Southern Region. Both groups may be equally
popular in urban areas although AFORD's leader
Chakufwa Chihana may have an overwhelming
popularity quite independent of AFORD's. To
be sure, each of the opposition groups has gone

groups,

heterogeneity of eachof the regions, those broad
language groupings have been used as stereotypes
to characterise each region thereby ossifying
perceived regional differences.
The perceived regional differences are of
historical origin and have been the main
rationalization for Banda's single-party
autocracy, ostensibly to forestall incipient
'

out of its way to placate would-be detractors by
ostensibly making their top leadership

representative of all the regions, no matter how
token this many seem,
The

regional factor in Malawian politics is

worth underscoring.

To begin with, the

tribal i.sm'. Inthe wake of Banda's rule, however.

these perceived regional differences have

deepened and have only been suppressed by the
hitherto efficacy of the dictatorial apparatuses of

the ruling triumvirate, and the Malawi Congress

Party.
35

Ironically, while the present regime

elite has

experienced the brunt of persecution

rationalised its dictatorship on the need to preserve

under all sorts of guises.

national

to

that in effect further exacerbated

break in the ranks of the MCP

unity, it unleashed a number of policies
regionalism
and tribalism. During the colonial period, the
Northern Region was by-passed by any form of
economic development and was thus referred to
as the 'Dead North', and the Southern
Region
had been ruthlessly exploited for its forced cheap
labour.
However, historically, the Northern
Region, having been more receptive to Christian
missionary influence has, on the one hand, had
an edge in the number of educated individuals
quite disproportionate to its population
distribution. The Southern Region, on the other
hand, steeped in the nonprogressivity of the
dominant Muslim religion, coupled with the
colonial apparatuses of cheap labour control
remained relatively underdeveloped in terms of

The Southern elite was
be later included in this persecution after a

ruling elite

following the 'discovery' of subversive plots.

Northerners among
other regions
own

the elite, the elites from the
equally are intent on ensuring their

dominance as would be commensurate with

their distribution in the total

population.
plight of the masses has
greatest in the Southern region, it is

While the economic

More

been

not

nevertheless true, first, that this economic

significantly perhaps has been the fact that
only the original dissidents of the 1964
Cabinet Crisis, but subsequent ones as well, have
predominantly been from the North and the
South. The current configuration of opposition
pressure groups reflects this trend as well.
As a proxy measure of elite formation, the
1987 Census figures on the highest level of
education attended may be cited. By that year
the distribution

was a

follows:

deprivation of the masses, as a consequence of
post-independence negative economic policies
ofomissionorcommission, has been generalised
throughout the regions. Second, it is also true
that significant groups of elites in all the regions
have benefitted from the clientilism, patronage
and general

political and economic dispensations
regime. This is particularly so with

of the Banda

LEVELS OF EDUCATION AHAINED BY PROVINCE
No Education

Primary

Secondary

Total

& above

%

education.

The North and South

Unfortunately, the thirty years or so of Banda's
reverse the Northern
Region
edge in education although it has remained
relatively underdeveloped. Similarly, Banda's
rule has failed to reverse the Southern Region's
social and economic underdevelopment outside
rule have failed to

Malawi

54.9

41.7

3.4

100

Northern

33.0

62.0

4.8

100

55.8

41,1

3.0

100

59,1

37.5

3,4

100

Region
Central Region
Southern Region

of the main cities of B lantyre-Limbe and Zomba.

To boot, the

progressive ascendancy and
ruling triumvirate of Banda,

entrenchment of the

Tembo and Kadzamira has been based

on

a

Chewa

parochialism that reached its height in
the 1970s with the prescription of Chewa as the
National language.the implicit use of regional
quotas in the Civil Service, and, later, the
expulsion of Northern Region teachers from the
Southern and Central Regions. With Banda's
rule, the Central Region has been the focus of
disproportionate development assistance while
the Northern and Southern Regions have
remained marginalised.
The impoverishment of the masses in the
South has been aggravated by a combination of
increased population growth and the growth of
commercial farming. By 1987, the population
density of the South had increased from 87
persons per square kilometre in 1977 to 125
persons per square kilometre while that of the
country as a whole stood at 85 persons per square
kilometre in 1987 and that of the Northern Region
at

34 persons per square

kilometre. The
underdevelopment of the Southern Region has
meant that this region experiences the highest
incidences of infant mortality deaths, malnutrition
and epidemic diseases. The recent inflow of
Mozambican refugees into the South has only
worsened the situation.

Now, while the North, because of its relatively
sparse densities in population, has been spared
the extreme impoverishment of the South, its
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Noiv that the

People have spoken

...

From the above it may deduced that the
Northern Region has a potential elite that is

disproportionate to its population while the
Southern region expteriences the reverse. Now
one of the
consequences of Banda's rule,
especially of the persecution of the Northern
elite, has been the emergence of a resolve by this
elite not to want to see such persecution repeated
by ensuring their effective presence in any future
political dispensation. By the same token, because
of the disproportionate representation of

regard to the ownership and development of
farming estates and the ownership of serviceoriented businesses. Indeed, many of the key
elites in the two opposition pressure groups are
among the past economic beneficiaries of the
Banda

regime.
Beware The Elite!

It is thus not

surprising that while the

disenchantment of the

regime is based

on

ma.sses

with the Banda

grievances pertaining to
Sapem June, 1993

economic and social

deprivation, and political
persecution, the elites of the major opposition
groups have seized more upon the latter (political
persecution) and said little about what they intend
to do with the former grievances (social and
economic deprivation). It may be noted in passing
that the seminal Pastoral Letter which sparkedoff the opposition campaign primarily dwelt
upon the alarming continued economic
deprivation of the masses as the basis for their
call for an open, representative and accountable
government in place of the present one.
The fear, then, in Malawi, is that the opposition
movement may already have been hi-jacked by
the elite in both the North and the South. Its

may be to entrench existing economic
interests albeit undera ‘democratic' umbrella. In

agenda

this respect, as

preparations for elections are
politics of the elite might degenerate
into mud-slinging and appeal to regional loyalties
without necessarily clarifying the substantive
economic, social and political issues at stake in

but their Northern base constitutes

a

split between two or more parties, there is
good chance of the MCP winning an election
by a plurality margin unless, of course, the vote
it garnered during the referendum was a
con.sequenceof fearand intimidation. All of the
foregoing suggest that, in the absence of clearly I
distinguishable and substantive opposition party
platforms and programmes, the present euphoria '
may peter out into a compromise of the elite ^
were

a

which willstill leave the interests of the

masses

reveal the
past' might be necessary, it may also be exploited

'

betrayed as has been the case elsewhere in Africa,
The incipient mutual suspicion between the
internal opposition groups is very likely to be
aggravated by the return of exiles and their long
tradition of squabbling while in exile.

made, the

fonn of coherent party programmes.
Thus while the mooted ‘operation

the basis forconsensus-building aimed at forging
an informed and substantive united opposition,
In any case, of initial concern is the need to
create an enabling environment for democratic
practices to emerge. This is not an easy ta.sk
given that the existing political environment is
notonly underpinned by a number of repressive
laws, practices and structures but alsoconfounded
by the extreme intertwining and overlapping of
party and government at all levels of the political
and economic sphere. It is important, however,
that on the one hand Banda's intransigence should
not be allowed to plunge the country into chaos
or move it to a precipice. On the other hand, it is
also important that the haste of some individuals
from the opposition to want to be in a transitional
government not be allowed to impose a defacto
alternative leadership when no such clearmandate

minority in

the country; and finally, given the voting pattern
of the past referendum, if the opposition votes

from the electorate has been made.

,

The initial immediate task then

The Task Ahead

need

concerns

the

nonpartisan, broadly
immediate and long tenn tasks both of which
representative body to oversee the dehave to be addres.sed .squarely. The immediate
Bandanization of the existing legal apparatu.ses,
and
communication
concerns relate to the issues that need to be : polity,
economy
resolved to effect a meaningful transition, and i infrastructure, in order to create the appropriate
Malawi is

now

faced with

some

substantive

to

create

a

environment for the ‘thousand flowers' of

democracy to ‘bloom’.
The tricky issue nevertheless relates to how to
constitute such a body and imbue it with legal
powers to actually scrutinize the legal
underpinnings of the present dictatorial one party
infrastructure and legislate appropriate changes.
In this respect, a broadly representative
constituent assembly would have to be lobbied
for immediately, because Dr Banda and his
cohorts cannot be entrusted with the task of

ushering in multiparty democracy with all the
oppressive apparatuses at their
disposal. There is every reason not to repeat the
shortcomings of the preparations that led to the
dictatorial and

;

referendum.
not

Dr Banda and his cohorts should

be allowed to

stay beyond the

unnecessarily prolong their
time needed to effect a smooth

I transition, and neither should they be allowed to
effectively control and influence the transition
process such that a compromised denouement
results. The Western donor community can play

'

I an

to

divert attention from the

more

issues at stake. Indeed, the very

fundamental

mode of transition
to plural politics might compromise the
substantive nature of democracy after tbe election.
It should be noted in this respect, that the DDF
may have numbers behind it by virtue of the
population size of the Southern Region, but
some of its leadership is already compromised
by having been associated with the present Banda
regime in its hey-day; the AFORD may have an
elite and popular leader in Chakufwa Chihana,
Sapem June, 1993

important role in jerking the present regime

;

from its intransigence and procrastination, by
refusing to reward it for having reluctantly gone

long-tenn ones to those that need to be |
articulated in any substantive party platform,
Both sets of concerns might be compromised by

through the referendum until the decks for

...What next?
the

the undue haste to assume power and

multiparty politics are properly cleared and an
election date set.
On the legal front, the tasks involve the repeal

by incipient
suspicion within i and/ormodificationof such laws as the Preventive
the opposition camps, a good example of which ; Detention Order (1964). the Preservation of
is the proclivity to hold their cards (of intended
security Act (1965) the Censorship Act, the
party agendas) close to their chests in the fear
Prohibited Publications Act, and the one party
that the other pressure group might ‘steal' their
and Life Presidency stipulations of the Malawi
ideas! Indeed, on the contrary, the transparent ' Constitution.
In addition, an unconditional
and open sharing and debating of ideas should be i amnesty for all exiles would have to be proclaimed
internecine conflict and mutual
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SUMMARY OF MALAWI’S 1993 REFERENDUM RESULTS

PERCENTAGE OF VOTES'

No.

I

No.

Voted

Registered

DISTRICT

Single

Multi-

Null

Single

Multi-

Null

Party

Party

and Void

Party

Party

and Void

No.
Voted

NORTHERN REGION

37 165

305

9

90

70

61 038

539

6

93

59

822

7

91

712

13

86

73 281

1 031

18

80

122 152

1 117

8

91

3 972

72

3 429

83

4 982

58 404

41 073

3 603

Karonga

110 603

65 376

3 799

Ukhata

129514

60 211

4 399

54 990

59 300

51 342

6 687

43 943

110 980

91 832

17 520

160 538

134 362

11 093

Dedza

184 589

139 440

100 340

34 628

:

Dowa

194 010

139 732

115 958

20 345 :

Kasungu

232 276

179 542

125 600

48 960

591 460

384 790

267 168

105 no

196 393

116 425

75 012

34 559

133 866

79 336

40 515

35 965

142 550

100 971

25 227

74 655

Ntchisi

64 204

52 053

39 946

11 224 :

883

77

Salinma

94 472

78 592

42 147

34 586

1 859

54

Blantyre

271 152

230 408

30 363

197 938

2 107

13

Chikwawa

194 987

106 873

24 631

80 364

1 878

23

98 605

82 572

8 539

70 578

I

3 455

17 240

181 186

i

2813

Chitipa

Bay

Rumphi
Mzuzu

Mzimba

!

!

I

I

2

46

87
83
1

84

25

3

76

15

2

72

70

27

3

77

12512

69

27

3

65

6 854

64

30

6

59

2 856

51

45

4

59

1 089

25

74

1

71

22

1

81

44

2

83

86

1

85

75

2

33

10

86

4

84

9

90

1
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CENTRAL REGION

Lilongwe
Mchinji

i

Nhkota
Ntcheu

^
.

;

I

SOUTHERN REGION

I

Chiradzulu

201 239

Muchinga

344 753

Mangochi

352 263

201 319

17 911

179 697 ;

3711

9

89

2

57

Mulanje

347 006

191 366

37 775

145 111 I

8 480

20

76

4

55

74 890

41 525

11 639

29 137

!

749

28

70

2

55

Nsanje

106 287

58 853

10 106

47 929 j

818

17

81

2

55

Thyolo

186 262

153 485

28 259

122 823 I

2 403

18

80

2

260 163

170 731

22 496

146 632

1 603

13

86

70 979

35

63

Mwanza

Zomba

:

I

82
66

i

TOTAL

•

As a

38

4 699 527

;

3 153 448

1088 473

1 993 996

2

67

percentage of registered voters
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the

immediately, together with a review of all
prisoners so as to release all those that were jailed
for political offenses or on the pretext of criminal

agencies;
and in thefomi of various so-called development
activities which camouflage the various spying

question of redressing the gross economic,
social inequities in land, incomes,
employment opportunities, access to

offences when in fact theso-called offence may

and intimidatory activities of the existing

infrastructure, health and social .services that

Thejudicial structure would
reviewed, and, in particular, the role

and function ofTraditional Courts would have to

government and the party. Moreexplicitly.there
will be need to separate from government and
di.sband the Young Pioneers, the Malawi Youth

have been the consequence of the past
development model; the issues pertaining to the
humiliating paternalism that has been accorded

be modified if not

League, the Chiiiikuko Cha Amai MiiMalcmi

Malawian

have been political.

need to be

altogether abolished.

Dr

statutory and Malawi Congress Party

and

women

particularly

as

regards the

No one individual or group can be
credited with, or can transcend the

heroic
when

proclamation of the people
they spoke on June 14,1993.

various Calvinistic and puritanical proclamations
that currently exist

and thedisadvantaged income
employment entitlements of women as well
as their disadvantaged access to education; and
the hidden agendas of regionalism and tribalism
that currently lurk under the surface of all the
groups, UDF, with its Southern Region bias,
AFORD, with its Northern Region bias, and
MCP with its Central Region bias. The latter
issue is potentially quite explosive no matter
how some may want to underestimate it, and it
can only be diffused by simultaneously
recognising such regional/tribal proclivities and
accommodating them constructively and by
ensuring that political groupings are based on
substantive platfomis addressing the foregoing
issues ratherthan on personalities or tribal cliques.
In conclusion, it may be reiterated that Malawi
can be spared the fate of other countries that have
had abortive attempts atdemocratisation if an
effort is made to address the immediate and long
and

The many

that suffered under Banda's tyrannical era, now rejoice.

Banda and cohorts have relied

Courts to undertake

some

on

the Traditional

of the most heinous

through politicaly motivated
imprisonments and exeeutions since the
Traditional Courts are seemingly unencumbered
by legal niceties. The purpose of repealing or
modifying the foregoing legal apparatuses is not
only intended to debilitate the present regime but
crimes

also intended to

ensure

that

some

presumptuous

self-aggrandising and self-appointed or elected
individuals, whoend up at the helm of government
either

during or after the transition, do not resort
the basis of
.some nim.sy excu.ses such as imagined national
security risks.
As part of the refomi of the legal apparatuses
new laws need to be passed to unequivocally
commit the country to the observation of the
various human rights declarations, the
proclamation of the right to assembly and
asstK'iation, freedom of speech and of the press,
to

these very same apparatuses on

freedom of labour to associate, freedom to fomi
and

register political parties and so on. This legal
needs to proceed beyond the
superstructure alone to de-Bandanizing and
dismantling its supportive base in the fonn of
intelligence, security and paramilitary
apparatuses and personnel in government.
reform

Sappm June;. 1993

(CCAM). the various youth 'training' bases and
several

pseudo rural development schemes w hich
merely designed as training grounds for the
front troops of the Banda dictatorship.
were

tenn

Lessons from Kenya

and Zambia

Finally, it is imperative that the opposition
begin to place their cards in the open by
beginning to consult, debate,formulate and
mobilize support for political agendas and
platforms that relate to longterm issues
confronting the country. Malawi should not be
allowed to repeat the experience of Kenya by
unneces.sarily fragmenting its opposition because
of "tribal" or personal rivalries; neither should it
be allowed to follow Zambia's example where it

groups

was

later found that the MMD had

no

clear

agenda behind its anti-Kaunda stance. There is
need for genuine unity of the opposition to be
forged on the basis of clear platforms whose
content has been unequivocally fomiulated on
the basis of open debate and consensus seeking.
In Malawi, a meaningful political platfomi
must unequivocally address and take a stand on
the following; the development strategy to be
pursued, particularly as regards increased
diversification and deepening of the economy;

issues indicated above.

Undue haste to

seize power

in the ab.sence of prior enabling
measures will only lead to a perpetuation of
oppression, or the disenfranchisement of the
people albeit under a different guise. No one
individual or group can be credited with, or can
transcend the heroic proclamation of the people
when they spoke on June 14. 1993.
When the people spoke on June 14.1993, they
spoke on behalf of the many that have suffered
silently within Malawi, the many that have
languished and died in jail, the many that have
been executed and assassinated, the many who
have been exiled, and the many whose lives have
been reduced to vegetables as a consequence of
persecution. This legacy should not be allowed
to be dissipated, compromised or sacrificed on
the altar of convenience, greed or self
aggrandizement on the part of those currently in
power or in the opposition.»
GUY C. Z. MHONE is the Head of the Economic

Policy Division at SAFES Trust.
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ECONOMIC NATIONALISM AND LAND
REFORM IN ZIMBABWE
Sam Moyo

D

The dominance of the latter group in the media

uring the 1980s the land question
simple moral
and political terms whereby the pwst-

tended to be defined in

colonial state should return lost lands to the

'

and in official

VT-

s

peasantry, particularly the landless and displaced
poor.

Land redistribution was also considered
reward the rural masses who had

-V

necessary to

s'»

sacrificed their livelihoods for liberation and
because the peasantry

had suffered neglect from
agrarian policies which saw their
fate bound to the supply of cheap labour to
capitalist farms, mines and industry. The
Government of Zimbabwe was also spurred
towards land reform by its "socialist" policies
and by slow industrial and employment growth.

colonial racist

Land distribution

was an

element of rural and

agricultural development, aiming to improve
peasant outputs while maintaining commercial

...Because blacks had opted

to ;
acquire large fariB estate in the!
footsteps of the settlers.... Mack
capitalist farniers had opted for
an iuefficient and cmtiy
entry into i^rkulture.».i

Government of Zimbabwe is to maintain the

farm output.

Buttressed

by morally valid nationalist claims
land alienation, they have
presented disparate arguments for state

Black Demands Versus the
White Lobby

for the redress of past

From the late 1980s,

increasing calls for access
capitalist farmers and
businesspersons changed the character of
expectations and the politics of land reform in
Zimbabwe. Political liberalisation and land policy
shifts in favour of distributing land to "capable"
farmers focused public attention on the land
demands and problems of capitalist farmers.
to

land from black

intervention in the land markets for land

distribution.
The second interest group, largely represented
by white farmers, white professionals and other
business interests including a few black business

interests,

ruling party, government, opposition parties,

regards land hunger as an excuse for a
"ruinous land grabbing policy". They argue that
the land policy, predicated on a preference for
small-scale black farmers over large scale
commercial farmers, seeks political gain for the
ruling party. Thus since the Government of
Zimbabwe's approach to economic management
is also seen by this group to eschew state
intervention, they regard the present land policy
as economically irrational. For them, the land
designation exercise undermines the critical
agricultural output and the viability ofcommercial
farming as abusiness. Furthermore, they interpret
the Land Acquisition Act to be a breach of free
enterprise principles, including the human rights
of white farmers. Given that the country needs to
attract foreign investment, the perceived threat
to property rights is purportedly bound to scare
off investors. Land resettlement is regarded as
environmentally damaging because of the
inefficiency of small farmers, while it is
contended that successful farming requires
capital, which both small farmers and the state
do not have, even if the taxpayer is squeezed to

farmers unions, NGOs, and labour unions.

meet

This

now

conceals the fundamental need for

broadly based land redistribution and to improve
land utilisation in an ailing economy whose
on land for their survival.
Public debates on the problem of land

majority depend

in
is polarised between two broad
interest groups. The first grouping entails the
majority black landless and emerging black
business interests, for whom land hunger is a
critical problem. Land demands in the black
community vary from those segments requiring
Zimbabwe today

rural and urban land for basic residential purposes,
to those whodepend on land for their material

survival, and to others for whom
is the main

access to

land

through which their business
and economic activities including agricultural
and non-agricultural enterprise, can proceed. In
political terms, this group represents through a
avenue

formal and informal alliance of different classes,

present in various organisations

40

policy determination fora and
to project a distorted
perspective of Zimbabwe's land problem. They
have effectively utilised the lack of public
exposure by the Government of Zimbabwe to the
details of its land policies and plans as well as the
facts surrounding recent designations to
intimidate and confuse the public on the land
problem. High profile international media lobby
tactics, used by the Commercial Farmers Union
(CFU) suggest that government needs to
rationalise its public posturing through land
policy. Yet in the past, the CFU tended to ignore
calls by the government forthem to make concrete
land distribution proposals. The problems
confronted in the designation of land to-date
require more rigorous analysis and debate, if the
institutions has tended

including the

the costs of land

acquisition.

inherent popular support that land reform has
always had. Such debate requires more generous
public information from the Government of
Zimbabwe, in order that critical questions
pertinent for an improved and popularly
acceptable land policy can be examined.

Past

Experiences with Land Reform

After 13 years of inadequate redress of
Zimbabwe's land question, the government has

finally established an appropriate legislative and
administrative machinery to pursue a credible
land redistribution programme.
During the
Lancaster House Negotiations in 1979, the
liberation movement abandoned expectations of
pursuing a radical land reform programme by
agreeing to a market-bound land acquisition
process. The conservative
land acquisition
programme from 1980 to 1992, led to the transfer
of mostly marginal lands to over 54,000 peasants
and displaced households, and 2 000 households
engaged in collective farming. Little capital,
infrastructure and agricultural services were
provided to resettled households, resulting in
sub-optimal landuse and productivity on
resettlement schemes. There

was

continued land

hunger among the rural poor, reflected in growing
squatting and the "poaching" of natural resources
on private and state lands.
The experience of land redistribution before
1992 did not satisfy various interest groups for
different

reasons. The peasantry, some excombatants, migrant workers and a few

Sapem June. 1993

w,

had received
through the resettlement programme
than was expected and feasible within the existing
legal framework. Instead, the white dominated ■
capitalist interests, now referred to as the large i
scale commercial farm (LSCF) sub-sector, had
consolidated their position, while a fe w pri v i leged ;
blacks, including party stalwarts, had managed
to accumulate agricultural resources and large
intellectuals felt that the rural poor

DISTRIBUTION OF LAND FOR AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION

TABLE 1:

less land

tracts

of

now

TOTAL

|
!

TABLE 2:

1.19

1,4 million

4

700 000

97,88

16,4 million

49

715 200

100,00

33,3 million

100

1993

LAND PURCHASED FOR RESEHLEMENT

LAND

FINANCIAL YEAR
I

j
j

i

t
j

bottlenecks. For them, too much land had been

below

expectations, judged against LSCF productivity
levels. The peasants were also vilified for
extending deforestation into former LSCF lands,
in spite ofthe fact that theircropping requirements
necessitated clearance of these mainly peripheral
LSCF lands, most of which had been grazed or
underutilised by their previous owners. These [
critics reviled the socialist pretensions of the j
Government of Zimbabwe, regarding that ]
ideology to be disastrous for agricultural growth, i
even though the Government of Zimbabwe, had

AMOUNT PAID

PURCHASED(HA)

($)

1979-80

87 415

1 799 750

1980-81

223 196

3517 198

1981-82

900 196

18 803 158

1982-83

939 925

22 009 187

1983-84

159 866

4 536 168

1984-85

75 058

2 966 849

1985-86

86 187

4 444 610

1986-87

133518

3 898 335

1987-88

20 319

874 200

1988-89

63 917

2 807 335

1989-90

91 266

10 508 100

Source; Auditor General's Report,

TABLE 3:

1993

REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF LAND ACQUIRED FOR RESEHLEMENT
DISTRIBUTION OF ACQUIRED LAND

NATURAL REGION

1%

I

18%

maintained and indeed increased most economic
incentives for commercial

agriculture, now ;
increasingly shifting towards diversified exports. '

III

37%

IV

25%

V

19%

TOTAL

100%

Source: Auditor General's Report,

Hitherto, the LSCF land market built upon j
white settler conquest and land expropriation,
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8 500

Source: Auditor General's Report,

I

interests
which had opposed land reform continued to
regard peasant land management as inferior,
overlooking the infrastructural and resource i

protected against state orcivil expropriation
through a Bill of Rights entrenched in the
Lancaster House Constitution. During the first
decade of independence, the Government of
Zimbabwe was restrained from pursuing a
vigorous land reform programme because, prima
facie, the legal framework for land acquisition
was then grounded within free market principles.

47

Farmers

Commercial farm and finance capital

was

15.5 million

Small-Scale Farmers
Communal Area

was

0.93

Comm. Farmers

shelves.

people whose output

(HA)

6 700

Large-Scale

Because blacks had

transferred to

%

LAND AREA

FARMERS

underutilised lands.

opted to acquire large
fami estates, in the footsteps of the settlers, and
in spite of the economic difficulties entailed in
fully utilising such land, black capitalist farmers
had opted for an inefficient and costly entryinto
agriculture. The acquisition ofsmaller subdivided
farms, could not only have guaranteed that more
black capitalists would be accommodated at less
cost to individuals, but that land use efficiency
would stand a chance of emerging.
These critics lamented the poor quality land
which had been distributed and emphasised the
limitations of the strategy to increase peasant
production and productivity because the
production and marketing resources allocated by
the Government of Zimbabwe could only reach
some 20% of the peasantry, while peasant
productivity did not exceed 40% of the potential
attainable with technology on Zimbabwean

%

NO. OF

OWNERS

j

j
j

I
^

;

;

1993

At that time, land acquired by the state was
mostly that which farmers voluntarily put out for
sale at prices determined by the land market,
while expropriated land had to be promptly paid
for a market prices in scarce foreign currency,
The state and private buyers of land paid
handsomely for the three and a half odd million
hectares transferred to less than 60 000 new

black landholders, of which close to

400

were

large black freeholders and 3000 were families
organised in collective cooperatives.
Although the Lancaster House constitution
had limited the quality and quantity of land it
could acquire, the state had been reluctant to use
other

measures

such

as

land taxes to induce land

distribution for unclear

reasons.

Nor did the
41

SS
state

particularly

encourage

private land market

transfers, given its rigorous regulation of land
sub-division.
However, in response to the

critique that some black leaders had acquired
large farmlands amidst land hunger, the
Government of Zimbabwe argued that on the
contrary its policy had been wrong in not
adequately promoting black capitalist farming.
However the Government of Zimbabwe had also

accepted the criticism from its centre right that it
needed to emphasise productivity in the design
of its resettlement programme, especially in the
.selection of settlers.

But the Government of

Zimbabwe focused its attention on
powers to

increasing its

acquire land.
The New Land Act

The 1980s also

growing interest among
in commercial
agriculture, while increasing unemployment led
to expectations that expanded commercial
fanning could absorb growing unemployment.
The recent and previous small-scale droughts
have also emphasised the vulnerability of black
agriculture due to its location on marginal lands.
saw a

black Zimbabweans to engage

Therefore

a

combination of social forces and

objectives have re-emphasised the need to redress
land ownership imbalances and to improve the
u.se of agricultural land.
»iPSieiii

Land

designation is a procedure
whereby government technicians,
farmers interests and policy makers
identify land for acquisition. Such land
is gazetted as notice to the land owners
who are given thirty days to write in
objection if they so wish. Reasonable
objections are considered through the
un-designation of the farms, while
other farms are processed for
valuation and compensation.
The

new

Land Act of 1992 is intended to

enable the government to

plan for and target the
location and scale of land it requires for a
new land reform
programme. This is expected to
type,

increase access to prime lands fornew settlers, to
broaden the scope of agricultural enterprises
feasible in the resettlement areas, and to improve
the efficient

of

prime lands. Presently up to
prime lands held by large white
farmers are underutilised or used extensively for
use

,30% of the

livestock and in

some cases

wildlife for tourism.

Although large farmers produce the bulk of
exports, excluding cotton, numerous rural
42

households

are

food in.secure. while

some

Land

urban

food and industrial crops

such as oilseeds are not
reliably supplied by large fanners. This suggests
that increased prime arable land use is a primary
objective for food security, domestic industry
and for expanded exports with increased black
participation in production. State intervention in
the land transfer process has been necessitated
by the failure of land and capital markets to
deliver optimal land utilisation within thelarge
scale commercial farm areas, in spite of
extravagant subsidies to large farmers in the
past. There is need for a more efficient national
distribution of landholdings, given the
widespread demand for land and the absence of
economic alternatives to farming for the majority
of black Zimbabweans. Existing landholding
patterns wihtin the LSCF. Communal and State
lands and finance market distortions have in fact
acted

barriers

against tbe optimal distribution
alanningly, in agriculture
as in other key economic sectors, black
Zimbabwean farmers
both small and large remain the least developed in virtually all aspects
of the industry.
In respect of these objectives, the government
decided to use the Land Act selectively by
focusing on underutilized lands first, so as to
retain white fanner outputs, while improving the
capacity of blacks to enter commercial farming.
Therefore, the land designation exercise has so
far also targeted mostly marginal lands, although
and

as

use

of land. Most

-

it is

expected that these lands

can

be used for

tobacco, maize, cotton and livestock.

A slow

entry into prime lands will then follow, according
to the

government.

Land

designation is

a

procedure whereby

government technicians, fanners interests and

Designations

The Government of Zimbabwe bad responded
lo some

of the concerns over the limited nature of

its first land reform programme.

Following the
legalistic route, acquired land through an
administrative procedure of land selection and
pricing, and in .separate policy pronouncements
made from 1990 fixed the total
be

amount

of land to

acquired at .“i million hectares of the LSCF
area. Public concern,
particularly in urban areas,
among large and small commercial farmers,
among some officials and some environmentalists
has recently been
refocused on the
implementation of this new act by the recent
"land designations" of LSCF fanns.
So far. close to 90 farms have been designated.
In 1992 the Government of Zimbabwe designated
and acquired 13 farms in the wake of its desire to
resettle over 900 peasant households displaced
by the state developed Osborne Dam. In April
so

1993 the Government of Zimbabwe further

designated Churu Fami, owned by Ndabaningi
Sithole the leaderof ZANU (NDONGA), a small

opposition party, following its illegal conversion
from farmland

to an

urban settlement with

an

unsanctioned

housing tenancy, also deemed to
be a risk to public health.
In May 1993. the Government of Zimbabwe
began in earnest its land acquisition programme
for planned redi.stribution by designating 70
LSCF famis. Another four farms

were

later

designated in the Kwekwe area to make room for
urban expansion. Acquisition will follow the
processing of appeals by fanners dissatisfied
with the designations, and the due process of
price setting and adjudication of possible
disagreements over prices offered by the state.
The concern expressed by the CFU and other
observers, that the recent spate of land
designations was undermining existing
productive capacity in the LSCF sector, is
unfounded.
This can be shown through an
analysis of the quality of land designated its
geographic location, the range of farm sizes
designated, the potential land uses of designated
farms and the number of farms accounting for
the bulk of designated land. By far the largest
proportion of land designated was in the more
marginal regions suitable for extensive ranching
and lower value crops, which peasants have
slowly been producing quite effectively. The
designations also relied on a few large farms for

policy makers identify land for acquisition. Such
land is gazetted as notice to the land owners who
are given thirty days to write in
objection if they
so wish. Reasonable objections are considered
through the un-designation of the farms, while
other farms are processed for valuation and
compensation. Compensation is done through
regular specified valuation procedures for
assessing the commercial costs of the replacement
of land developments and fixed assets. This
restricts the speculative valuation normally
included in market prices, especially where there
is a desperate buyer such as the government.
These land acquisition procedures exist in all
sovereign states, whereby their rights to "eminent
domains" are enshrined by their responsibility to
pursue public good.
This right existed in
Zimbabwe before, but was restricted by a
constitutional bill of rights, which specifically
protected farm lands from state acquisition for
land redistribution. The reversal of this legal
situation is feared mainly by those who own

centred on Mashonaland, it can be shown that the

large tracts of land.

land

,

the bulk of the land identified for transfer.

These lands

were

provinces with

concentrated in the southern

lower density of agricultural
infrastructure, and from which a low proportion
of Zimbabwe's present agricultural output is
derived. Furthermore, using district level data
on arable land utilisation in the
prime lands
a

designation tended

to avoid the more
Sapem June, 1993

productive land
For instance,

areas.

North and South, and Midlands. If

only Centenary District, which

closely those lands designated in Mashonaland
Central, another 10,000 hectares of land

registersahighlandutilisationpercentage,(4.3%)
and which has 14,000 hectares of net arable land

unused, had 12,000 hectares of both arable and
non-arable land designated
in

most

(Table 4). Otherwise

of the Mashonaland districts, which have

we

examine

argument that the Government

using land to settle political
sustained.

designated there borders on natural region ?i and
4. bringing the proportion of lower quality land
designated, to over 75% Thus much of the land
designated so far is mostly suitable, under rain.

less than 40% of their net arable lands

fed conditions, for livestock, maize, cotton and

an

groundnut enterprises,

cropped,
extremely low proportion of the.se lands were
designated. Thus only 6% ofthe 886,051 hectares

uncropped were designated. If we consider that
the designated lands include both arable and
non-arable lands, then

a

rather low amount of

productive or potentially productive land was
designated.
Thus, districts such as Chegutu, Lomagundi.
Ma/.owe, Marondera and Harare, which together
have

over

645,929 hectares of net arable land

uncropped experienced the least land designation.
Only 11.441 hectares, amounting to 2% of the
uncropped lands, were designated there.
Altogether, the present land designations have
targeted 49,965 hectares of land in the prime
lands of Zimbabwe.
Only 24% of the land
designated was therefore in Mashonaland.

rather cautious approach by the
government. Even in Mashonaland, the bulk of
the designated lands were in the peripheral areas
of the high production regions, nearer high density
Communal Lands and on lands who.se quality
borders onto Natural Region 3.
Clearly the
indicating

a

Government of Zimbabwe has avoided the
tobacco

region, especially around Marondera.
and from the high value cropping districts of
Lomagundi and Mazowe. Thiscautious approach
to land designation can be seen in better
perspective when we examine the geographic
locations and farm sizes of lands designated.
The relatively large numbers of famis recently
designated conceals the fact that only a few
farms account for most of the land designated.
The majority of fanns designated by May 1993
for acquisition were extremely large. Thus,
84.()()() hectares or 51 % of the land designated
came from 13 famis. Seventy six percent of the
designated land was from 33 farms of over 2 000
hectares. Only 29 of the designated fanns were
below 1 000 hectares in size, while only 6 of the
designated famis were below 300 hectares large.
The bulk of the extremely large famis designated
were in Masvingo, Matabeleland North and
South, and Midlands. Therefore, only 33 of the
designated farms accounted for over 78% of the
recent designations. Evidently, these large farms
operate extensive livestock ranching enterpri.ses.
Close examination of the data reveals that
than 58% of the land

designated is in
regions 4 and 5. while the percentage ol
land within natural regions 3 and 5 is as high as
71 % of the designated lands. This is accounted
by land designations in Masvingo. Matabeleland
more

natural
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Perhaps people regard the mere fact that some
or underutilised farms owned by some
cabinet members escaped the acquisition or
designation exercise, results from their political
inlluence. Interestingly, a number of opposition
derelict

members' underutilised farms survived the

designation,
Political Basis of

Designation

An examination of other

socio-political
surrounding the relationship between
land ownership and land designation also reveals
some interesting results. For instance, as little as
18% of the designated fanns were registered as
company fanns, most of which included the
larger ranches of between 10.000 and 17,000
hectareseach. Among the lOOfannsdesignated.
6 individuals or companies owned about 15 of
the farms on over .M)% of the designated land.
These owners held two to four farms on individual
company

The

:

mere fact
underutilised

Perhaps people regard the
derelict

or

farms owned

by some cabinet
members escaped the acquisition or
designation exercise, results from their
political influence. Interestingly, a
number of opposition members'
underutilised farms survived the
as did the farm of
architect of UDI, Mr. Ian Smith.

designation,

On the racial front, up to

the

17% of the famis

were owned by black large-scale
commercial farmers.
This appeared to be

designated

proportionally congruent with the fact that blacks
presently constitute less than 15% of the total
number of LSCF fanners.
famis designated were

political motive for land designation,

provincial distribution of land designated, the
procedures cuirently adopted by the Government
of Zimbabwe in identifying land for designation
and in the identification of the would-be
beneficiaries of land transfer. As evident in table

4, the bulk of tbe land

designated was in the
Masvingo, Midlands and the two Matabeleland
provinces. Between 1980and 1990, Manicaland
experienced the largest land transfers. This
leaves the three Mashonaland Provinces

title.

some

did the farm of the architect of

needs, however, to be examined in terms of the

least

that

as

UDI, Mr. Ian Smith.

aspects

or

of Zimbabwe is
be

scores can not

Most of the black

large famis within natural

region 3, with about 5 of them being smaller
farms of less than 300 hectares in natural region
2. The political analysis of land designation
based on specific party tnembership. revealed
that less than 4% of the designated famis were
owned by opposition party members, comprising
mostly blacks. Notable figures among them were
James Chikerema and Ndabaningi Sithole of the
Forum and Zanu Ndonga. Equally, close to 5%
of the designated famis were owned by black
Zanu PF stalwarts, including a Member of
Parliament. Thus, unless the remaining majority
of white large fanners are undeclared members
qjopposition parties, it is clear that the

areas for land transfer.
The exclusion of the Mashonaland

as

the

targeted

provinces

from land transfer is a reflection of the importance
attached to

high value LSCF farming by the

Government of Zimbabwe, as well as a reflection
of the concentration of the

growth of peasant
While land pressures
pockets of the Communal Areas in

output in those provinces.
exist in

Ma.shonaland. it has been well established that

generalised extreme land pressure is found mainly
in the Manicaland and Masvingo provinces. The
designation of some high value land, however,
suggests that the intention to develop black
capitalist fanners could be targeted for those
provinces. Perhaps the most critical political
aspect of land designation is the degree to which
demands for land distribution are being addressed
through a provincialised system of the
identification of settlers and land for designation.
Thus, when progress on land reform is
examined carefully, it is apparent however, that
the Government of Zimbabwe is moving rather
slowly under its present land policy regime.
Public opinion and emerging conflicts over land
designation mostly reflect tactical differences,
which obscure the need to speed up land
distribution in the face of the growing
unemployment and economic hardships facing
rural peoples as a result ofthe Economic Structural
Adjustment Programme (ESAP). At the present
rate of land designation, Just over200000 hectares
will have actually been acquired within three
years of the constitutional and policy changes of
1990. To achieve the targeted transfer of 5
million hectares, it would appear

that, unless

land

purchase and personnel budgets were
substantially increased, the Government of
Zimbabwe will need close to 20 years to complete
43
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TABLE 4:

PROVINCE

Mashonaland East

17,010

svSiSNNS»

GOVERNMENT LAND ACQUISITION PAHERNS SINCE 1992

DISTRICT

DESIGNATED
NUMBER

PERCENT
BLACKS

DESIGNATED
HECTARAGE

Marondera

4

100%

3,886

Wedza

2

0%

4,274

Harare

5

80%

3,845

Charter

4

50%

5,005

Centenary

6

0%

12,088

Bindura

1

0%

880

Shamva

3

0%

6,257

Hurungwe
Chegutu

2

50%

2,512

6

0%

3,710

Guruve

5

20%

6,492

Kadoma

1

0%

1,016

REMARKS

Includes Churu Farm

8%
Mashonaland Central

19,225
9%
Mashonaland West

13,730
7%
Midlands

28,000

Kwekwe

6

0%

3,987

Shurugwi
Mberengwa

1

0%

1,057%

1

0%

1,963

Gweru

1

0%

2,569

Chiredzi

3

0%

41,596

Gutu

4

25%

4,482

Mwenezi

2

0%

16,464

Chimanimani

1

100%

248

Chipinge

2

50%

3,319

13

40%

8,000

4 for urban

expansion
(12 more designated
to date)

13%

Masvingo
62,542

Extremely large
marginal farm lands

30%
Manicaland

11,567

Makoni

6%
Matabeleland South

Farms

displaced

by Csborne Dam

Bulilimamangwe

8

0%

30,424

a) Two persons owned

30,424

over

15%

b) Solus! and Figtree

Matabeleland North

27,516

Bulawayo
Nyamandlovu

5

0%

15,321

2

0%

4,027

Bubi

1

0%

8,168

21,00 ha in 5 ranches

13%
Source: Various issues of The Herald,

May 1993

the

designation process.
This slow pace of land

distribution suits that
spectrum of Zimbabweans, and donors, who
either believe that only the present crops of large
farmers can sustain the country's largely agrarian
economy or that land transfers should only occur
through market forces. But the land policy
framework of the Government of Zimbabwe

requires complementary market based strategies
of land transfer simultaneously with its current
state led land transfer agenda. For instance, the
pace of voluntary land transfers to small and
large black capitalist farmers, willing to purchase
44

reasonably sized commercial farms could be
sped up simultaneously in accordance with
Government of Zimbabwe policy.
This would require that the government
improves its capacity toformulate and implement
the planned land taxation, as this could lead to
increased land sales, particularly if the tax were
introduced simultaneously with more liberalised
regulations on rural land sub-division. But this
would also require a shift in the perceptions of
bureaucrats, since they tend to conceive that a
viable land reform programme requires
government
to
implement and that

implementation is only effective when
undertaken on large land blocks. Indeed the
Government of Zimbabwe has to decentralise
and farm out to

aspiring landholders and land
some
responsibility for
undertaking smaller scattered land transfer
programmes,
particularly where land
administrators

underutilisation rates
among small groups
divided acquisition.

are

variable within and

of farms suitable for sub-

This approach, complementing the designation

of blocks of farms, could not

only facilitate the
capacity of black capitalist farmers to acquire
Sapem June, 1993

s

TABLE 5;

Farm Size

Range

■

FARM SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF LAND DESIGNATION

Absolute

Cumulative

Number

Number

Hetarage

Cumulative

Absolute

Hectarage

%

Below 150

2

2

229

229

0.1

151-300

4

6

938

1,167

0.5

301-500

8

14

3,033

4,200

1.6

501-1000

15

29

11,067

15,267

5.7

44,821

15.3

1001-2000

22

51

29,554

2001-3000

20

71

50,084

94,905

26,0

3001-5000

4

75

13,698

108,600

7,1

5001-10,000

4

79

21,808

130,408

11.3

10,001-15,000

4

83

46,566

176,974

24.1

1

84

16,298

193,272

15,001-50,000
TOTALS

84

8.4

210,014

100%

The Herald. Various issues 1992, 1993

Source:

mm

smaller sub-divided farms, but also reduce the

necessity of acquiring those parts of given farms
which are productively utilised. It would also
ensure that those beneficiaries who are capable
are

seen

to meet

some

of the costs of land

acquisition.
The use of complementary land transfer
strategies during the 1990s seems practical given
the political changes presently underway.
Specifically, an effective bi-polar land transfer
process is necessitated by the emergence of two
politically significant processes. First, the
increasing reality that the market ideology now
tends to prevail in the influential middle class
black Zimbabwean polity in alliance with white
capital. Second, the adoption of ESAP has
increased unemployment and economic
marginalisation among the majority of working
class

and rural

blacks.

In

this decade,

characterised

by slow industrialisation and
external investments and the declining terms of
wage labour remuneration consequent upon
devaluation, a return to the land for basic survival

more

be the only visible alternative

for many.
that the government has to allocate
finance to land distribution and black

seems to

This

means

agricultural development, through its agricultural
budgets, and possibly through the Social
Dimension Adjustment Fund. Even the donor
community has to rethink its present reluctance
to support land reform, given that ESAP
retrenchments and poverty dictate that only
agriculture can absorb the growing unemployed.

Specific Poiicy Options
Resolving the land problem requires a new
policy formulation process whereby the
Sapem June, 1993

objectives of reform are transparently specified.
In particular, the government needs to define the
macro-economic objectives which will be
enhanced by land reform.
Clarification is
necessary so as to reveal the role that land reform
will be expected to play in employment
development, domestic output growth, export
growth, as well as in promoting social and regional
equity in agricultural production. Land
acquisition .should entail the identification of
land suitable for those productive activities which
enhance the envisioned agricultural output
structure, employment growth, technologies tobe
promoted and the regional balances desired.
Although the actual land supply options for
redistribution may be prescribed by the policy of
protecting existing output in the LSCF, and by
relieving land pressure in various communal
areas, a comprehensive land use plan will be
needed to guide future output in all the agricultural
sub-sectors depending on the available land
quality and potential irrigable capacities. The
purpose would be to improve production in
existing Communal, Resettlement, Small Scale
Commercial Farmers (SSCF) and new settlement
areas.

Land

supply should

LSCF, resettlement

accrue

from suitable

farmlands. Such a plan would identify quantities
of land to be transferred to the poor

but capable
rural squatters, to
master farmer type farmers, to trained
agriculturalist and to new medium to large scale
black capitalist farmers. The regional distribution

communal farmers, to existing

of

to

access

the land distribution programme

needs to be clear for

political reasons and to
guide the planning for water, infrastructure and
technology developments required in the new
A financial plan to meet the
programme,
agricultural development requirements of all
types of land distribution beneficiaries in various
agro-ecological regions and provinces then needs
to be openly debated. Such a plan should also
finance land development in existing communal
areas, focusing on irrigation and infrastructure
and the development of agro-industry and
services in these neglected region. This requires
political committment to reallocate budgets
towards Communal Lands.
But the possibility of using a variety of land
supply options, besides land designation also
needs to be explored in order to complement the
use

of the

new

levies taxes
instituted

Land Act. First, a land tax, which

on

land

use

potentials, should be

communal lands for a variety of productive types

LSCF lands and all types of state
land in order to ensure that managers optimise

of enterprises

landuse

to

areas, as

well

as state

and

ranging from cropping, livestock

wildlife.
The land

policy will depend for its success on
a carefully balanced demand strategy, which
identifies the appropriate beneficiary groups
targeted for land distribution. An openly debated
plan will have to define the numbers, types and
location of black agricultural enterprises to gain
land, in terms of small, medium-sized and larger

on

or

avail land for redistribution. Second,

land sub-division for agricultural uses

should be
encouraged through tax and other incentives in
order to encourage private sales particularly for
the growing demand for land among black
capitalist farmers.
Land policy in existing communal and
resettlement areas should move towards popular
consultations on the possibility of providing
45

qualified leasehold title to present landholders,
particularly on their arable and resident plots.
Where there is clear demand for freehold title,
this could be

experimented
through pilot schemes.

on a

selective basis,

The government

will also have to take
prepared to go
to expose both the LSCF and
established agricultural monopolies in
inputs supply and agro-processing, to
a more openly competitive economic
a

stand

on

how far it is

environment.

The demand for freehold land will
new

require that

landholders, especially among thesuccessful

farmers

seeking belter land, pay rentals or for the
purchase of such land. But this requires that an
open consultative framework be adopted to
monitor beneficiaries, costs and the distribution

on

The government will also have to take a stand
how far it is prepared to go to expose both the

LSCF and established

agricultural monopolies
in inputs supply and agro-processing, to a more
openly competitive economic environment.
These groups have been protected through the
restricted opening up of Open General Import
License (OGIL), slow deregulation, inherent
biases in export promotion schemes, and the
distortion of capital markets which favour their
access to credit.
During this decade, the
government will have to nurture black agricultural
development through a targeted subsidy
programmes on the inputs supply side, and
incentives which lead to the rationalisation of

inputsandoutputsprocess.as well as agricultural
policy which
evens out prospects for entry into high value
production by black farmers is the key to a
successful land refonn programme.
Such a
policy requires that special institutional
arrangements for land reform be set-up.
outputs marketing. An agricultural

The Government of Zimbabwe needs to

immediately .set upapermanent land commission
advise it and the public on the specific
objectives, procedures and requirements for
implementing a new land policy. Such an
institution will require diverse expertise given
the multi-sectoral character of the land question.
Government agencies, experts and interest groups
to

which need to be involved would consider a wide
range
•

use.

normally dealt with by Agritex should also
involve fanners groups and various scienlists;

This agency

include various scientists and those business

interests which service the sector in

terms

of

inputs, infrastructure and exten-

sion:

task will have to be the full disclosure to the

the macro-economic

policy incentives for
land use, currently dealt with vaguely by a
combination of organisations, should inelude the Reserve Bank, the Ministry of
Finance, the National Planning Agency,
and the Ministry of Industry, Trade and

publicofthelandacquisitionprcxreduresfollowcd
so far and write a draft white paper on land policy
to be discussed throughout the country. Such a
paper should indicate the specific policy
objectives of the Government of Zimbabwe on
various land policy aspects including land

Commerce

acquisition, land tenure, land tax. land use
regulations, land administration, and economic

which

handles

trade

liberalisation.

Additionally indigenous
business-people, farmers groups and experts will need to be consulted.
the political considerations surrounding
settler selection, squatting etc. nomially
dealt with by numerous Government of
Zimbabwe and ZANU-PF units, including
the Ministry of Local Government. Provin-

policy incentives and support services preferred
to direct future land use and agricultural
development.
This would unveil the government's
preferences on the nature of land rights and
landholding among all parties including the state,
as well as indicate the specific quantities of new

cial Powers, the Cabinet, and territorial

landholders among various farming classes
envisaged. Es.sentially this process will produce
a plan for land acquisition, resettlement and
future production, and clarify responsibility for
the implementation of the proposed land policy,
The Land Commission should u.se this plan to

branches of ZANU-PF. This will need to
involve other interest groups,

political par-

ties and NGOs.
the social welfare problems associated with

destitution, landlessness and malnutrition.

involving the Ministry ofHealth and the
Department:
theenvironmentalproblemsassociatedw'ith
natural resource utilisation, involving the
Ministry of Environment and its agencies.
Social Welfare

well

as

the local

-

consult thoroughly the wide
interested in land,

range

of

groups

fanning and the environment.

and synthesise these findings for public debate,
and parliamentary decision-making. Toproceed
without further consultative w ork on the part of
the Government of Zimbabwe and experts

NGOs;

organisation of communities for

resettlement should include the various

would

be to grope in the dark over the politically complex
land heritage of Zimbabwe.»

departments of community development
and local government
numerous
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development activities.
should have a secretariat
established for a three to five year period, and
involve a variety of interest groups including
farmers, scientists, NGOs and private citizens
with experience in land issues. Its immediate

agricultural-economic aspects dealt
by the main organs of the Ministry of
Agriculture and farmers groups should also

as

of issues, including:
the technical consideration of land

the

with

of benefits.

NGOs

promotion, and the
engaged in land related
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ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

CHARTING A DIRIGIST DEVELOPMENT PATH
Guy C. Z. Mhone

is not

I

a

more flexible in that it can be
made country specific.
Planning may range at one extreme from the
minimalist need forthe government to intervene
to stabilize the economy, to the indicative
planning of the late industrializers. and to the
mandatory comprehensive planning ofthe fomier
socialist countries, at the other extreme. Our
contention is that for many African countries the
first fomi. if it is planning at all. is too minimalist
with regard to the role of the state; and the last

planning is much

secret that

according to the
of Structural Adjustment
Programmes (SAP) "development
planning" and its disciplinary rationaleandba.se
"development economics" are as good as dead,
Indeed, the collap.se of socialism in Europe and
the fonner Soviet Union is seen to have placed
the final nail in the coffin. However, a nagging
problem remains in that, first, for many less
developed countries, particularly in Africa,
lai.sscz faire economic policies as embodied in
SAPs are not bearing fruit, if not. actually
strangling the tree; and second in that evidence is
mounting as to the role of planning and the state
in the celebrated late industrialising countries.
Now, if the advent of .socialism is seen by some
to have been the biggest deception of the past
seventy five years, then, in Africa, at least, the
dogmatism of SAPs is likely to be the grand
deception of the rest of this century.
In a previous essay (SAP£(W, March. 1993) we
argued for a dirigist, development and
t

purveyors

interventionist state within the context of

a

tnarket-driven economy.
risk of writing a ‘recipe

In this essay, at the
for cookbooks of the
future' we go out on a limb again to outline sotne
further considerations related to planning for a
market-driven development path.
We will
understand development planning to refer to a
government's conscious and continuing attempt
"to increase the rate of economic and social

be

performing

well,

but

such

microeconomic efficiency may not

static

translate into

or allocative efficiency for the
whole, except, perhaps, over an
unusually lengthy period, and may not lead to the
structural transformation of the economy in a
dynamic sense. It is our contention that in much

macroeconomic
economy as a

ofsub-Saharan Africa, the structural bottlenecks

and obstacles, are, in the context of the present
global economic environment, too constraining
for the market on its own to actualise the process
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progress and to alter institutional arrangements
which are considered to be obstacles on economic

development" (A Walterston, Development
PIciniiini’, 1965).

Rationale for

structural changes that reinforce consensus,
accountability and participation.

Planning

We may begin by stating at the outset that
there is no need to be dogmatic about development

planning, since the degree to which it
deemed relevant is
level of economic

an

inverse function

may be
of the

fomi. too discredited on both economic and
humanitarian grounds. We are then left with the
second form, indicative planning, which we
believe

can

be undertaken in

a manner

that is

development, particularly of compatible with the market,
the development of market forces, structures and ;
The rationale for indicative planning is based
units (eg. entrepreneurs) and a direct function of | in the recognition of the existence of structural
the intensity with which structural obstacles to , obstacles or bottlenecks, that constrain the market
economic development and to the development
from playing its development role,
of the market hold. Thus, unlike the dogmatic
In the presence of structural obstacles and
manner in which SAPs are prescribed for
; bottlenecks that part of the market which exists
developing countries, in disregard of their levels : or may exist under laissez faire (SAP - type)
of development or the nature of the economic | conditions may be technically efficient in a static
obstacles they are confronted with, the notion of i sense whereby individual economic units may
Sapem June, 1993
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The state must promote

of economic

development.
major constraints to a solely
market-driven development momentum being
initiated are the following; first, the presence of
large sections of the labour force and the
population that have been marginalized by the
Some of the

market in rural

areas

and the urban informal

second, the general

underdevelopment of
regard to both the general
and .specific needs of industry; third, the difficulty
of indigenous firms in meeting the minimum
critical requirements of the most dynamic
economic activities which entail costly and
advanced forms of technology, physical capital.
sector,

human

resources

in
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and technical manpower; fourth, the absence of
minimum technological clusters that generate

spillovers and virtuous circles of growth; and
fifth, the fact that inherited
endowments

or

natural factor

the basis of

comparative
advantage have, in the modem world economy,
been overtaken by technology and efficiency
determined footloose factors that are acquirable,
even if fleeting at times, through the exploitation
of technology, segmented markets, product
as

differentiation, and economies of scale.
To be sure,

given the diverse nature of the
dynamic efficient role
of the market in many African countries, the role
required of the state in attempting to eradicate
them through planning has to be non-dogmatic
and flexible. In general, the state, in defining its
planning role, will have to take into account the
degree of development of market forces and the

obstacles

nature

to

by sustaining persistent external balance
and domestic government budget
deficits, respectively, because of their
destabilising consequences formarket indicators
and entrepreneurial behaviour and expectations.
means

of payments

The

import of the foregoing requirements is
a self-defeating
eventuality in the long term, such that the
very economic goals aimed for are not

that their violation leads to

achieved.

the static and

of the obstacles at hand. This role, further,

be seen to diminish as the market forces
develop and as the obstacles are resolved over
time. Thus, the planning role of the state may
entail filling in gaps through market
augmentation, providing much needed
infrastructure, pushing the market into particular
directions and away from others, and actually
facilitating the creation of the necessary market
forces, if they do not already exist or only exist
in their, primitive and romanticised informal
sector form, which is increasingly becoming
ubiquitous in the face of SAPs.
may

In

spite of our favouring a dirigist planned
approach to economic development by the market
mechanism, it would be foolhardy to pretend
that there

are no

lessons to be learned from the

ascendancy of monetarism
stabilization

and

as encapsulated by
structural adjustment

In sub-Saharan Africa the critique
of past interventionist or ‘planned’ strategies that
characterised the post-independence inwardlooking and import-substitution phase was
popularly presented in the World Bank report
Accelerated development in Sub-Sahara Africa.
presaging, in the process, the advent of SAPs.
The incontestable message from that and other
subsequent reports and similar writings was the
need to ensure that economic policy was aimed
at promoting stability, neutrality, sustainability
and
competition (both domestic and
international).
The foregoing policy goals cannot be treated
trivially. Their economic rationale is
incontestable and they may be taken as criteria
and guide posts for informing the freedom and
limits of state intervention in the economy. The
criterion requires that the nation and the
government respectively, not live beyond their
programmes.
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entail

The

neutrality requirement addresses the need
(revenue and expenditure)
and monetary policies and economic regulations
do not create biases

or

distortions that in the

balance

prejudice any one type of production
orientation particularly in relation to export
promotion, import substitution and nontradeables. The stress on competition is made as
the best way of ensuring a built-in proclivity
toward efficiency and innovativeness in the
market.
And finally, the requirement of
sustainability refers to the need to embark on
economic policies that are not too costly in terms
of their economic social, political, and
environmental cost, the domestic and external
debt burden, and the
execute them on a

ability of the government to
long

self-reliant basis in the

term.

industrialisers has shown, there has been room

for relaxing some of them in the short-term with
the requirement that they nonetheless hold or be
aimed for in the

long term. However, the above
requirements, to be learned from the monetarist
paradigm, notwithstanding there are other
.

lessons to be learned from the late industrialisers

(the newly industrialising countries

-

NICs)

as

well that need to be harmonised with them (the
above SAP

requirements). These lessons relate
to the dirigist role of the state.
Among some of these lessons from the NICs
are the need for a
developmentalist state obsessed
with "catching up"; the need for a supra-agency
to direct the development of the market-driven
economy; the need for state dominance over the
financial

violation of the monetarist SAP

Envisioning the Desired
Future Economy
A dirigist developmentalist state
a

needs to have

clear vision of the desired future outcome

or

economic structure to be aimed for and the

developmental path to be pursued sequentially.
The nature of current economic global
competition is very much analogous to
international competition in sport whereby the
aim is for a nation to develop capacities to
compete in a wide range of sports (or economic
activities) rather than specialise in the sport (or
economic activity) for which it may be deemed
‘naturally’ endowed, and. as in sport we cannot
tell a priori where any country's future
comparative advantage will lie except a
postereori, after the capacities to play the sport
have been established and tested in the

import of the foregoing requirements is
that their violation leads to a self-defeating
eventuality in the long term, such that the very
economic goals aimed for are not achieved. The
issue, nevertheless, is not that straight-forward,
since neither each of the requirements, nor any
combination of them have to necessarily hold all
the time. In practice, as the experience of late

need for

a

requirements, but a skilful manouvering around
them, by the state, toenhance dynamic efficiency
and to promote structural change over time.

to ensure that fiscal

The

Criteria for State intervention

agrarian reform as an initial basis for enhancing
the entitlements of the majority; the need for an
obsession with technology adaptation and
innovation; and the need to progressively increase
marginal rates of savings and investment.
The resulting dirigism entails a reciprocal
relationship between the state and entrepreneurs,
while simultaneously altering the behaviour of
the firm. Further, the dirigism does not so much

sector to

influence

resource

flows; the

quid pro quos in form of rewards (i.e.
incentives) and punishments (ptenalties) to elicit
compliance from the private sector; the need for

international arena. It would also be foolhardy to
insist that countries primarily restrict themselves
forms of sport

currently in existence in their
comparative
advantage lies, since this would be a sure way of
ensuring that the countries with a limited range
of capacities in sport remain permanently
uncompetitive in other sports which may even be
more prestigious and financially lucrative.
to

countries since this is where their

Analogous to the spatial planning and zoning of
an urban economy, the task of envisioning the
future course of the economy entails the explicit
postulation of a desired future economic structure
that is conceptually partitioned into zones of
economic activities to be

promoted sequentially,
perhaps, until the Jigsaw puzzle is all in place at
some

future date. Indeed, the economies of the

developted countries themselves give us the image
to be

aimed for.

For such

vision, the economic objectives
might be to increase productivity and per capita
incomes; to diversify the economy; to increase
value-added through increased backward and
forward linkages; to indigenise the process of
technological adaptation and innovation; and to
continuously upgrade factors of production in
terms of quantity and quality. Guided by the
foregoing objectives, the desired future economy
a
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then be segmented into zones of activity
be promoted individually, in groups,
sequentially over time, by inducing

which may
or

entrepreneurs to orient their activities toward
them as needed, by temporarily distorting prices
that face them to dissuade finos away

prices, while disincentives will
More generally, the aim
would be to evolve structures of quid pro qiios
between the state and the entrepreneur tied to the
attainment of particular ends.

costs or

may

'

raise

consist of the

reverse.

from

activities that do not contribute to the desired

general goals, and toward activities that
eventually piece together the envisioned jigsaw
puzzle of segmented but complementary
economic activities. The conceptual economic
zones to be planned for in this respect could be
the following: (a) traditional exports; (b) non
(d) mass import substitution

Targets
within which certain activities have to be
by the market. For their realization,
however, economic policy needs to be targeted
at particular aspects of the development process

spaces

realized

are

crucial to the evolution of the market and

the market's

its

own

ability to realize desired goals of
In this respect, policy

accord eventually.

targets might include the following: enhancing
the income and asset entitlements of rural folk

through redistributive land reforms, parity

pricing, supportive infrastructure, credit
inputs;
infrastructure provision to facilitate development
of the ‘zoned' activities; promotion of
technological clusters at the industry and sectoral
levels by ensuring the simultaneous presence of
the minimum package of complementary inputs
such as skilled manpower, capital goods, credit,
technology, servicing of equipment, marketing

countries to emulate and adopt

the pavement:
Is this environment market friendly
and non-suffocating?
Having

a

haircut

on

Pic. aim

extension services and subsidised

and distribution channels and so on; development

and specific human capital resources
of the segmented
activities; and balancing the respective roles of
indigenous small, medium and large firms and
foreign investment in accordance with the desired
goals and envisioned future economy.
of general
to

facilitate development

important nevertheless, that the overall
macroeconomic environment remain broadly
neutral, hence the need for narrowly targeting
the policies.
Also, large foreign and
domesticinvestors are not likely to be persuaded
to invest by incentive structures alone but are
likely to be influenced more by the general
economic, political, social and legal environment
which should be seen to be stable, market friendly
and non-suffocating.
It is

The

dirigist strategy needs to be embedded
in unique institutional structures

Policy Instruments
policy instruments needed to influence
market behaviour should really consist of
structures of incentives that are explicit, and
whose distortionary consequences can be
anticipated and counteracted. In compliance with
the SAP requirements indicated earlier, such
incentive and disincentive policies are most
efficient when not macroeconomic or generalised
in nature, but when narrowly targeted to particular
aspects of an economic activity. Essentially, the
The

incentives will consist of subsidies that lower
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well

as

and path

developed country has achieved over a period of
time. The strategy entails temporarily pampering
anddisciplining capital to move toward particular
economic ends, that together sum up the meaning
of being developed. It is our contention that such
a strategy can be undertaken in an unabortive
manner if attention is given to the long term
requirementsofneutrality, stability, sustainability
and competitiveness. The late industrializing
economies have demonstrated the feasibility of
harmonizing the foregoing requirements with an
informed dirigism.
It remains for African

of economic activity may be seen as

to

as

along the foregoing lines would be to eventually
get an African country to achieve, economical ly.
what a similarly sized and naturally endowed

production of some of the foregoing.

that

needed

Conclusion

(f) intermediate goods; and (g) capital goods for

zones

are

guiding and monitoring agencies. In
this respect, the egalitarian status of ministries
would have to be subjected to the ‘supremacy' of
a planning agency, and the secretive approach to
policy formulation so common in Africa would

centralised

The aim of charting a dirigist strategy

tradeables; (e) middle and high income tradeables;

The

consultative structures

have to be abandoned.

traditional income-elastic exports; (c) mass non-

tradeable;

converging harmony or equilibrium as the
envisioned jigsaw puzzle evolves and pieces
together. Institutionally, then, pervasive

Institutional

Requirements

dirigist strategy needs to be embedded in
unique institutional structures that enhance
The

consultation and hamionisation of economic

policies, which should be transparent, open to
discussion and debate, and. indeed subject to
reversal if found wanting or misdirected. The
dirigist strategy cannot be of apodictic certainty
or be dogmatic, but should guide the economy
more or less by a process of ‘tatonnement'. the
continuous search for. and move towards a

and

so

far

no

such

African country has

a strategy,

given it

a

perhaps for South Africa
and Rhodesia (during the Unilateral Declaration
serious attempt, except

of Independence), in theirown bastardized ways.

Finally, it .should be conceded that the questions
are no easy answers or recipes
relate to how to bring about a developmentalist
dirigist state that is accountable and transparent,
and how to di.scipline a state that abrogates its
mandate while claiming to be undertaking a
dirigist strategy. These are questions that perhaps
need to be resolved through a search for
innovative fomis of democracy and governance
that reinforce consensus, accountability and
participation.»
for which there
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LETTER FROM AUSTRALIA

PREVENTIVE DIPLOMACY:
A PERSPECTIVE FOR THE 1990s
Connie Peck
eginning with the first Security Council
Meeting and throughout most of the
United Nations history, the potential of

B

Council meeting, held early this year at the level
of Heads of State and Government, and the

subsequent

the United Nations to carry out

its mandate in the
peace and security area was greatly restricted to
the Cold War. Not only did the superpower
rivalry contribute directly and indirectly to a
large number of conflicts around the globe, but
many of the mechanisms for dispute resolution,
which had been provided for by the Charter,
were rendered ineffective
by its fallout.
the world organisation and the world
community. It eroded the early ideal of the
international civil service, and the Secretariat
became

bogged down in suspicion, secrecy and
intrigue. In the deliberate organs, it diverted
attention away from problem solving into endless
hours of adversarial debate and recrimination. It
drained

with multilateralism, and this, in turn, took its
toll

the financial

viability of the UN. an
outcome whose results are still
preventing its
optimal performance today.
Suddenly, and rather unexpectedly, however,
everything changed. The Cold War was over.
But with the sudden collapse of the Cold War and
the structures, assumptions, and rules upon which
it was predicated, a whole new set of threats to
international peace and security began toemerge
as the fragmentation of states followed in its
wake. These new threats caught the international
community by surprise, and the initial optimism
on

with which

a

"new world order"

was

declared

rapidly turned into alarm, as it became clear that
what was emerging was anything but orderly.
Post-Cold War

Challenges

Newly freed from the strictures of the Cold
War. the UN and its leadership recognised the
need to re-conceptualise the whole domain of
international peace and security issues and to
reform

and

organisation,
address the

50

revitalise
so

new

the

international

that it eould more effectively
dangers. The historic Security

community.
attempting to establish a new mechanism
forpreventivediplomacy within the UN .system,
one major impediment continues to be the crisis

of the

orientation of the Council, which

In

Over time, the Cold War took its toll in other

'

promise for
strengthening the Secretariat’s capacity to carry
out preventive diplomacy. In the coming
year,
the challenge before us will be to build it into a

Secretary-General
Agenda for Peace", both represent
initial attempts to redefine this new agenda and
to suggest new mechanisms for
responding to it.
But in spite of these excellent beginnings, the
UN has had little time to regroup being thrust
into the exigencies of try ing to meet the challenges
entitled "An

ways on

precious resources away from the needs
ofhumanity into the production ofa vast array of
weapons of mass destruction and resulted in
their spread to all parts of the globe. With these
development, the ability of the UN to be an
effective actor in the international community
dimini.shed. The polarization of the international
community led to a disaffection in some quarters

report of the

this structure holds considerable

new era.

short space

of time, the expectations.
demands, and responsibilities on the UN have
increased dramatically, while at the same time,
the financial crisis has continued to deepen.
According to the Secretary-General's annual
report, less than one-third of members had paid
their dues in full by September 1,1992. Thus the
UN of today is staggering underthe unparalleled
expection by the international community that it
should be able to deal effectively with a
multiplicity of extremely complex and .serious
problems and that it should somehow be able to
do

a

with

so

resources

which

are

woefully

inadequate to the task. This mismatch between
demands and capacity cannot continue without
consequence.

diplomats who

Indeed, many UN staff and
are familiar with the situation,

fear that the Secretariat could
burden

being placed

upon

least,
through loss of

people, slowness to fulfil its mandates, or

Much has been said

over the past
years about
importance and cost-effectiveness of a more
preventive approach to peace and security.
Indeed, the nightly news provides a constant
reminder that even if one major conflict, such as
a
Yugoslavia or Somalia, could be prevented,
massive and needless human suffering and

the

devastation would be avoided. Yet until very

recently, there has been no mechanism within
the UN system forearly dispute settlement, even
though it is a well-established fact that peaceful
methods of dispute settlement, such as mediation,
are much more
likely to be effective earlier in a
dispute, before issues have generalised, before
hostilities have escalated, before parties have
become committed and entrapped, and before
the main motivation has become retribution.

Just

recently, however, such a mechanism has
up under the new Department of Political
Affairs. If properly resourced and developed.
set

In

causes

both

the Council and the Secretariat to operate

reactively in
events

perpetual state of emergency to
spiralled out of control.
Council is so busy responding to
a

which have

Because the

crisis situations. Secretariat staff in the

Departments of Political Affairs, Peacekeeping
Operations and Humanitarian Affairs necessarily
expend their energies in picking up the pieces
after situations have reached

an

of deterioration, rather than

on

situation from

advanced stage

preventing the
deteriorating in the first place.

Emergent crises are now exceeding the
Secretariat's eapacity to respond to them,
meaning that there is little time to be creative or
to develop more proaetive procedures or
mechanisms which might allow a truly
preventive approach.
An Australian

very

loss of credibility.

been

the international

collapse under the

it. or at the

that it could become ineffective
its best

viable and effective structure which will benefit

Perspective

Over the past year. Austral ia has been studying
how the UN's capacity

and

forpreventivediplomacy
peacemaking could be strengthened. This

work has involved extensive discussion and
consultation with

a

large number of relevant
a range of

staff within the UN Secretariat, with

diplomatic staff from Permanent Missions, and
with scholars who study the UN and its practices.
As well, we have both organised and participated
in a w ide ranging discussion within and between
these groups.
It should be noted that this paper
limited to preventive diplomacy rather

will be
than all
types ofpreventive action, and to military threats
to peace and security, rather than to
theequallyimportant, non-military threats.
Of course, it can be argued that preventive
diplomacy takes place continuously behindthe-scenes throughout the UN system. For
example, the UN has been active in a range of
vital disarmament and non-proliferation
initiatives, and more recently has taken up new
issues such as the monitoring of international
Sapem June. 1993

arms

iransfers. As well, the eeonomic and social

ofthe LIN work day and night around the
globe to ameliorate and prevent social and
economic injustice which might lead toconflict.
Agencies devoted to human rights have
developed norms and procedures to protect and
monitor individual and group rights.
The development of'prtKedures. norms, rules,
conventions and treaties which lay the foundation
for acceptable international behaviour and
international law is a continuing process within
many parts of the UN system. Actions by the
Security Council and the General As.sembly are
sectors

intended to reinforce these cixles of behaviour
and to deter others from their violation. As well,
years of formal and informal consultations have,
without doubt, had an enonnous impact on

conflict

prevention. The multitude of bilateral
meetings

and multilateral consultations and

which have occurred in the chambers, committee
rooms, corridors,

lobbies, restaurants and offices

of the United Nations have

provided a unique
diplomats from 179
countries to share perspectives, to shape each
others' thinking and to develop international
consensus about a broad range of issues.
Moreover, the Secretary-General and many of
his.staff engage in infonnal preventive diplomacy
continuously through conversations and
consultations with a wide rage of interiocutors.
and invaluable forum for

UN Peacekeeping Forces in Mozambique: Many disputes are not considered by the UN until it is
too late.

and security to the Security
at a practical level, it is
the Secretary-General and his staff who offer the
greatest potential for preventive diplomacy and

Nonetheless, it is argued

the pacific settlement of disputes,

polarisation ofthe Council made it impossible to

international peace

Council,

we

believe that,

systematic and institutionalised
approach to early dispute resolution which can
assist members in implementing theirobligations
under Chapter VI ofthe Charter. This paper will
argue that the UN needs this kind of mechanism
to assist in preventing existing or emerging
disputes from escalating into armed conflicts.
We will not. however, address other types of
specific preventive action which have been
proposed, such as "preventive deployment".
Indeed, in ouropinion, preventive deployment
is not a type of preventive diplomacy, since it
represents a very different kind of influence
strategy. Whereas preventive diplomacy seeks
to reconcile disputing parties' interests through
conceptual and diplomatic break-throughs,
preventive deployment is a military procedure
u.sed to deter potential aggression. Moreover, it
carries with it an implied threat of adverse
consequences. Indeed, we believe that the linking
of these two quite different influence strategies
a

more

has had

a

detrimental effect

on

the wider

acceptance of preventive diplomacy. We hope
that in future discussions, this important

Timing

Sapi-m June. 199,1

decision.

erodes international "will" may

Disputes and situations and on the Role of the
United Nations in this Field " authorise and urge

UN. after all.

and UN to become involved "early

in a dispute or

conflict.

situation" and "at any stage

a

Declaration

on

the Prevention and Removal of

UN is

not

can

be involved in every

By not becoming involved earlier,
relinquishes its ability to have

dispute or
situation", the reality of current UN practice is
that most disputes do not reach the Council's
agenda until they have escalated into amied

however, the UN

conflict, and in

A less benign interpretation, which is
commonly aired, is that members of the Council
are most concerned about disputes which have a
direct effect on their own geopolitical interests.
Many feel that the Council does not act
consistently or with impartiality, and that it is
more likely to ignore disputes or situations which

some cases,

of

they

are not even

acted upon at

this point. In other words, many
disputes are not considered by the UN until it is
too late for their peaceful resolution.
This is not. however, due to a lack of adequate
provisions in the Charter. Article .l.'i provides
that any member of the UN can raise "any dispute
or

situation" with the Council, and Article 99

gives the Secretary-General the same authority.
One is. therefore, forced to ask: Why are these
provisions not used more frequently'.’
The answer appears to be political rather than
procedural.
International "Will"

Although the United Nations Charter gives
primary responsibility for the maintenance of

the

be a fear that the
being overwhelmed, and that preventive
diplomacy could (if it were to fail) lead to yet
another, potentially costly and long-term
operation. Advocates of this view argue that the

problem of timing continues to present a
major stumbling block to dispute prevention.
Although both the Charter and the "1988
The

Diplomacy And The

Security Council

a

occur,

In the wake ofthe Cold War, one factor which

conceptual distinction will be made.
Preventive

the Council, and even when this did

reach

What has not existed, however, in all of this,
is

that during the Cold
Wanthemajorpowersdidnot want those disputes
in which they had an interest to be brought before

One

reason

that is often mentioned is the lack

ofintemational"will"tobecomeinvolved. "Will",
of

course

merely

a

is

impossible to

assess,

since it is

post hoc explanation for behaviour.

an

ameliorative effect on the situation and makes

it

more

likely than its involvement (at

a

later

stage) will be costly and long-term.

are not

of immediate interest to its members.

Control
Another

important factor seems to be that
there is a general reluctance by states to bring
their disputes to the Council because they do not
wish to relinquish decision-making control over
matters of such importance to them. Discussions
about the rights of "sovereignty" and concerns
about "internationalising" a dispute translate to
mean that many, and probably most, states prefer

to maintain

control

over how

their disputes will
5\

be resolved, at least until such time as the situation
becomes desperate.

Thus, they may not approach

the Council until the situation deteriorates to

a

point where outside intervention becomes

parties may
also be reluctant to bring a situation to the Council
at an early stage. Thus, members seldom use
and Secretaries-General have

rarelyused Article 99, presumably because their
use would be considered to be an unfriendly or
political act, which might jeopardise the actor's
relationship with the states involved. As a result,
the Council usually waits until one or more the

disputing parties approaches the Council.
Coercive Influence

earlier stage,

and since it would
permit members to retain control while receiving
useful assistance from a skilled and impartial
third party, it should be more acceptable to
an

members. Moreover, since its methods would be

necessary.
Bee." ase of these concerns, third

Article 35

assistanceat

Strategies

Another

major factor inhibiting an early
approach to the Council is that Council's range of
potential action is largely coercive or punitive in
nature. It is not, therefore, surprising that members
are often reluctant to relinquish control over the
process and outcome of their dispute to third
parties (members of the Council) who may be
perceived to be pursuing their own geopolitical
interests and who have at their own disposal a

focused on reconcil ing the parties' interests, rather
than

on

attempting to establish culpability, it

should enhance the prospect for peaceful di.spute
resolution. Of course, if this preventive stage
failed and the

dispute escalated into a conflict,
the Security Council could still become involved,
in its usual way.

The

preventive diplomacy mechanism
recently been established in the
Department of Political Affairs could serve this
function. Before discussing more specifically
how this can be developed and what is needed to
support it, we will briefly consider how the
Secretariat has functioned to date in providing
preventive diplomacy and peacemaking.
new

which has

i

to

assist members in

resolving their disputes and

conflicts. However,

as

the demands

on

the

Secretary-General grew, as the number of
members expanded, and as the number of
conflicts on the UN's agenda proliferated, it
became increasingly unrealistic to expect the
Secretary-General to personally provide good
offices and mediation for all emergent and
emerging situations, while at the same time
carrying out the many other functions and duties
which are required of him. Lie was well aware of
his problem when he greeted the incoming
Secretary-General (Hammarskjöld) with the
warning that the job of theSecretary-General
was the "most impossible job in the world".
However, when we look at the expectations for
the Secretary-General today, it is clear that the
job has grown even more impossible, no matter
how knowledgeable, well-organised, wise or
tireless the individual in the position. Yet this

range of powerful, coercive actions. Of course,
at this early stage, the Council might merely
recommend that

disputants seek peaceful means
as good offices or mediation,
but options such as these are already potentially
available without the necessity of Council
involvement. Moreover, members may fear that
of settlement, such

if such efforts

were to

fail, the Council (once

seized with the matter) could then

invoke its

sterner measures.

Finally, the kinds of actions which the Council
offer are not particularly well-suited to
dispute settlement at this early stage. Mutual
recriminations and positional arguing before the
Council may even further harden the position or
can

inflame

a

situation.

In summary, it is our belief that the Security
Council is not the ideal structure for carrying out

preventive diplomacy. Its methods are not wellsuited to the task and its perceived partial and
political nature make it unlikely to be acceptable
to many members, until the situation has become
so desperate that states, in spite of their wishes,
can no longer manage the problem.

SOMALIAN GUNMEN: The UN

officials ignored repeated warnings about the deteriorating

situation.

Past Practices In the Secretariat
The

history of preventive diplomacy efforts
by the Secretary-General and his staff is
somewhat difficult to trace, since such matters

typically politically sensitive. Moreover, it is
actually
prevented the deterioration of a situation or
are

hard to determine whether such efforts

whether it would have resolved itself without

The UN Secretariat
What is needed, then is a mechanism which
can

address the

concerns

and

problems of timing

and control,

bypass the problems of international
"will", and offer the right kind of assistance for
resolving disputes at an early stage. Such a
mechanism would, we believe, be best located in
the UN Secretariat andcouldprovidean excellent

complement to the work of the Security Council.
It would allow the organisation to provide
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UN intervention. Nonetheless, we can follow the

general evolution of preventive diplomacy in the
UN Secretariat.
In the

early years of the UN when the
organisation was smaller, it was generally
considered that the Secretary-General would be
able to personally provide whatever was needed
in terms of good offices and mediation to those
requiring his services, and indeed. SecretariesGeneral have historically spent long hours trying

unrealistic notion that the

Secretary-General
single-handedly carry out
preventive diplomacy and peacemaking, persists
in a number of quarters today.
Over time and out of necessity. SecretariesGeneral began assigning senior staff ordiplomats
as
Special Representatives, Personal
Representatives, envoys or emissaries to assist
in tracking particular situations and in providing
good offices and mediation. These assignments
were typically ad hoc and the choice of personnel
was usually limited to a very small number of
trusted individuals. Frequently, however, these
should somehow

individuals had other full-time duties, and

as a

both sets of responsibilities
mater how many long hours they

consequence,

suffered,

no

worked. Further, since there

support structure, these

was no

formal

senior staff did not have
Sapem June, 1993

(in terms of personnel or | "borrowing" of staff for peacemaking missions,
and the fact that those at the top of the structure.

Security Council to meet at the level of Heads of

infrastructure) to back them up.

State and Government to consider matters of

finding missions evolved as a j who were supposed to be able to respond to
mechanism for gathering information and, in
"early warning", were just as overwhelmed as
ever.
some cases, as a forum for diplomatic initiatives.
But once again, fact finding was largely an ad :
hoc procedure. On short notice, staff who had not
worked together before, were hastily assembled
from various parts of the Secretariat and sent off
to the field to fulfil a particular mission. In some

preventive diplomacy, peacemaking and
peacekeeping. At this meeting, there were
repeated calls upon the UN to engage in
preventive diplomacy. The Secretary-General

sufficient

resources

In addition, fact

cases,

staff

were

unfamiliar with the situation

was

consensus

which had been

preventive diplomacy,
the highest levels.

was

developing about
being expressed at

Even before his report, however, the Secretary-

and its

political, historical or cultural context.
Once they had reported back, staff then returned
to their previous posts with little continuity or

invited to offer his ideas about how this

could best be done. For the first time, the growing

General acted

|

reform and

quickly to initiate a wide-spread
restructuring process throughout the

Secretariat, which inter alia,

follow-up.

was

intended to

enhance the Secretariat's

offices and mediation, together with the Council's

capacity to carry out
peacemaking and preventive diplomacy. The

crisis orientation, have meant that the Secretary-

Office of Research and the Collection of

General and his senior staff were

Information was abolished, but its preventive
diplomacy functions were retained and expanded
in the new Department of Political Affairs, The
number of geographic units was expanded to
seven (five under USG Petrovsky, and two under
USG Jonah). As well, the number of political

These ad hoc arrangements forproviding good

swamped with
situations which had deteriorated to the point
where they could no longer be ignored - or
controlled. As the system was structured and
practiced, handling the conflicts which were '
already on the agenda was more than the system
could manage. There was no time and no structure
for preventive diplomacy.
Thus, it is fair to say that Secretariat efforts
Pic, AIM
have, on thewhole, been primarily focused on
Parties’ interests are the starting point for
peacemaking.ratherthanpreventivediplomacy.
negotiations. President Chissano from
Moreover, it can be said that most of these efforts
Mozambique meets George Bush, then US
have been aimed at containing conflicts rather | president.
than resol V ing them. The energies ofSecretaries- ;
In the ca.se of Somalia, for example, repeated
General and theirUnder-Secretaries and Special
Representatives have, therefore, often been i warnings throughout 1991 about the deteriorating
concentrated on negotiating ceasefires, troop
situation were ignored, apparently because those
withdrawals, deployment ofpeacekeeping forces, j few top officials who could have responded in a
and the repatriation of refugees, rather than on j preventive fashion, were overwhelmed with other
tackling the issues at the heart of a conflict. As a
pressing and (at the time) even bigger problems,
consequence, many conflicts have lived on
such as the Gulf War. The experience of ORCI.
through violations of ceasefires, skirmishes,
therefore, points out the importance ofcombining
incursions, and .some cases, the outbreak of full-

I early warning tunctions with the capability of

scale hostilities at

1.

a

later date.

The first nascent attempt at

setting up a
preventive diplomacy mechanism in the UN
Secretariat

occurred

in

1987

with

■

the Secretary-General and his .senior political
officers to ensure that such "warnings"

the

establishment of the Office of Research and

established to meet

but among

a

number of

objectives [

its various sections were two small
geographic units with a total of six professional
staff. These units were set up to collect and
analyse information, to provide "early warning"
and to suggest options to the Secretary-General,
One unit was assigned to cover all of Asia and
Africa, the other to cover Europe and the
Americas. Although this was a good beginning,
a number of problems meant that these units
were unable to perfomi optimally. They included
inadequate numbers of staff, the lack of an
appropriate infrastructure, the constant
Sapem June. 1993

are

heard
is

I and that the necessary mandate to react

Collection of Information (ORCI). This office :
was

carrying out good offices by senior staff in these
units. It also points to the need for strong links to

provided.
A review of ORCI. undertaken in late 1991,

suggested that primary emphasis should be given
l to the preventive aspects of the office and that the
number ofunits should be expanded to five, w ith
' each given considerably more staff, who would
i not be "borrowed" tor other duties, and who
j

;

could devote themselves to both the research and

I operational

aspects of preventive

diplomacy in

‘ an ongoing and consistent manner.
The next breakthrough for preventive

officers

was

also increased to around 30. A

took place in USG
Petrovsky's section of the Department in August
to reduce the number of geographic divisions in
this section to four and to provide a senior staff
second, smaller restructuring

member to coordinate each unit. This resulted in
total of six

geographic divisions across both
of the Department of Political Affairs.
Once these changes are consolidated, it is
hoped that the operational aspects of preventive
diplomacy and peacemaking will be much
improved. To operate effectively, however, these
new divisions will have to be given adequate
resources and support, both within the Secretariat
and by member states.
a

parts

Overcoming Obstacles
What

we are advocating is the establishment
preventive diplomacy mechanism which
would provide early UN assistance in serious
disputes which might have the potential to
develop into threats to international peace and
security. It is argued, however, that many of the

of

a

recent

situations with which the UN has found

itself confronted are, in fact, intra-state disputes.
The

question then becomes, in what situations

and under what conditions could should the UN
be able to offer assistance in such

problems?
disputes be prevented from
deteriorating into disasters, but intra-state
di.sputes be allowed to do so? Can assistance be
offered as long as the parties consent?
Should inter-state

At the heart of this debate, of course, is the fear

! diplomacy occurred in January of 1992 (during
Britain's tenn in the Security Council Presidency)

of neocolonialism in which great powers (through

when the British Prime Minister called for the

and interfere with the internal matters of lesser

the UN)

will attempt to impose their will upon
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with colonialism
for some. It is
particularly acute with regard to the powers of

powers. Historical experience
makes this a very real fear

Security Council, but such fears also extend

the
in

some

the

quarters to preventive diplomacy and
that UN involvement at one stage,

concern

where the

parties consent, might be used to

justify UN involvement at another, where they
do not.
Since what

we are suggesting is a service,
only with consent, the parties .should
have the right to withdraw their participation at
any time. In cases of intra-state disputes, the
Charter is quite clear that the UN does not have
the authority to intervene in the internal affairs of
states, and it is hard to imagine that it could do so

initiated

unless the situation deteriorated to such an

-

extent

that the UN would have become involved

in any case. Thus, it seems to us that by wishing
to avail themselves of a UN preventive diplomacy

address their most

important needs and concerns.
Traditional negotiation or mediation, does not
usually offer such a process or such an outcome.
A problem solving approach to negotiation and
mediation, however, does hold out such apromise,
if

vigorously pursued and creatively applied.
parties' interests are the starting
point for negotiations, and the goal is to find new
and innovative ways of meeting these interests,
this method tends to expand the negotiating
space and opens up new possibilities for an
integrative solution that the parties might not
have been aware of. Of cour.se, parties will have
to learn that such procedures exist and their
Because the

effectiveness will have to be demonstrated. Thus
one

task of senior UN intemiediaries will be to

assist

parties in seeing that methods other than
coercive persuasion are available and that they
havethe potential for addressing interests.

parties to a dispute would not
placing themselves at risk of later unwanted
interference by the UN. Hence, we do not believe
that preventive diplomacy could pose a threat to
sovereignty. In our opinion, only a threat to
international peace and security could do that.
Further discussion of this very sensitive issue,
however, isneeded and should be encouraged.

...We should also remember that the

be

United Nations is
that it will be

one

area

as

our

organisation and

effective or ineffective as

choose to make it.

By supporting these
efforts, the United Nations can begin to
we

do

w

hat

we

established it to do

-

to save

succeeding generations from the scourge
of war which continues to bring untold

We do not claim to have the answers to some of

is

and we believe that this

sorrow

where further intellectual work is

to humankind

carefully consider the nature of
sovereignty issue and to
weigh up the sometimes seemingly conflicting
values between sovereignty and human or
minority rights which occur in particular
situations. The goal of such work would be to
reach a consensus that will be acceptable to a
large majority of the international community
and to provide enhanced clarity in decisionmaking for UN action or inaction.

Disputant "Will"

A commonly-heard refrain in discussions of
preventive diplomacy is that parties do not want
to resolve their disputes, they want to win especially the party which perceives itself to
have the most power in a given situation. This

desire to win,

we are

told,

will lack the "will" for
their

means

that disputants

peaceful resolution of

dispute.

acknowledge that parties want to
interests met), we
believe that the real problems begin when
disputants only see one way of achieving this
goal, usually through coercive means of
persuasion. In our opinion, most parties would
welcome a less risky and potentially destructive
means of having their interests addressed, if such
While

we

win (that is. to have their

an

alternative were available, and if it did, indeed.
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enforcement, all of which
endeavours. At
in

a

a

much

are

more

costly

time when the UN finds it.self

continuous financial crisis, this is not

an

insignificant matter.
In conclusion,

we urge members to support
Secretary-General to establish
an effective mechanism for carrying out
preventive diplomacy.
Preventive diplomacy is not only cost-

the efforts of the

human terms. When disputes are

resolved through
preventive diplomacy, countless men. women
and children are spared the tragic, destructive
and wanton loss of life and health and the needless
destruction of their homes, cities and their six'ial

infrastructure. Resources that would have been
wasted

on weapons of war are available to tackle
social, economic and environmental problems.

When

disputes are resolved through preventive
diplomacy, grievances are lessened or
concerns

are

addressed, and

hostilities between

about the

The Issue of

Secretarydi.scretionary account for preventive
diplomacy and peacemaking activities should be
expanded. Funds have been (and continue to be)
so tight that private foundations and governments
have had to provide the Secretariat with special
funds to carry out these activities. Expenditure
on early preventive diplomacy will, we believe,
ultimately save expenditure later on
peacemaking, peacekeeping and peace
General's

ameliorated,

needed to

concerns

this re-allocation.

support

As well, we believe that the

effective for the UN, but it is cost-effective in

service, intra-state

these difficult questions,

States to

We believe, however, that
like

and that

success,

once

nothing succeeds

such

a

mechanism is

place, it will accumulate a record of success
which, over time, will be persuasive. Of course,
we are not naive enough to think that all parties
will immediately seize this opportunity, but we
believe that the availability ot preventive
in

diplomacyasanoptionwillpersuadesomeparties
to try it, and that gradually a momentum will
build for its

use.

The Issue of Resources
For such
will also

a

mechanism to succeed, however, it

require adequate resources. Staff will

be needed who

can

devote their full attention to

preventive diplomacy without being consumed
by the demands of ongoing, larger crises. They
will also need to be backed up with an adequate
infrastructure. Research assistants are needed, as
well

as

secretaries. Access to wire services, on-

facilities, data banks, advanced
telecommunications, operations rooms, detailed
maps, cable television, travel for routine visits to
the field and to relevant meetings and so on will
be required. Resources could be re-deployed
from other parts of the UN where they are no
longer needed, but it will be important for member
line computer

peoples do not fester and
grow into reverberating echoes of violence.
Of course, some parties will not want to avail
themselves of preventive diplomacy and even
when they do. in some cases it w ill not work. But
even if preventive diplomacy is only effective
now

and then, it will be worth the effort. If.

by

effective preventive diplomacy
mechanism in place, we could have prevented
one situation from deteriorating into a Somalia
or Yugoslavia, would
it not have been
worthwhile'.’ Should we not proceed with all
haste to try to prevent the possibility of future
bloodshed that may be brewing in otherdisputes'.’
having

To do

an

so, we

will need

the United Nations

as an

to

have confidence in

organisation. But

we

should also remember that the United Nations is

organisation and that it will be as effective or
By supporting
these efforts, the United Nations can begin to do
what we established it to do to save succeeding
generations from the scourge of war which
continues to bring untold sorrow to humankind.»

our

ineffective as we choose to make it.

-
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GENDER ISSUES
Ä

PARTIARCHY, CONFLICT RESOLUTION
AND REGIONAL SECURITY: IMPLICATIONS
FOR WOMEN'S RIGHTS
Winnie Wanzala
he

T

fact that
only two women
participated in the UN sponsored
seminar

on

Conflict Resolution and

Security, held in Windhoek, Namibia (24 - 26
February), reflects the gender imbalance in the
existing confidence-building framework. This
reality stood in stark contrast to the theme of the
seminar which was comprehensive security,
suggesting a historic departure from the
traditional

international-andmilitary-orientation
of confidence-building and security dialogues.
Comphrehensive security embodies not only
military and non-military dimensions of interstate confidence-building, but also social,
economic and political dynamics in the domestic
domain. A critical component of confidencebuilding measures (CBMs) within a
comprehensive security framework, is that they
should be based on the empowerment of the
people, not only because internal problems have
spillover effects on regional stability, but also
because decisions made within inter-state

institutions affect the lives of the people directly,
particularly marginalised groups.
On the strength of this progressive perspective,
the following related arguments can be made: If
comprehensive security is the principle, then
confidence-building must take place within a
democratic framework; in the absence of such a

framework, the

gender-imbalance at the interstate decision-making level will continue to
prevail. This has at least one critical implication:
it militates against the prospect of establishing
viable institutions at the regional or international
level that deal with crimes against women in
times of war. Strategies by which a confidence
culture can be developed - with reference to the
integration of marginalised groups like women
into the confidence-building process - need to
be identified.

Reluctant

Progressives

The Windhoek Conference
with

was

concerned

identifying military and non-military
strategies to establish a confidence-building
regional body within a democratic framework.
Some major debates were whether the future
body should be derived from the existing SADC.
or whether an entirely new structure should be
Sapem June, 1993

created; another point of contention was whether

premature to discuss confidence-building
before the finalisation of South Africa's internal
it

was

conflict; it was also debated whether government

guerilla forces could be successfully
integrated; the social and domestic dimension of
regional security was di.scus.sed, as regional
conflicts have been largely internal although
fuelled by external forces.
As a preliminary to a series of discussions and
dialogues to be held in future, this conference
was domianted by representatives from maledominated institutions traditionally concerned
with .security: Defence and Foreign Ministry
representatives, UN. OAU and SADC
representatives; there were also representatives
(Brigadiers and Colonels) from annies of various
countries (SADF, NDF. ANC. Malawian anny),

and

pursued beyond lip-service. To counteract this
possibility, there needs to be mobilisation of
women at the grassroots level as well as
conscientisation and effective lobbying by the
few

hierarchy of male-dominated political
and economic institutions, including SADC and
OAU. These

bureaucrats,

as

political science and

international studies.
While

the theme of the

commendable, the

seminar

responsibility
undeiprivileged women do not
become marginalised at conferences such as
this. Underprivileged women occupy a space at
the very base of domestic and international totem
poles. Thus, a discussion of theirmarginalisation
speaks to the concerns of other marginalised
strata indirectly.
to ensure

was

thinking was clearly not
participants; they
represented the narrow traditional elite or old
guard of inter-state decision-making. This is
likely to be the case in future dialogue on this
serious issue unless measures are taken not only
to include women who represent the concerns of
marginalised women, but other marginalised
groups who are usually the worst affected in
war

new

and conflict.

In the absence of

representatives of social

organisations such as women's groups, student
organisations, trade unions, the conference
participants attempted to explore the domestic
dimension of regional conflict, and identify
strategies for building a confidence culture and a
means by which social groups can be integrated
into the confidence-building process. The
absence of wotnen was noted as was the genderimbalance in the existing confidence-building
framework, but the issue met with semiseriousness, reminiscent of the traditional
trivialisation of the

that

Building Confidence, not
Authoritarianism
If confidence is to be built within

framework, then

reflected in the choice of

times of

academics, technocrats,
elected public officials, have to

women

or

be conscientised about their social

ambassodors, and academics from maledominated fields such

who have established themselves

women

within the

gender issue. However, the
gender imbalance was noted in the final report of
the seminar released in April 1993 raising .some
hope of redress in future.
It will not be surpiising if this issue is not

a

democratic

gender perspective must be
adopted. Otherwise, it is not confidence, but
rather partiarchy that will be built. The existing
confidence-building framework is not only
partiarchal, but inherently authoritarian.
a

The authoritarian nature of the inter-state
decision

in the fact
the general
check decisions made at the inter-

making process is manifest
that there are no mechanisms by which

public
state

can
level.

Elected decision-makers have

historically pursued decisions to
without referenda, and in

wage war

some cases,

without

the

approval of parliaments, congresses, or
national assemblies. The majority of decisionmakers within international bodies such

UN.

as

the

largely appointed, and therefore, not
people on who.se behalf they
decisions to deploy offensive troops as in

are

accountable to the
make
the

case

of the Gulf War. The international

process is not based on a
people. There are no existing
mechanisms by which their voices can be heard.
As a consequence, young men are drafted,
often involuntarily. The majority of women and

decision-making

mandate from the

children

become

victims

of

war.

Conceptual i.sations of social justice are suspended
by political leaders at both the national and
international levels as they act to satisfy appetites
.65
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for power

and might. They become deaf to the
masses. Political elites are usually
the last to suffer the material and psychological
consequences of anned conflict. When defeated,
they often escape into exile, and spend the rest of
their lives in comfortable asylum.
The only existing mechanisms by which the
general public might influence inter-state
decisions to wage war are the media and mass
demonstrations: these have proved largely
voices of the

ineffective. The media's role in times of war and
conflict is distorted

as a consequence of its
amorphous nature; it represents the entire
spectrum of interests. On the one hand, it acts as
the conveyor of mass concerns; on the other, it
uses its power to manipulate them in the interests
of political elites, or other competing interests.
Mass demonstrations elicit negative rather than
positive responses from political actors; the

weakness of demonstrations in the United States
a developed nation with a relatively strong and
organised civil society - against the Gulf War is
a case in point.
There is an unquestionable need for practicable
mechanisms by which the general public can
influence these decisions. This is not only a
matterofestablishingaplatformformarginalised
groups; it is also a matter of eliminating the
prospect of war by encouraging networking and
solidarity between marginalised groups in

-

different countries.

The

patriarchal and authoritarian nature of the
inter-state decision-making process begins, not
surprisingly, at the domestic level. Patriarchy,
which is a form of authoritarianism, is entrenched

through re.strictions to women’s entry into maledominated political structures at the inter-state
level. These restrictions have roots in direct

blockages (institutionalised discrimination) and
indirect blockages (social attitudes) at the
domestic level.

Domestically, women are found in scarce
numbers in key ftositions within the private sector,
in financial institutions., and political
as

the

institutions

military, ministries of defence and

foreign affairs, parliament and cabinet. Therefore,
women are scarce in key decision-making posts
in bodies such
a

as

the OAU, SADC, and UN. As

result of this, women cannot be found at

conferences such

as

the

one

key

held in Windhoek.

Institutionalised discrimination consists

broadly of the following: A legal, economic and
political system that perpetuates unequal
employment and denies maternity leave
packages, day care, orchild maintenance: religion
that inculcates female subordination, and an

education system

that orients women to pursue
teaching, nursing and secretarial work, confining
56

traditionally acceptable careers. These
few structural mechanisms by

key decision-making posts because of institutionalised discrimination.

repre.sent only a

which social attitudes

are

reinforced and

regenerated. These structures are derived from
and reinforce social attitudes that result in male
insensitivity to both
discrimination that

subtle and blatant forms of
women experience. They

akso result in lack of conscientisation among

and perpetuate

complicity. Even

insidious is the fact that

Patriarchy

such

are scarce

to

women,

Building Confidence, not

f

in

Women
them

women

more
exclude

them.selves

by the choices they make. At least

five

invited to attend this conference did

women

not or

could not.

military men at the conference
suggested - off the record - that women are not
fit to serve in the military. This attitude suggests
that widespread infonuation about women's
capabilities and achievements in combat during
liberation struggles have fallen on some deaf
ears. It is. therefore, not unnecessary to reiterate
that women fought side by side with men in the
liberation struggles in Namibia. Zimbabwe,
Mozambique and currently in South Africa. Yet
in peace-time, men glibly assume domination of
institutions concerned with inter-state decision-

making and warfare and many ex-women fighters
join the ranks ofthe silenced and underprivileged.
Women may not have fought in large numbers
on the battlefront. but they were there. This is to
emphasise the fact that women are just as capable
as men to fight on the battlefront. to be engaged
in military planning, and to engage in discourse
about confidence-building and regional security.
This is not, however, to condone the practice of
war as a means of subduing an enemy.

Military: an Anachronism

Since time immemorial,

have dehumanised men,

(1988) documents how black soldiers in Namibia
were conscripted into SWATF and Koevoet and
"trained in the most brutal acts of war; the
reputation of the San as 'trackers' was used to
follow SWAPO’s trail. Skills they developed for
survival in the harsh life of hunting were
transfomied into weapons used against the
Namibian people" (Allison, 1988:27). Koevoet
was specifically trained to intimidate local
communities and perform open atrocities against
those suspected of assisting SWAPO; men,
women

Several

The

into weapons of war and death. Caroline Allison

military institutions
and transformed them

and children, sometimes whole

households, were murdered even
daylight...". (Allison. 1988: 33).
In the

case

of Namibia,

as

n

broad

in other countries

worldwide, soldiers became perpetrators of rape
and violence against women; those who would
not commit rape in times of peace, commit rape
intimesofwarandescape with impunity. During
the Namibian liberation struggle, women civilians-were not only raped but also injected
with Depo Provera by SWATF and Koevoet
soldiers. In the case of Yugoslavia, women were
terrorised in rape/death camps. These are only
two examples of the unacceptable reality that
women’s bodies have historically been turned
into objects of violence and instruments of
political and military power in times of war.
These forms of violence

women

experience as

civilians in timesofwarfalloutside the framework
of internationally acceptable military activity,
The latter constitute crimes against humanity.
not military activity; yet rape has always been,
and continues to be an illegal weapon of war
directed against civilians, namely women. And
as

this civili.sed world

first century,

there

are

approaches the twentystill no legal mechanisms
Sapem June, 1993
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conscientisation of women at all levels, from the

for redress either at the domestic or international
level. In the

case

of Namibia,

responsibility for

atrocities committed, if recorded, were attributed
to

unknown persons

can

(Allison 1988:35); the same
for Zimbabwe, Angola and

be said

!

The

|

To date, there have been no initiatives by 1
existing male-dominated institutions (like the '
United Nations) to redress these abuses; women
who have been

at

the national or international level, for resource.

|
i

and input of women within j
decision-making bodies, both military and nonmilitary, at both the domestic and inter-state !
levels, could serve as a means of conveying
|
women's experiences of victimisation and torture
during war - particularly rape, and other forms I
of violence and abuse perpetrated by soldiers; on
this basis, mechanisms and procedures by which
perpetrators can be punished, and by which
soldiers can be inculcated against these practices,

The presence

should be established.
Not

only is the existing international legal

framework backward; it

can

also be said that its

j

toothlessness is

a consequence of the existence
of the institution of the military, and of warfare
as a means

of

There is

dire need to reconsider the current 1

a

resolving international conflicts.

military framework, specifically the methods by j
which

men are

recruited and trained to become

soldiers. In fact, the whole

offensive

institution of

an

military needs to be reconsidered.

Power Politics and Eurocentricism:

Implications for redress

Women's

Global

Network

placed on the regional agenda; respeclive national organising committees could

Integration of Marginalised Groups

j

!

In the process ofdemocratisation at the regional
and international levels, strategies for evolving a

i confidence culture

must

each send

for

Reproductive Rights (WGNRR) issued a call in
February 1993 for solidarity among women
worldwide to support a resolution in response to
crimes against women in the BosniaHerzegovina conflict. The WGNRR's major
objective is to establish a legal mechanism for
redress in the event of rape and torture of women
during war, by calling upon the International
Court of Justice to recognise rape as a crime
against humanity and a war crime, and establish
anlnternationalCriminalCourtforthispurpo.se.
This is a step in the right direction; however,
it is appalling that it took the experience of
women in Bosnia-Herzegovina to bring this
issuetoworldattention.Fordecadespriortothis.
women in the developing world have been victims
of rape and torture in internecine wars and in
liberation struggles in Southern African countries
such as Namibia, Zimbabwe. Angola and
Mozambique. This is a sad commentary on the
importance with which the suffering of women
in the developing world isperceived: it underlines
the necessity to ensure that in the process of
discourse on regional security in Southern Africa,
the establishment ofa mechanism for legal action
against perpetrators of rape and torture is placed
solidly on the agenda.

Mozambique.

raped by soldiers, or forced to
bear their children, have no legal avenues, either

be

grassroots to the plutocrats.

This council could

|
;

'
i

Sapem June, 1993

concerns

and demands of the

masses

mechanism for

Rights and Democratic Council
is to function effectively, then it must be
autonomous from the regional body. If the

regional body is to function in the capacity of a
democratic confidence-building mechanism,
then it should be non-political. This is to say that
it should not be dominated by heads of state or
their appointees. As the embodiment of
democratic values, this regional body should

i

have the freedom to criticise and take action

against authoritarian regimes, and to intervene in
the event of civil wars or other forms of instabi 1 ity.
The OAU and SADC cannot be easily
transformed into popularly mandated bodies
without a complete overhaul of their current
ideological frameworks. The fomiula outlined
above for the integration of marginalised groups

;

should be the basis for the transfomiation of

existing structures. Such transformation
presupposes fundamental change in the values
governing political conduct at the international
and regional levels.
With respect to the former, the western
capitalist hegemony has assumed the
responsibility of democratising the world using

j

there needs to be active mobilisation and '

serve as a

If this Human

It is

-

this

institutions at the inter-state level,

be articulated. It is the

,

on

regional coordination and contact betwen social
organisations; it could facilitate the evolution of
a confidence culture from the community level
to the national level both within and between
member states. It could also take up human
rights abuses by publishing reports and
coordinating with a regional criminal court which
should also be established to complement the
regional body. Inter- and intra- community
awareness of the involvement in the confidencebuilding process is fundamental for the success
of that process. This will help to foster a
confidence culture - meaning legitimacy,
accountability and credibility of leaders and

j

j essential ingredient of

a viable democratic
only within the last 20 years in western , framework and process at the regional level. The
democracies, that rape has been treated as a [ twin goals of integrating women (and other
crime within the domestic legal domain. In i marginalised groups) and evolving a confidence
Southern African countries, rape has historically
culture can be achieved in the following ways;
The establishment of forums at the comnot been considered a serious crime; inadequate
j •
munity level for discussion of issues relegal provisions, lack of counselling or rape
lated to regional and internal security such
crisis facilities reflect that ominous tradition. At
as employment, discrimination, xenophothe international level, where the conduct of
states is policed by a world hegemony, justice is
bia, and experiences during wars, to name
a few. Various NGOs, student groups,
based not on ideals of natural or human rights,
unions and women's groups can form an
but on the interests of the strongest party in a
conflict.
organising committee at the national level
to coordinate activities, organise such foWithin this framework, women collectively
rums and to encourage public participation
belong in the weak category, although .some
individual women occupy the same space as men
through social mobilisation.
The national organising committees should
in terms of qualification, income and influence; j •
take up the major points raised in the fosome of them are engaged in making decisions
rums and articulate theneeds, aspirations
reflecting interests that are indistinguishable from !
and problems of the people in the regional
those of their male peers, rather than those of
body.
underprivileged women. There needs to be action
At the conference, a proposal was made to
taken to reconcile differences not only between
•
establish a Human Rights and Democratic
men and women, but also those among women
|
which are determined by their multiple roles and j
Council within the regional body. It is
within such a council that the interests,
identities. Gender alone is not a basis for solidarity

representatives to sit

council.

Machiavellian methods. It is time it confronted
the

glaring contradiction between its national

democratic

principles and its international

draconian conduct.

j

Developing nations of this

region have a mandate to avoid reproducing this
western scenario. Their democratic aspirations
should not be selectively. but universally applied.
This will establish a basis for not only a regional
identity, but also for the integration of all

marginalised groups, from grassroots women to
trade union members, into confidence building
structures.»

WINNIE L. WANZALA is

Science

a

lecturer in the Political

Department of the University of Namibia.
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BOOK REVIEWS

NATIONALISM UNDER FIRE
A review of: ZIMBABWE'S GUERILLA WAR

-

PEASANT VOICES.

Cambridge 1992. By NORMA J. KRIGER

Reviewed By Brian Raetopolous

I

t

i.s

now

a

truism that histories written

honour the victors of

to

oppressive village structures,

struggle have, in
turn, produced histories which have sought,
in Russel Jacoby’s words to reclaim. "The silenced
and the defeated". It is this task which Kriger has
set herself as she has sought to excavate "peasant
voices” from

w

While the guerillas H ere persuading and
eoereing peasants to sweat and toil on
their behalf, oppressed peasants were
forging alliances with the guerillas to tiy
to restructure village relations. Unmarried
peasant children challenged their ciders,

hat she considers to be the coercive

discourse and

practice of Nationalism.
Kriger's work is part of a broader trend in
Zimbabwean studies, to bring to the fore the

women

(ZIPA) in ZANU. and the March 11th Movement
in ZAPU. It should be noted, however, that

critical

approaches to the liberation struggle is a
that Zimbabwean intellectuals
themselves have been developing since at least

fail to capture the
potentially powerful role that pea.sants
dissatisfaction with Internal peasant
structures can play in motivating them to

is

as

Zimbabwean peasants participated in the
guerilla warof independence only partly because
they wanted to remove the racially discriminatory
policies of the white minority government. More
importantly, oppressed peasants saw in the
breakdown of law and order during the war an
unprecedented opportunity to transform
58

take Into account how peasant

affected by peasant
structures; structuralists focus on the
influence ofclass, state or other structures
in determining peasant participation, but
not on peasant structures, [p. Sj

itself.

follows:

not

Ideas and actions

within this cauldron of

dissenting voices, Kriger’s study marks the most
sustained attempt to undemiine the legitimacy of
nationalism as a mobi lising and hegemonic force.
Kriger sets out on a critique of existing
structuralist and voluntarist analyses of peasant
revolutions, by asking three questions: "What is
the relationship between popular support, guerilla
coercion and revolutionary success? What are
pea.sant motives for participating in revolutionary
guerilla wars'? What is the relationship, if any,
between the experience of peasants during the
mobilisation priKess and in the immediate postrevolutionary period?" Kriger’s response to these
questions, and the central argument of her book

response of Africans to settler colonialism. This
is a necessary project, as the assumptions of
nationalist discourse need to be

i

participate in revolutions. Voluntarists
do

are

Thus

Kriger’s emphasis on the analysis of the
cleavages of peasant structures, as the
major motivating factors in peasant participation
in the guerilla war in Zimbabwe. Moreover she
argues that these internal struggles within the
peasantry were more radical than the major goals
internal

of the nationalists which focused

the

on

mere

removal of racial

inequalities.
Integral to Kriger’s argument is also the view

that cultural nationalism,

ideology,

as

a

mobilising

inadequate as a compensatory
world-view forpeasants, in the face of the latter’s
was

material sacrifices, and the risks of government
and guerilla coercion. From this position she

strength of Kriger’s analysis lies in her

and in her breakdown of the differences in the

But these .studies

of Hunger and. still the most
outstanding novel about the war. Stanley
Nyamfukudza’s Non-Believers Journey, written
in 1978 and 1977 respectively, both sought to
move away from the
hagiographies ofnationalism
characteristic of an earlier generation of writers.
In addition, since 1980. the critique of postindependence politics by Zimbabwean scholars
has fostered an increasingly critical view of the
war

The

deconstruction of the discourse of nationalism,

elas.ses or other external agents orforces.

In the field of literature.

even

238]

markets, capitalism. Imperialism, other

Marechera’s House

Nevertheless,

subject

usurp power

peasant resentment against the state,

process

conduct and content of the

to

from the ruling clans and the least
advantaged attacked the better off.
Theories of revolution regardless of
approach locate the grievances that
motivate peasants to join revolutionary
movements outside their villages. Most
studies of revolution account for peasant
involvement In revolutions by dwelling on

struggle. Thus recent work has focused on a long
overdue analysis of the role and contribution of
ZAPU. as well as the brief but important
interventions of the Zimbabwe People’s Anny

1970s.

battled their husbands,

elans sometimes tried

alternative voices and choices of the liberation

the late

people with a shared history; their histories were
competition and allegiances". |p. 46]
Kriger concludes, that because of the limited
utilitarian appeals of the guerillas the
effectiveness of cultural nationalist appeals has
been exaggerated, and most analysts have
therefore failed to see guerilla coercion as.
"systematic and linked to the difficulties that
confronted guerillas as they tried to mobilise
peasants while the military power of the colonial
state was still intact and even increasing", [p.
of tribal

a

I
.

thoroughly
investigated. We need, in our research, to specify
those particular conjunctures when national
identity operates as a binding and mobilising
force, subordinating other loyalties, attachments
and identities. It is in this area that Kriger’s work
displays its greatest w eakness. for while stressing
differential responses and dispersed centres of
power, she underestimates the common issues
which formed the basis for an hegemonic project.
however problematic that hegemony might have
been. What Aijav Ahmad writes in his critique of
post-modernism’s approach to nationalism can
be applied to Kriger, namely that she
underestimates, "the historical reality of the
sedimentations which do in fact give particular
collectiveness of people real civilisational
identities". (In Theory, Classes. Nations and
Literatures. Verso 1992, p. 11)
In fact it is Kriger’s dismissal of race as a major

issue affecting the responses to settler
colonialism, which constitutes a serious weakness
in the book. Even if

we

agree

that

on

its own the

experience of racism need not
necessarily produce an unproblematic national
identity or a homogenous national unity, race as
a modality through which settler colonial
exploitation is experienced, cannot simply be
common

subordinated

to

criticises Ranger’s argument for popular support

the peasantry.

The specific articulation of race to

by peasants for guerillas,

these internal conflicts within the peasantry,
structured within the dominance of .settlercolonial

narrow

as being flawed by a
cultural nationalist conception of peasant

consciousness, which leads

to an exaggeration
grievances against the settler state in
the area of agricultural production. Kriger’s attack

of peasant

on

cultural nationalism is also based

the "Shona had

no

...

concept

on

view that

of being

a

united

the internal conflicts amongst

capitalism, has to be specified more clearly.
Kriger on the other hand has dealt with ’race’ by
largely dismissing it.
Other reviews have pointed to additional
difficulties with Kriger’s work. Jocelyn Alexander
Sapem June. 1993

V''

ii-

{J.S.A.S. Vol. 18 No. 2 June 1992) has made an
important point. The political affiliation of
Kriger's peasant voices are not made explicit in
any

substantial

manner.

factor becomes apparent

The importance of this
when it is realised that

the influence of the U.A.N.C. led

Muzorewa,
The

significant in the Mutoko area.

was

delinquent behaviour of Muzorewa's

auxiliary forces

!
I

by Bishop

was

displayed throughout the

■•\s-s

SS

' s"-

■•Ss

<>

affected

deconstruction of nationalism, and a flattering of

Thus while Kriger's
reflect the situation that existed in
Mutoko, the generalisation of such findings to
other parts of Zimbabwe is highly problematic.
There is a sense in which Kriger's work is part
of a more general disillusion with liberation
movements and the post-colonial project. There

places in Kriger's
feeling of a
slippage from the former position into the latter.
Yet Kriger has raised some fundamental issues

late seventies, and could therefore have

the views of Kriger'ssources.

findings

may

is however

distinction between

a

a

radical

AFRICAN PHILOSOPHICAL PROJECTIONS
AND PROSPECTS FOR THE

liberal

prejudices. There

work where

one

are

has the uneasy

in her book, which have to be reckoned with.»
BRIAN RAFTOPOLOUS is the

the

Deputy Director at
University of Zimbabwe Institute for Development

Studies.
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INDIGENISATION OF POLITICAL AND

AVAIU^;

INTELLECTUAL DISCOURSE
By Archie Mafeje, Seminar Paper Scries, No. 7, SAFES

Reviewed By Thomas Deve

A

Mafeje’s A/n'cflu Philosophical

background that African philosophical
rationalisation and movements should be

Indigenisation of Political and
Intellectual Discoursed a well thought out piece
reviewing issues on African philosophy, cultural
revivalism/relativity, and the contradictions and
queries in perspective.
The account is very provocative and this is
shown by the extensive references to and
comments Mafeje makes on other scholars'views
on the same subject. The preamble makes
reference to the query on whether there was a
branch of knowledge in black Africa which
could legitimately be referred to as "philosophy".
Mafeje as.serls that the question might have been
emotive

or even

racist. But from

a

formalistic

point of view, it is hard toconceive of philosophy
in its systematised form in literate societies and
"substantively it is equally hard to imagine
peoples, without some conceptions of or ideas
about the meaning of existence, notions of being
...

'"

Projections and Prospects for the

rchie

whether these

are

to be

referred to

as

'philosophy' or 'mythologies'".
Many of the issues he raises need debate. For
example he asserts that philosophical
pronouncements made by Africans in the
Diaspora were essential ly an expression of a hurt
pride by those who had suffered the crushing
agony of slavery and the bitter racial humiliation
under what de Tocqueville idealistically
perceived as the best model of democracy in the
world. Mafeje notes that those who advanced the
black cause had acquired their cudgels for
combating racism from the same society with
which they were in contradiction. They were
products, not of African culture, but of western
education. Others would want to argue otherwise.
Africans

the continent

experienced white
antipathy and alienation from
if not from their self. It is again.st this
on

fhmofy anefPei^

understood.
The section

on

cultural revivalism focuses

on
&

manipulates largely cultural symbols.
One sees that although most African leaders
frequently referred to "African culture" during
the struggle for independence, they probably
contributed nothing to African culture. Mafeje
how art

traces

various works of literature that have

influenced African

perceptions in academia,
commenting on the "African personality" and
"Negritude" theoretical projections right through
to the days of "modernisation" and the current
debate led by African social scientists
spearheading the talk of African nationalism as
well

as

Third World nationalism in the

contemporary structural setting.
In the final section. Mafeje calls on African
researchers and intellectuals to find a base within
their

societies

in order to achieve the

^

and

mi

yromy edited by
uy Ci Z. MhonO'i'''-'',,,- ^

indigenisation of the arts and sciences in Africa.
Whilst beginnings have been made so far. no
clear paradigms have emerged, but only
explorations, which at times mistake structurally
determined phenomena for self-imposing
manifestations.
The pamphlet will provoke different reactions,
ranging from outright condemnation by
eurocentric inspired readers, limited embrace by
those who will find themselves disabled by the
range of opinions commented on as shown in the
select bibliography on African ethnophilosophy
and critical philosophy, African political
philosophy and ideology, African literature and
ethnophilosophy and African social science and
Auto-critique, to open welcome from those who
see the work as constituting an important message

domination, racial

for the committed African scholars of this

their roots,

and

SAPttM June. 199,'!
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m

Books, PB, 29pp.

even

for those

era

subsequent generations.»
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SECURITY OF THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES
(Eds.) Ja.sjit Singh and Thomas Bernauer, United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research (UNIDIR) 1993.
Published

by Dartmouth Publishing Co. Ltd. U.K and U.S.A. 168

pp.

Reviewed By Donald P. Chimanikire

M

any debates and
international

negotiations at the

Security of

objective and
subjective parameters, affecting security at the
sub-national, national, regional and global level
vary to a great extent across countries. In other

Third World

demonstrated that the

words, in the 197()s and

1980s

international economic order,

over a

or

Countries

countries concerned.
This research project jointly edited by Ja.sjit
Singh and Thomas Bernauer and undertaken
by UNIDIR focuses on the security of Third
World countries. It has been written mainly by

World

havebecn

Jasjit Singh

the Earth

have show n
significant cleavage in terms of
security perceptions particularly between
developing and developed countries. This
cleavage relate, to traditional military-security
factors as wcl I as non-mi litary aspects of .security.
This variance in perception is in part due to the
social, political and economic situation of the

Third

dominated

new

a

on

security, generally.

and Thomas

Summit in Rio in 1992, for example,

that there is

t'roni the
developing world.
Writing and debate
experts

have

level

Bernauer (eds)

from

so

far

by experts
developed

countries. This report
can be regarded as an
effort to redress the

situation.

The report

investigates and communicates some of the
view's and positions of developing countries.
At the same time it conveys some of their
anxieties and apprehensions. The findings
w hich
emerge cannot be condensed into a few
lines. It is. however, clear that

a great number
security problems are closely related to
the development of the state and society.
The research report is divided into two parts.

of the

The first part"deals with the security of Third
World countries from arathcrgeneral

perspective.
Singham analyses security problems that
developing countries face after the Cold War.
Mohammed Ayoob examines the problem of
State making in relation to the security of Third
World countries. K. Subrghmanyam discusses
the question of non-military threats and Ja.sjit
Singhevaluatesoneofthe major military security
A. W.

issues, that is. nuclear weapons.
The second part of the research report tinalyses
the security of Third World countries from a

regional perspective. Two regions w ere selected
for this purpose. T.A. Imobighe deals with
security issues in Sub-Sahara Africa, and
Muthiah Alagappa examines questions of
international security in Southeast Asia. The
concluding chapter of the report was written by
Jasjit Singh.»

REGIONAL APPROACHES TO DISARMAMENT:

Security and Stability
(ed.) Jayantha Dhanapala, United Nations Institute for Disarmament Researeh 1993, pp. 282 published by
Dartmouth

T

does

not

Publishing Company Ltd. U.K. and U.S.A.

his research report

by UNIDIR consists
chapters devoted to the different
regions. The uniqueness of each region
permit a thematic di\ ision of chapters.

Particular subjects may pretlominate in one
region, for example, the peaceful settlement of
disputes or confidence - building measures, but
will be of little importance to other regions.
The project w as co-ordinated by Ambassador
Dhanapala, UNIDIR Director. Indixidual
chapters were written b\ Trevor Findlay iThe
.South

Regional

of

Approaches
To
Disarmament:

Security and
Stability
Jayantha
Dhanapala
(ed)

What emerges

from
chapters in the
research report is an
interesting
of
Kaleidoscope
security
regional
situations as variegated
as they are integral to
the global security
the

situation

and

disarmament. From the

Pacific) Hisao Iwashima (The North

Pacific) Chandran Jeshurun (South East .Asia).

relative

Bhahani Sen

the volatile maelstrom of the middle East,

Gupta (South .Asia). Na/ir Kamal
(The Indian Ocean Region). .Assia Bensaleh
.Alasui (The Maghreb). A.P. Nhihiga (SubSahartm .Africti). Gemges Lama/iere (Ltitin
America; The Multilateral Dimension). Monica
Hirst and Carlos Rico (Latin America's

.Agenda).
bO

Security

the
for

prospects

placidity of the South Pacific region to
were

mixture

ofregional situations that clearly
require different approaches and different
mechanisms to ensure disarmament security
and stability. The security agendas of the
a

.

different regions are also not frozen in time but
evolve in response to global trends and to

regional dynamics.
Common themes

can

be discerned in the

regional perceptions that have been described in
the report. At the same time significant
differences emerge not only among regions but
also on the fundamental question of regional
approaches. The concept of region as a security
community appears to be widely accepted.
In general, the strengths and wettknesses of
regional approaches to disarmament, .security
and stability have to be seen in perspective,
Regional approaches are not a panacea for the
problems that exist. Together with global
approaches they could, however, help to usher in
a safer and better world,
In conclusion, ttie two research reports

reviewed above

are

well researched and

timely. They

are both useful to policy
and students of security studies.»

.S.M'KXt JtM

quite

makers

.
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SAFES NEWSLETTER

SAFES REGIONAL OFFICE

SYMPOSIUM ON THE MAKING OF THE
NEW ETHIOPIAN CONSTITUTION

SAFES Trust and the Government of Zimbabwe
of Agreement on
in Harare.

signed a Memorandum
June 7, regarding the establishment of a regional office

the Minister of Infonnation. Fosts and Telecommunications, whilst

represented by its Executive Director, Dr Ibbo Mandaza
during the signing ceremony.
was

released
condemning the US backed Ethiopian government
against faculty, staff and students at Addis Ababa University

Action Alert

an

This will increase operational efficiency of SAFES staff in their day to
day regional sojourning and thus contribute positively towards the
organisation’s aims and objectives of promoting and nurturing social
.science, re.search. debate teaching and publications in Southern Africa.
The Government of Zimbabwe was represented by Dav id Karimanzira,
SAFES Trust

The Association of Concerned African Scholars (ACAS) recently

attacks

(AAU).
The

transitional

government brutally suppressed a student
they attempted to pre.sent a position against Eritrean
independence to UN officials. When the AAU faculty condemned the
government's action and called for an impartial investigation, the
govemment closed the university.
Responses by scholars to this situation will vary ranging from protest
at the symposium to boycotting the meeting altogether. At least one welldemonstration

as

known African

CODESRIA. has

participant. Thandika Mkandawire. Director of
rejected any participation.

ACAS in association with the Committee for Academic Freedom in
Africa (AFA) demand:
end to all attacks on the university, its students and faculty;
impartial investigation of the arrests, detention and killings; and
guarantees of due process;
the reinstatement of dismissed faculty and students;
the return of basic academic rights and governance.

•

an

•

an

•

•

SOUTHERN AFRICA AT THE THRESHOLD
A

one day international symposium focusing on Ferspectives of
Development
and
Cooperation
organised
by
EFOG
(Gutwicklungspolitische Gesellscbaft e. V at the Berlin Fair in Germany

June 10, 1993.

on

The

ZIMBABAWE INSTITUTE OF
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

meeting focused on regional perspectives and then proceeded to
case studies mainly the experiences of Namibia, Zimbabwe and
Mozambique. The possible impact of a post-apartheid South Africa was
given special attention.
evaluate

Dr Ibbo Mandaza, the Executive Director of SAFES Trust addressed
the

The Zimbabwe

meeting and focused on
Africa in the Year 2000'’.

Regional perspectives in his paper "Southern

Ministry of Foreign Affairs organised a seminar under the
auspices of SAFES Trust which was held in Kadoma from 26 - 28 May
to discuss a proposal that would constitute a possible framework to

Fapers on European perspectives emphasised the impact of the collapse
of communism and how this has been responsible for diverting resources

facilitate the establishment of

towards the economic, infrastructural and

an

Institute of International Relations.

The
the

meeting which brought together more than 40 participants from
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, other government departments and

parastatals, private sector, the University of Zimbabwe, regional and
international institutions, was offically opened by DrNathan Shamuyarira,
the Zimbabwean Minister of Foreign Affairs. Their deliberations were
centred on the project report presented by the Zimbabwe Institute of

ecological rehabilitation of
Europe and the former Soviet Republics. In spite of these odds.
Dr Klaus Baron Von der Ropp noted that Africa w ill remain one of the
United Gemtany's top partners in the Third World.
Here is a list of the papers pre.sented;

Eastern

Southern Africa

-

Regional

Ferspectives

International Affairs (ZlIA) consultant. Dr Ibbo Mandaza.
The seminar considered in detail, the

proposal which

embraced tbe contributions from institutions which
the

course

was tabled and
visited during

were

of the research, and concluded that the Institute should be

established in Harare.
Its

major objective will be training of Zimbabwe’s diplomats and other
with the discharge of diplomatic and
serve as a

Research Centre in the

area of International Relations in addition to .serving as a platform for the
exchange of ideas in issues related to foreign policy.

Sapf.m June, 1993

Africa in the Year 2000

Dr Ibbo Mandaza, Executive Director. SAFES Trust

(Southern

Africa Folitical

Economy Series) / Zimbabwe
Namibia Key to Cooperation in the Southern Africa Region
Dr Ing Klaus Dierks, M.F., Deputy Minister of Works. Transport
-

members of the ptiblic as are charged

related functions. The Institute will also

Southern

and Communication / Namibia

Emerging Prospects in South Africa Regarding Regional Development and Cooperation
Mr Henry van Loggerenberg, Strategic Flanner of the Development
61

Bank of Southern Africa / Republic of South Africa
Perspectives of Regional Cooperation - a European View
Dr Klaus Baron von der Ropp / Germany

National Prerequisites for Regional Cooperation

-

Country (

ases

Changes in South Africa - A View of the ANC
Dr Paul Jourdan, African National Congress, Department of Economic Planning / South Africa
From Liberation Struggle to National Reconciliation - the
Namibian Experience
Dr Ing Klaus Dierks
Namibia A Model for Economy and Policy
Prof Ansprenger, Freie Universitat Berlin / Gennany
From Liberation Struggle to National Reconciliation - the Zimbabwean Experience

•

•

•

-

•

Dr Ibbo Mandaza

Mozambique
•

The

•

The O.A.U. and the Future

•

The Pan Africanist

•

Pan Africanism and Internationalism

Refugees and displaced persons
campaign for reparation

•

African Women

•

Culture and

•

The African Child

•

Class and

Strategy; now and future

Change

mass

struggles

•

SAP IMFAVorld Bank and Recolonisation

•

The

•

Conflicts and Conflict resolution

•

Science and

•

NGOs in Africa

•

Creating

•

•

Military
Technology

a common African market
Education and Development

Health, Child Care
The African Environment

For further information contact

Dr Edmund Röhner /

Gennany
Perspective of a Negotiated Settlement in South Africa
Dr Hans-Georg Schleicher / Germany
-

Food Crisis.

•

•

Heritage of the Past, Perspectives of the Future Mozambique
Dr Custodia Mandlhate. Head of Department Ministry of Health /

•

•

The Secretariat
7th Pan African

Congress

P O Box 7168

Kampala. Uganda

FORMER AAPS PRESIDENT NOW
MINISTER
Former AAPS President.

Abdoulaye Bathily

was

VISITORS TO SAPES

recently appointed

Minister of Environment and Protection of Nature. Earlier in the year.
Prof. Bathily was not able to attend the Dar-es-Salaam .AAPS 20th

Anniversary Congress, because he was busy campaigning as a Presidential
an opposition party, in the Senegalese General

candidate of LDMBP.
Elections.
He

joins the ranks of the AAPS founding members like BoutrosSecretary General, Dani Nabudere. Yash
Tandon. Kwesi Botchwly and Nathan Shamuyarira.
These founding fathers have either tasted political office, been forced
into a second exile, retired from public office or become firmly entrenched
now

Boutros Ghali. the current UN

in state power.

During the month of May. SAPES Trust was honoured by visits to its
by a number of scholars and academics coming to familiari.se
themselves with our work. Notable among these were:
Miguel De Brito - ISRI/CEEI. Maputo. Mozambique
Severine Rugumamu - Tanzania
Mafa Sejanamane - I.S.A.S., National University of Lesotho
Hon. L. Amedee
Darga. Member of Parliament. Mauritius
Nomthetho G, Simela
University of Swaziland
E. J. Kisanga - Commonewealth Secretariat, London
Mpho Maine - Botswana Press Agency.

Secretariat

-

-

NEWS FROM THE LDC

7TH PAN AFRICAN CONGRESS
The 7th Pan African

Congress is going to be held in Kampala, the
Ugandan capital from 2-6 December. 1993. The meeting will be taking
place almost two decades after the 6th Congress.
The Congress, in keeping with the broad nature of all previous
congresses (1900 - 1974) is open to all shades of opinion, groups and

The LDC took part in a training workshop held at
Zimbabwe from 14—18 June on the CDS-ISIS library

the University of
software package.
Following discussions at the recent conference on library networking
held in South Africa, the directory being produced by SAPES should be
expanded to incorporate many other South African libraries and
documentation

centres.

individuals in the whole Pan African world. In addition, African

governments in Africa and the diaspora are
on

being invited as participants,

equal footing, with other delegates.

The broad theme of the congress is: Pan Africanism: Facing
Future in Unity, Social Progress and Democracy. Major topics on

the
the

agenda include;
Creating a Union of all African states.
•

State and Conditions of Africans

•

International trends that have

on

the Continent and in the

Impact on Africa (i.e. the New World

Order/the U.N.)
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Africa after apartheid: regional integration and external
edited by Bertil Odén. Seminar proceedings. Uppsala,

resources,

Scandinavian Institute of African Studies. 1993

Diaspora.

Debt Crisis,

Southern

Zimbabwe Institute

•

•

NEW BOOKS AND DOCUMENTS RECEIVED

Democracy. Human Rights. Civil War. Aid, AIDs,

of International Affairs inaugural .seminar,
May 1993. Ministry of Foreign Affairs in cooperation with SAPES. Papers and Proceedings.
End to Violence against Women: African women's initiatives.
International Conference on Violence against women held atZESA
Training Centre. Harare, 22-26 February 1993. Final Report.
Kadoma, 26-28

Sapem June. 1993

Transfo! mation on the South African Gold Mines. Labour, Capital
and Society, Vol 25, No 1 (April 1992). Special Edition.
Ziinhahwe National Chamber ofCommerce I99S Conf;ress held at
Victoria Falls. 19-21 May 199.1. Papers.
Detnocratie Solidaritc Developpement: Te.xtes Fondamentaii.x.
Parti Socialiste Burkinabe. Ouagadougou. 1199.1]
Summit Level Group of Developing Countries: Group of Fifteen.
Joint Communique of Third Summit Meeting. Dakar, Senegal.

THE MUNICIPAL DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMME (MDP)
for Sub-Saharan Africa

-

-

1991.

Reviving local self-reliance: people's responses to the economic
crisis in Eastern and Southern Africa: edited by W W Gooneratne
and M Mbilinyi. Nagoya, Japan. United Nations Centre for Regional Development, 1992
International Labour Conferetice. Report ofthe Director-General.

Eastern and Southern Africa

The Municipal Development (MDP) for Sub-Saharan Africa is a
multi-donor funded facility committed to an alternative model of

development assistance dedicated to building institutional
effectiveness in localgovernments institutions in Sub-Saharan Africa.
The Executing Agency for the Programme is the World Bank.
The MDP makes available to African institutions resources and
advice to conduct activities in the
•

Geneva. ILO, 1991.

Way of Thinking": individuali.sm and Islamism in
by Marit Tjomsiand. Fantoft. Norway. Chr Michefsen
Institute, 1991. Working Paper D 1991; 2.
Negotiating the "In-between": modernizing practices and identities in post-colonial Tunisia, by Marit Tjomsiand. Fantoft, Chr
Michelsen institute. 1992. Report R 1992: 10
Trade Unions in Processes of Democratisation: a study of party
labour relations in Zambia, by Lise Rakner. Fantoft. Chr Michelsen
Institute, 1992. Report R 1992: 6
The Queen's daughters: prostitutes as an outcast group in colonial
India, by Ratnabali Chatterjee. Fantoft. Chr Michelsen Institute.
1992. Report R 1992; 8
Migration. State and Civil Society in Southeast Asia, by Astri
Suhrke. Fantoft, Chr Michelsen Institute. 1992. Working Paper M
"The Educated

•

Tunisia,

I

1992: 4.

Safeguarding the Right to A.sylum. by Astri Suhrke. Fantoft. Chr
Michelsen Institute, 1992. Working Paper M 1992:1
Towards a Comprehensive Refugee Policy: conflict and refugees in
the po.st cold war world, by Astri Suhrke. Fantoft. Chr Michelsen
Institute. 1992. Working Paper M 1992: 2
Secondary and Higher Secondary Education in Bangladesh: its
growth and state expenditures: a time-series analysis of1981-90.
by Mahmudul Alarn. Fantoft, Chr Michelsen Institute. 1992. Working Paper D 1992: 10

Region

•

following interrelated areas:
Policy studies and policy advocacy, including
investigations of key decentralisation issues and
local municipal governance in the region.
human resource development activities, including
support to training Institutions and formulation of training
strategies
support to municipalities, including fostering of new

approaches to development planning and effective
service delivery
•

strengthening of associations of local authorities.
PROGRAMME OFFICER POSITION

seeking services of a Programme Officer whose
responsibilitites include working with client institutions at articulating
their needsand developing capacity building activities, and working
The MDP is

with the team of MDP

professionals and with other resources in the
region to develop greater understanding of issues and approaches
to strengthening local government in Sub-Saharan Africa,
Qualified individuals will hold an advanced University degree,
have a minimum of ten years experience in at least one of the areas
of MDP intervention

as

stated above, wilt be committed to

participative processes and possess excellent oral and written
communication skills. Skills in strategic planning, group process
facilitation, training or project management will be considered
assets, as well as experience or exposure to local government in
Africa, exfjerience in liaising with donor agencies and/or ability to
speak French and/or Portuguese.
The compensation package is based on World Bank conditions
of service for

long-term consultants.
applications which should include detailed CV's

Deadline for
is

July 30.

NEW JOURNALS

SHORT-TERM CONCULTANTS
The MDP is committed to building African copocity by among

Geneva-Africa. Institut Universitairc d'Etudes du Developpement.
Penultimate and final issues. This Journal is now ceased.
Taamuli. Journal of the Dept of Political Science and Public
Administration, University of Dar es Salaam.

otherthings having the activities it supports identified by beneficiaries
and conducted with the help of African experts. From time to time,
the MDP utilises the servicesof qualified and experienced individuals
for short-term assignmentsas consultants in MDPsupported activities.
Individuals with experience in any of MDP's areas of intervention
as stated above who are committed to participatory processes,
have group process and strategic planning skills, experience or
exposure to local government In Africa and/or capacity to work in
French and/or Portuguese are invited to submit their CVs for

International Political Science Review. Butterworth-Heinemann

inclusion in

AAPAM Newsletter. Nairobi. African Association for Public Ad-

ministration and

Management.

Issue. Journal of the African Studies Association

for the International Political Science Association.

Women's Environment and

Development Organisation iWEDO)

News and ITcu-.v.

wa

consultant roster.

Please send your

CV to:

The

African Woman: quarterly development jounial. Published by
Akina Mama

a

Afrika, London

Foreign Trade Review. Indian Institute of Foreign Trade. New
Delhi
The Peace Herald. Nairobi, Peace Foundation (Africa).

Regional Director
Municipal Development Programme

Sub-Saharan Africa
Eastern and Southern Africa Module

Flurudza Flouse
14-16 Baker Avenue, 7th Floor
Flarare, Zimbabwe

Development Today (Norway)
Sapem June, 199.3
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SAFES TRUST SCHOLARSHIPS
The Southern Africa Political and

Economy Series (SAFES) Trust is a regional
organisation that was set up to operate in Southern Africa with the objectives of
facilitating and promoting social science teaching, research and publication. As an
extension of these objectives, the SAFES Trust also promotes young
scholarship by
supporting post-graduate students pursuing further studies in the social science field
in Southern Africa.

From

1994, the SAFES Trust is offering scholarships to post-graduate students
doing research degrees or dissertations that entail travelling within the region to one
or more

institutions in search of data. The

in the Southern African

scholarships are tenable at any university

region and cover some of the research

expenses

within the

region. This support gives such students a chance to work on their individual research
proposals, with financial and service support from SAFES. We believe that such a
support programme contributes to the development of social science scholarship in
the region, besides harnessing the exodus of post-graduate students to the North.
Initially, the SAFES Trust scholarships are tenable for one (1) year, subject to
renewal for a further year. Applicants seeking these scholarships must enclose a
detailed research proposal which includes a budget.
Flease send your

applications, with a detailed curriculum vitae and University
transcripts, letters of support from the Dean of your Faculty, the Chairman of your
Department and also from your supervisor to:
The Executive Director
SAFES Trust
POBox MP111
Mount Pleasant

Harare, Zimbabwe
Phone:263-4-727875
Fax:263-4-732735
Telex: 26464 AAPS

The

closing date is 30 September, 1993.
Sapem June, IW.J
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